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Introduction 

Did I lock the door this morning? Did I turn off the coffee machine? Did I lock the car just 

now? Almost everyone experiences these kinds of thoughts now and then. They may make 

you feel somewhat uncomfortable and you may try to explicitly remember putting your keys 

in the lock or pushing the power button of the coffee machine. And sometimes, you may even 

walk back to your car to check if you really locked it. For most people, one check is sufficient 

to reduce the feelings of discomfort, and they feel certain that their car is locked. A few 

people may need an extra check to feel confident. But for people with obsessive-compulsive 

disorder (OCD), one, two, 10 or sometimes 20 checks are not sufficient to reduce feelings of 

anxiety and uncertainty. “What if the coffee machine is not turned off? Then it will get too 

hot, and my kitchen will catch fire, and then the whole building will burn down and all my 

neighbors will die”. These thoughts make patients feel extremely anxious, and increase the 

urge to re-check their coffee machine. Although repeated checking seems a logical strategy to 

reduce doubt, patients with OCD usually still feel uncertain after performing their checks, and 

may end up checking hours a day. Research suggests that perseverative checking is 

counterproductive: it ironically increases uncertainty. Patients with OCD easily end up in a 

vicious circle: to reduce feelings of uncertainty they repeatedly check their actions, but this 

actually increases uncertainty, which again induces checking.  

This thesis mainly focuses on a potential mechanism involved in this paradoxical 

phenomenon. In this introductory chapter, some facts and figures concerning OCD are 

presented, followed by a short history, and the characteristics of OCD. Influential theories on 

OCD and compulsive checking are discussed. Then, some remaining issues are highlighted, 

which leads to the objectives and outline of this thesis. 

 

OCD: facts & figures 

OCD has an estimated lifetime prevalence rate of 1-3% worldwide (Bijl, Ravelli, & van 

Zessen, 1998; Kessler et al., 2005; Ruscio, Stein, Chiu, & Kessler, 2010; Weissman et al., 

1994). The mean age at onset is 19.5 years (Ruscio et al., 2010), but OCD has two distinct 

peaks of age at onset: early onset with a mean age of 11 years, and late onset with a mean age 

of 24 years (Delorme et al., 2005). Although some epidemiological studies indicate that OCD 

is more common among females than males (Ruscio, et al., 2010; Torres et al., 2006), other 

studies found it is unrelated to gender (Fornaro et al., 2009; Weissman et al., 1994). OCD has 

high personal, as well as high socioeconomic costs (Hollander & Wong, 1998). The World 
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Health Organization placed OCD in the top ten of most disabling medical conditions 

worldwide (Murray & Lopez, 1996). Patients with OCD spend an average of 8.9 years of their 

lives with the disorder, during which the obsessions and compulsions consume a large amount 

of time per day (means of 5.9 and 4.6h, respectively; Torres et al., 2006). OCD has a high 

comorbidity rate of approximately 60% with other co-occurring psychological disorders 

(Torres et al., 2006), and lifetime prevalence of other psychological conditions is reported in 

nearly all patients (90%; Ruscio et al., 2010). The most frequent co-morbid disorders are 

anxiety disorders (75.8%), mood disorders (63.3%), and substance use disorder (38.6%). 

OCD is often overlooked as a diagnosis: patients may present with anxiety or depressive 

complaints because they may be too ashamed to talk about their obsessive-compulsive 

symptoms. Furthermore, OCD is often not recognized by both general practitioners and even 

specialized care clinicians (Veldhuis et al., 2012). A study in psychiatric outpatients showed 

that OCD was overlooked by clinicians in 70% of patients with substantial symptoms (Wahl 

et al., 2010). On average, it takes seven to 17 years for patients with OCD to receive adequate 

treatment (Hollander, Stein, Broatch, Himelein, & Rowland, 1997; Rasmussen & Eisen, 

1992). Approximately 50% of patients benefit from CBT, medication, or a combination of 

these two, but there is still a large number of patients who experience chronic symptoms, or 

whose OCD is treatment resistant (Jenike, 2004; van Oppen, van Balkom, de Haan, & van 

Dyck, 2005).  

 

Short history of OCD 

Descriptions on unwanted thoughts are found in very early literature, like the Greek New 

Testament and the early Christians Old Testament (Aardema & O’Connor, 2007). An early 

description on ‘unmentionable blasphemous thoughts’ comes from John Climacus, a sixth 

century monk who lived in the Sinai desert. He attributed the origin of these thoughts to the 

demon of blasphemy: “If you have blasphemous thoughts, do not think that you are to blame. 

(…) It stirs up the dirtiest and most obscene thoughts within us. (…) Those unclean and 

unspeakable thoughts come at us when we are praying, but, if we continue to pray to the end, 

they will retreat, for they do not struggle against those who resist them.” (Climacus, 1982, pp. 

211-212). Since the Medieval, Latin terms like obsessio, compulsio, impulsio, and scrupulus 

were used to describe obsessive-compulsive phenomena (Berrios, 1989).  

In the early Renaissance (14
th

-15
th

 century), mental illnesses were believed to be 

caused by the devil, and the term obsession “came to be associated with a very literal type of 

egodystonic experience as well as forbidden and unwanted states of mind” (Aardema & 
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O’Connor, 2007, p. 185). A common ‘remedy’ was exorcism by burning the obsessed 

individual. In the late 1600s, it was acknowledged that suppression of unwanted thoughts 

would make them worse, as preached by Bishop John Moore: “…to those unhappy persons, 

who have naughty, and sometimes blasphemous thoughts start in their minds… When you 

find these thoughts creeping upon you, be not mightily dejected.... Neither violently struggle 

with them; since experience doth teach that they increase and swell by vehement opposition; 

but dissipate and waste away, and come to nothing when they are neglected, and we do not 

much concern ourselves about them…” (1692, pp. 12-14).  

When in the 1700s and 1800s the influence of physicians grew, so did the (medical) 

descriptions on obsessions and compulsions. In 1838, Esquirol wrote a detailed description of 

compulsive behavior about a patient who was afraid that she would unintentionally take 

something valuable that was not hers: “…She afterwards turns and re-turns her slippers, 

shakes them, and hands them to her chamber-maid, in order that she, after having carefully 

examined them, may assure her that they conceal nothing of value.” (1965, p. 349). Another 

result of the growing influence of physicians was the institutionalization of individuals with 

mental problems, like OCD, in asylums (Rothman, 1990).  

In the 19
th

 century, French psychiatrists started to categorize clinical phenomena 

(Berrios, 1989). The classification of OCD changed (Berrios, 1989) from ‘psychosis’ (i.e., 

insanity with partial delusions, or ‘monomania’ by Esquirol) to ‘neurosis’ (i.e., insanity with 

insight, or ‘disease of the emotions’ by Morel). Furthermore, the component symptoms of 

OCD changed: obsessions were separated from delusions, and compulsions were separated 

from impulsions. In 1878, psychiatrist Westphal used the term ‘Zwangsvorstellung’ to refer to 

‘pure mental experiences’ (i.e., obsessions) and precursors of actions (i.e., compulsions; 

Berrios, 1996).  At the end of the 19
th

 century, there was a shift towards a more psychological 

view on psychiatric disorders (Alvarenga, Hounie, Mercadante, Miguel, & Conceicao, 2007). 

In 1903, Janet proposed that obsessional patients had an abnormal personality, with features 

like anxiety, excessive worrying, lack of energy, and doubting (Alvarenga et al., 2007).  

Freud spent a great deal of his work on ‘Zwangsneurose’ (1909). According to his 

psychoanalytic theory, unwanted thoughts and drives (mostly sexual and aggressive) enter 

consciousness due to a failed repression system, thereby causing anxiety. Obsessive-

compulsive symptoms are maladaptive responses that symbolize the unconscious conflicts 

that are unacceptable on a conscious level (Jenike, Baer, & Minichiello, 1986). As a result of 

differences in translation of ‘Zwangsvorstellung’ (i.e., it was translated as ‘obsession’ in Great 

Britain, but as ‘compulsion’ in the USA), the term ‘obsessive-compulsive disorder’ was 
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suggested as a compromise between the two definitions (Berrios, 1996), and is still used 

today. 

 

OCD in classification systems 

Since the 19
th

 century, over 30 classification systems of mental illnesses have been proposed 

(Stengel, 1959). The American Psychiatric Association (APA; 1952) aimed at reaching 

consensus on the classification of mental illnesses, and published the Diagnostic and 

Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM), a classification system of mental disorders. 

The classification of OCD in the first and second edition of the DSM was heavily influenced 

by Freud’s psychoanalytic theory (Steketee, 2012). 

The publication of DSM-III in 1980 meant a revolution in psychiatry, because it 

proposed specific categorical diagnoses with specific sets of observable, symptom-based 

criteria, instead of descriptive paragraphs that were highly influenced by particular theories on 

psychopathology (First, 2010). It formed the basis for the present classification systems. 

Although the International Classification of Diseases 10
th

 edition (ICD-10), that was 

developed by the World Health Organization (WHO, 1992), is considered to be the official 

medical classification system by physicians, the DSM-III and its successors, DSM-III-R 

(APA, 1987), DSM-IV (APA, 1994), and DSM-IV-TR (2000) were highly popular, and the 

latter two were most used by mental health care professionals (Alvarenga et al., 2007). The 

classification of OCD was highly similar across these editions. Until 2013, when the fifth 

edition of the DSM (DSM-5; APA, 2013a) was released.  

The DSM-5 has a number of changes to OCD. The biggest change is that OCD is no 

longer considered to be an anxiety disorder (cf. ICD-10, in which OCD already was a separate 

disorder: Alvarenga et al., 2007). The rationale behind this is that an increasing amount of 

scientific research suggests that there are common threads (i.e., obsessive preoccupation 

and/or repetitive behaviors) in OCD-related disorders (APA, 2013b). Therefore, OCD now 

has been moved to a separate category called Obsessive Compulsive and Related Disorders, 

together with related disorders like body dysmorphic disorder, trichotillomania (hair-pulling), 

hoarding, and excoriation (skin-picking) disorder.  

 

What’s in a name? The key components of OCD 

Obsessive-compulsive disorder is characterized by the presence of obsessions, compulsions, 

or both in DSM-5 (APA, 2013a). Obsessions refer to recurrent, persistent thoughts, urges, or 
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images that are experienced as intrusive and unwanted, and cause anxiety or distress in most 

people. Furthermore, a person attempts to ignore or suppress these thoughts, urges, or images 

or neutralize them with some other thought or action. Examples of obsessions are unwanted 

thoughts or images of harming loved ones (stabbing your child), being contaminated, sexually 

or morally offensive thoughts, blasphemous thoughts, and persistent doubt about locking 

doors or turning off the gas stove and electrical supplies (Abramowitz, Taylor, & McKay, 

2009; Rachman, 1997). Compulsions refer to repetitive behaviors (i.e., washing, ordering, 

checking) or mental acts (i.e., praying, counting, repeating words silently, thinking good 

thoughts) in response to an obsession or according to rules that must be applied rigidly (APA, 

2013a). Furthermore, the behaviors or mental acts are aimed at preventing or reducing distress 

or preventing some dreaded event or situation; however, they are not connected in a way that 

could realistically neutralize or prevent whatever they are meant to address, or are clearly 

excessive. The obsessions and/or compulsions are time-consuming (i.e., at least 1h a day), or 

cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupational, or other important 

areas of functioning. The obsessive-compulsive symptoms are not attributable to substance 

abuse or another medical condition, and are not better explained by another mental disorder. 

DSM-5 allows for the specification of insight (i.e., good, poor, absent), and presence of tic-

related behaviors. 

Obsessive-compulsive disorder is a heterogeneous condition in which 

symptomatology can strongly differ between patients (Abramowitz et al., 2009). Research 

suggests five main dimensions or subtypes of OCD in which certain obsessions and 

compulsions co-occur (McKay et al., 2004):  

- obsessions about being responsible for causing or failing to prevent harm and 

compulsive checking behavior and reassurance-seeking; 

- symmetry obsessions and ordering/counting rituals; 

- contamination obsessions and washing/cleaning rituals; 

- repugnant obsessions concerning sex, violence, and religion; 

- hoarding, which are obsessions about acquiring and retaining objects and 

associated collecting compulsions (note that in DSM-5,  hoarding is classified as a 

separate disorder among the Obsessive Compulsive and Related Disorders: APA, 

2013a). 

 

Obsessions and compulsions are relatively ‘common’ phenomena: Almost everyone 

experiences intrusions which resemble those in OCD (Rachman & de Silva, 1978; Salkovskis, 
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1985), and almost everyone engages in safety behaviors such as checking or washing 

(Radomsky, Shafran, Coughtrey & Rachman, 2010). In a study on compulsive behavior in the 

general population, almost 55% of participants reported to engage in some kind of compulsive 

or ritualistic behavior (Muris, Merckelbach, & Clavan, 2007). Furthermore, the difference in 

content between normal and clinical compulsions was small, with healthy subjects performing 

more ‘magical’ protecting behaviors compared to OCD patients who more frequently engaged 

in washing, checking and ordering. The overlap in content of obsessions is large (with harm 

and aggression as common themes), although some studies indicate that normal obsessions 

differ from abnormal obsessions (Rassin & Muris, 2006; Rassin, Cougle, & Muris, 2007). The 

biggest difference between normal and abnormal obsessions and compulsions lies in their 

duration, frequency, intensity and the person’s reaction: clinical obsessions and compulsions 

are (far more) distressing, preoccupying, excessive, maladaptive, incapacitating, and are 

associated with extreme anxiety and tension (Rachman & de Silva, 1978; Radomsky et al., 

2010). What causes the difference between normal and clinical obsessions and compulsions? 

 

Theoretical Approaches to OCD 

Several theories of OCD exist. Cognitive models are among the most prominent and 

influential, and can be roughly divided into two categories (Taylor, 2002) that focus on 

dysfunction in cognitive processing or on dysfunctional beliefs. These will be discussed 

below. 

  

Dysfunction in cognitive processing 

In the past decades extensive research is performed on cognitive functioning in patients with 

OCD. Although many studies indicate that OCD is associated with impaired cognitive 

functioning, results have been inconsistent. Three meta-analyses have recently been 

published. Two of them studied cognitive functioning in OCD more broadly, and found that, 

compared to healthy controls, patients with OCD show impairments on tasks measuring 

executive function, visuospatial memory, verbal memory, verbal fluency, processing speed 

and attention (Abramovitch, Abramowitz, & Mittelman, 2013; Shin, Lee, Kim, & Kwon, 

2013). A third meta-analysis used a theoretical framework to operationalize executive 

functioning more specifically (Snyder, Kaiser, Warren, & Heller, 2014). Snyder et al. (2014) 

demonstrated that, compared to healthy controls, patients with OCD show slower general 

motor-speed and impaired performance on tasks that measure most aspects of executive 

functioning, like inhibition, shifting, verbal and visuospatial working memory, and planning. 
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Although OCD is associated with broad impairments in neuropsychological functioning, the 

effect sizes seen across domains are small to moderate. Furthermore, these impairments do 

not seem to be clinically meaningful (Abramovitch et al., 2013).  

 

Dysfunctional beliefs 

Cognitive theories on OCD propose that obsessions and compulsions are caused by 

dysfunctional beliefs. These theories are based on Beck’s cognitive specificity hypothesis 

(1976), which proposed that different types of dysfunctional schemas, or beliefs, cause 

different types of psychopathology. Panic disorder, for example, is associated with 

dysfunctional beliefs about bodily symptoms causing death, insanity, or loss of control (e.g., 

“My heart will stop if it beats to fast”; Beck, 1988; Clark, 1986), and mood disorder is 

associated with beliefs about failure and self-denigration (e.g., “I am a failure”; Beck, 1976). 

The Obsessive Compulsive Cognitions Working Group (OCCWG; 1997) has reached 

expert consensus on six important dysfunctional beliefs in OCD: 

- Inflated responsibility is the belief that one has extreme influence to cause or prevent 

harm. 

- Overestimation of threat is characterized by beliefs that exaggerate the estimation of 

the probability or severity of harm or danger.  

- Over-importance of thoughts is defined as the belief that the occurrence of a thought, 

image, or impulse implies something very important. The concept thought-action 

fusion, which represents the idea that the mere presence of a bad thought can produce 

a bad action, falls within this domain.  

- Importance of controlling one’s thoughts is characterized by the overevaluation of 

the importance of exerting complete control over intrusive thoughts, images, and 

impulses, and the belief that this is possible and desirable. 

- Perfectionism in OCD is defined as the belief that there is a perfect solution to every 

problem, that it is possible and necessary to do things perfectly, and that even minor 

mistakes have serious consequences.  

- Intolerance of uncertainty refers to beliefs about the necessity of being certain, poor 

capacity to cope with unpredictable change, and the importance of adequate 

functioning in ambiguous situations.   

 

These six cognitive constructs or domains are different, but related, and overlap and 

interact with each other (Clark, 2002). Although the cognitive concepts are highly relevant to 
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understanding OCD, much is still unknown. None of the cognitive constructs is specific to 

OCD, some domains are more profound in certain types of obsessions and compulsions than 

others, and many of the constructs play a role in other psychological disorders as well. 

Salkovskis (1985) developed a cognitive-behavioral approach to OCD, in which the role of 

dysfunctional beliefs in the development and maintenance of compulsive behavior is 

elucidated. 

 

Cognitive-behavioral theory of OCD 

The most prominent and influential cognitive theory on OCD was developed by 

Salkovskis. According to Salkovskis (1985), normal intrusive thoughts or images develop into 

clinical obsessions when intrusions are misinterpreted as posing a threat for which an 

individual feels personal responsible. This negative appraisal causes distress and anxiety, 

which the individual wants to reduce by suppressing the thought or performing a neutralizing 

act, and avoiding objects or situations in order to prevent the fearful event from happening 

(see fig. 1). For example, the intrusive image of stabbing one’s child would by most people be 

considered as an unpleasant, but meaningless event without any harm-related implications. 

According to the cognitive-behavioral approach on OCD (Salkovskis, 1985), this intrusive 

thought becomes a clinical obsession when it is appraised as having serious consequences 

(i.e., “Having this thought means that I will lose control and actually stab my child”). In order 

to reduce the anxiety that is caused by this appraisal, the person tries to suppress the unwanted 

image or neutralize it by a good, pleasant thought (i.e., “I love my child very much”), and 

attempts to prevent any harmful events associated with the image (e.g., by removing all 

knives from the house). According to this perspective, compulsive behavior develops as an 

effort to reduce distress and anxiety caused by intrusions, and to prevent any harmful 

consequences.  

Salkovskis (1989, 1999) suggested that compulsions become persistent and excessive 

because they are reinforced by the immediate reduction of distress and the (temporary) 

removal of the unwanted thought, and prevent individuals from learning that their appraisals 

are unrealistic (e.g., thoughts about harm do not lead to actions that cause harm). 

Compulsions are thought to maintain the obsessions, because the compulsive rituals become a 

reminder of the obsessions, thereby triggering the occurrence of the unwanted thoughts and 

images. Furthermore, compulsions strengthen one’s perceived responsibility: the belief that 

the person is responsible is reinforced by the absence of the feared consequence after 

performing the compulsion. 
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Figure 1. Representation of the cognitive-behavioral model of obsessive-compulsive disorder 

based on Salkovskis (1985, 1989, 1999). 

 

The cognitive-behavioral approach has received much empirical support. For instance, 

prospective research indicated that specific dysfunctional beliefs might indeed serve as risk 

factors in the development of specific OCD symptoms, and predict the severity of obsessive-

compulsive symptoms (Abramowitz, Khandker, Nelson, Deacon, & Rygwall, 2006; 

Abramowitz, Nelson, Rygwall, & Khandker, 2007). Although the cognitive-behavioral 

approach explains why patients feel the urge to check, wash, or order, and persist in their 

compulsive behavior, it does not specifically explain cognitive uncertainty in OCD.  

 

Memory uncertainty vs. memory deficit 

Eighty percent of patients engage in checking, making it the most prevalent type of 

compulsive behavior (Ruscio et al., 2010). When asked about their motives to engage in 

compulsive checking, patients with OCD usually report that they do not trust their memory for 

earlier checks (Rachman, 1973, 2002; Reed, 1985). The relationship between OCD and 

memory (confidence) problems has been reported as early as the beginning of the 20
th

 

century. In 1903, Janet mentioned ‘continual amnesia’ (Pitman, 1987), and Freud (1909) 
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discussed the influence of uncertainty of memory on obsessional neurosis. Models that focus 

on cognitive dysfunction suggest that a general memory deficit in patients with OCD causes 

the lack of memory confidence (e.g., Sher, Frost, & Otto, 1983). Some studies have found a 

general memory dysfunction in OCD (e.g., Joel et al. 2005; Kathmann, Rupertseder, Hauke, 

& Saudig, 2005; Savage et al., 2000; Sher, Frost, Kushner, Crews, & Alexander, 1989). A 

meta-analysis on memory impairments in compulsive checkers indicated small to medium 

effect sizes for memory impairment in checkers, compared to non-compulsive checkers, and 

suggests no clinically significant amnestic syndrome (Woods, Vevea, Chambless, & Bayen, 

2002). Other studies did not find evidence for differences in memory performance between 

OCD patients and healthy controls (e.g., Jelinek, Moritz, Heeren, & Naber, 2006; Moritz, 

Kloss, von Eckstaedt, & Jelinek, 2009). Some studies actually found better memory 

performance in patients with OCD. Compared to healthy controls, compulsive cleaners 

showed superior memory performance in case of contaminated objects (Radomsky & 

Rachman, 1999), and compulsive checkers showed a memory bias in favor of threat-relevant 

material under conditions of high perceived responsibility (Radomsky, Hammond, & 

Rachman, 2001). Another study demonstrated that actual memory performance of patients 

suffering from OCD was similar to healthy controls, but patients reported that they desired 

higher levels of memory vividness in order to trust their memories completely (Constans, Foa, 

Franklin, & Mathews, 1995). These studies indicate that instead of suffering from general 

memory impairments, patients with OCD suffer from memory distrust. 

Studies on meta-cognitions about memory indicate that OCD patients are actually less 

confident about their memory than healthy controls (Hermans, Martens, De Cort, Pieters, & 

Eelen, 2003; MacDonald, Antony, MacLeod, & Richter, 1997). Other studies demonstrated 

that patients with OCD are also uncertain about other cognitive domains, like attention, 

perception, general knowledge, and language comprehension (Dar, Rish, Hermesh, Taub, & 

Fux, 2000; Hermans et al., 2008), and experience greater intolerance of uncertainty compared 

to non-clinical controls (Steketee, Frost, & Cohen, 1998; Tolin, Abramowitz, Brigidi, & Foa, 

2003). To reduce these feelings of uncertainty, patients with OCD engage in compulsive 

behavior, like repeated checking (Tallis, 1995). However, in the past decade, numerous 

studies have indicated that perseverative behavior, like repeated checking, is actually a 

counterproductive strategy to reduce feelings of uncertainty.  
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Ironic effects of obsessive-compulsive perseveration 

Cognitive model of compulsive checking  

Based on Salkovskis’ theory and empirical evidence, Rachman (2002) developed a cognitive 

theory of compulsive checking. He proposed that an inflated sense of personal responsibility, 

overestimation of the probability of harm, and overestimation of the seriousness of potential 

harm lead to the onset of compulsive behavior. Rachman suggested that the persistence of 

checking is caused by a self-perpetuating mechanism. That is, as a result of repeated checking 

perceived responsibility and perceived probability of harm ironically increase and confidence 

in memory paradoxically reduces.  

 

Research on perseverative behavior 

A study by Tolin et al. (2001) suggested that after repeated exposure to threat-relevant stimuli 

patients with OCD, compared to anxious and healthy controls, report reduced confidence in 

remembering the stimuli. However, because the stimuli were threat-relevant (idiosyncratically 

chosen) to the OCD patients, but not for the controls groups, differences between groups were 

difficult to interpret (Van den Hout & Kindt, 2003a).  

Van den Hout and Kindt (2003a, 2003b, 2004) demonstrated the paradoxical effects of 

repeated checking in an experimental design. Participants performed a computer task, in 

which they activated, deactivated and checked OCD-relevant stimuli (i.e., virtual gas rings 

and light bulbs) by turning corresponding knobs with the computer mouse. At the pre- and 

post-test, memory accuracy was assessed, and participants rated their memory confidence, 

vividness and detail. In between the pre- and post-test, half of the participants performed 20 

checks on the same stimuli as during the pre- and post-test (‘relevant checking’), while the 

other half performed checks on different stimuli (‘irrelevant checking’). Results indicated 

that, as a result of repeated relevant checking, memory accuracy was unaffected, whereas 

memory confidence, vividness and detail decreased.  

The counterproductive effects of repeated checking have been replicated in a real-life 

kitchen (Radomsky, Gilchrist, & Dussault, 2006), with mental instead of physical checking 

(Radomsky & Alcolado, 2010), and in patients with OCD (Boschen & Vuksanovic, 2007; 

Radomsky, Dugas, Alcolado, & Lavoie, 2014). The negative effects of repeated checking 

appear relatively fast: after 2-5 checks (Coles, Radomsky, & Horng, 2006). Furthermore, 

Giele et al. (2014) demonstrated that the effects of repeated checking are not bound to 

cognitions about the present: re-checking induces uncertainty about the ability to discriminate 

future threat from future safety. 
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Other studies have shown detrimental effects of perseverative (i.e., repetitive) 

behavior on several other cognitive functions. Prolonged visual fixating on a stimulus 

(staring) induces dissociative-like uncertainty about perception (van den Hout, Engelhard, de 

Boer, du Bois, & Dek, 2008; van den Hout et al., 2009). Compulsive cleaning leads to 

uncertainty about contamination (Deacon & Maack, 2008). Sentence repetition induces 

uncertainty about the meaning of the sentence (Giele, van den Hout, Engelhard, & Dek, 

2014). Obsessive-compulsive like reasoning makes an unlikely catastrophe more credible 

(Giele, van den Hout, Engelhard, Dek, & Klein Hofmeijer, 2011). The findings of the 

described studies suggest that perseveration in one cognitive domain leads to uncertainty in 

that specific domain. 

 

Remaining issues: domain specificity, underlying mechanism of perseveration, 

and generalizability  

In recent years, numerous studies have demonstrated that perseverative behavior ironically 

leads to uncertainty about the cognitive domains involved in the action that is repeated. 

Several questions on this paradoxical perseveration phenomenon remain. First, the question 

ensues whether the effects of perseveration are domain specific, or whether perseverative 

behavior affects confidence in other cognitive domains. Does repeated checking also induce 

uncertainty in cognitive domains other than memory? Second, research on perseveration has 

mainly focused on the effects of perseveration. The question as to how these effects originate 

has been investigated to a far lesser extent. How does perseverative checking induce memory 

uncertainty? And third, the studies on compulsive behavior seem to indicate that the effects of 

perseveration are a general phenomenon. However, the majority of these studies have only 

used OCD-relevant stimuli (i.e., gas rings, light bulbs) and only tested non-clinical samples, 

which raises the question as to how general this phenomenon actually is. Do the perseveration 

effects also occur with stimuli that are unrelated to threat? And do the effects of perseveration 

and the potential mechanism linking it to uncertainty also occur in a clinical sample?  

 

Domain specificity of perseverative checking 

Two studies on the effects of compulsive behavior suggest that perseveration only induces 

distrust in the cognitive domain that is involved in the action. Giele et al. (2014) demonstrated 

that reductions in semantic confidence after sentence perseveration were not driven by 

prolonged perception (i.e., staring at objects). In line with these findings, Radomsky and 
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Alcolado (2010) found that perseverative physical checking reduced memory confidence 

about physical checks, but did not affect confidence about mental checks, and vice versa. In 

contrast, two studies on meta-cognitive confidence in the performance of compulsive actions 

did not find domain specificity of perseverative behavior. After performing mental or physical 

checks on idiosyncratic, threat-relevant objects, patients with OCD report reduced confidence 

in memory for actions, but also reduced confidence in keeping attentional focus (Hermans et 

al., 2003). In an experimental study, Hermans et al. (2008) investigated changes in cognitive 

confidence as a function of repeated performance of different actions. Participants repeated 

actions five times in a row and after the first, third, and fifth performance they rated their 

confidence in memory, attention and perception. Results showed that as a result of repeated 

performance of ideographically selected compulsive actions, confidence in attention was 

reduced in OCD patients, but not in psychiatric and non-clinical controls. Although patients 

with OCD showed less confidence in memory and perception with respect to performing 

idiosyncratic actions overall, repeated performance did not reduce confidence levels. These 

results suggest that perseverative behavior in one domain leads to uncertainty in other 

cognitive domains. The first aim of this thesis was to study whether these results would 

replicate in a repeated checking task (chapter 1 of this dissertation).    

 

Underlying mechanism of perseveration effects: Automatization of checking 

behavior 

Although a substantial amount of research has been conducted on the effects of perseverative 

behavior, much is still unknown about the underlying mechanism of this effect. Several 

mechanisms have been proposed. For example, Tallis (1993) suggested that memory 

uncertainty after compulsive checking might be caused by interference effects. Interference 

theory suggests that stimuli that are presented subsequent to learning will impair remembering 

of older stimuli. Tallis proposed that the recollection of a successful check might be impaired 

due to interference of previous checks.  

More specifically, Giele et al. (2013) suggested that perseverative behavior such as 

repeated checking produces ‘semantic satiation’. That is, they hypothesized that perseveration 

interferes with the spreading of activation of semantically related concepts, and thereby 

reduces access to the meaning of that behavior. This may subsequently result in feelings of 

uncertainty as they are experienced by patients. Healthy participants performed obsessive- 

compulsive-like checking behavior. When this behavior was performed non-perseveratively 
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(2 times), results indicated spreading of activation: participants were faster in discriminating 

related from unrelated objects. But when the behavior was performed perseveratively (20 

times), this effect was not found. Giele et al. suggested that this was the result of blocked 

spreading of activation: access to the meaning of stimuli is reduced by perseveration, thereby 

decelerating relatedness judgments. However, a study in patients with OCD, in which 

participants had to repeat words instead of behavior, did not replicate these results (Giele, 

2014). Therefore it remains uncertain whether semantic satiation is an underlying mechanism 

of perseveration. 

 

Repeated checking: Familiarity and automatization 

Van den Hout and Kindt (2003a) suggested that a shift in information processing might cause 

the effects of repeated checking. They proposed that confidence in memory depends on 

vividness and detail of the recollection (Wolters, 2000), and that these factors are influenced 

by the familiarity with the recollected event (Johnston & Hawley, 1994; Roediger, 1990). 

Increased familiarity induces a shift from processing of perceptual elements (i.e., color, 

shape) to processing of conceptual elements (i.e., semantic aspects). As a result of this shift in 

processing, vividness and detail of the recollection reduce, which leads to reductions in 

memory confidence (van den Hout & Kindt, 2003a). This shift in processing is related to the 

development of automaticity. After practice, task performance requires less intentional control 

and less attentional capacity, thereby leading to a shift from controlled to automatic 

processing (Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977). For example, when performing an action for the first 

time (i.e., learning how to drive a car), the demands on attentional resources are high, reaction 

time is slow, and accuracy is low (e.g., shifting gears and handling the clutch demand so 

much attention, that simultaneously paying attention to the surrounding traffic is almost 

impossible). But by repeating the same action over and over again, familiarity with the 

stimulus (e.g., clutch) and task (e.g., shifting gears) increases, as a result of which less 

attention is required, reaction time decreases and accuracy increases (e.g., shifting gears goes 

faster, without stalling the engine or making racing sounds when accelerating). In the end, 

reduced attentional capacity is required to perform the action fast and accurately (e.g., one can 

handle the clutch, while at the same time safely maneuver through traffic, and chat with a 

passenger).  

Repeated checking inherently means practice, and leads to increased familiarity with 

the checked stimuli and the (motoric) act of checking. This suggests that checking behavior 

should become automatic as a result of perseveration.  The second objective of this thesis was 
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to study if automatization of checking behavior could be an underlying mechanism of the 

paradoxical effects of repeated checking on meta-memory (i.e., memory confidence, 

vividness, and detail) (chapters 2, 3, and 4). 

 

Automaticity: defining features of a gradual process 

Since decades, researchers debate about the definition and operationalization of automaticity. 

Many theoretical approaches on automaticity have been proposed (for a comprehensive 

overview, see Moors and De Houwer, 2006), which can roughly be divided into a 

dichotomous all-or-none view (i.e., processes are perceived to be either controlled or 

automatic), and a continuous gradual view on automaticity (i.e., automaticity can be placed on 

a continuum, and the automaticity of a process is determined by the amount of practice). 

Although the all-or-none view allows for the possibility to clearly distinguish between 

automatic versus non-automatic processes, it is considered to be too simplistic (e.g., Bargh, 

1992; Moors & De Houwer, 2006). Logan and Cowan (1984) already noted that processes 

that are commonly perceived as being automatic (e.g., driving, typing and walking) are 

actually highly controlled in the sense that they are intentional and require awareness. 

Likewise, intrusive thoughts experienced by OCD patients suggest that processing biases in 

pathological anxiety are both automatic (i.e., involuntary and difficult to control), and at the 

same time controlled (i.e., not capacity-free or unconscious; McNally, 1995). Bargh proposed 

a gradual view on automaticity, in which the four defining features (i.e., unconscious, 

efficient, unintentional, and uncontrollable) can co-occur in various combinations (Bargh, 

1989, 1992, 1994, Moors & De Houwer, 2006).  

 

Measures of automatization in repeated checking: efficiency and defamiliarization 

Efficiency is one of the defining features of automaticity and is described as the extent to 

which a process demands attentional resources (Bargh, 1994). If repeated checking indeed 

leads to automatization of checking behavior, the ‘automated’ checking routine should be 

executed more efficiently (i.e., require less attention) and the available attentional resources to 

perform a concurrent task should be increased. Therefore, this thesis investigated efficiency 

during checking as a first measure to study automatization of perseverative behavior (chapters 

2-4).  

If familiarity plays a role in automatization, then it follows that defamiliarization 

should lead to de-automatization. Bargh (1989) proposed that performing an automatic 

routine with a novel stimulus requires more attentional control and conscious decision 
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making. For example, driving another car with a different gear box requires more attention. 

As a second measure to study automatization in perseveration, we tested if defamiliarization 

of the checked stimuli leads to de-automatization of checking behavior (chapters 2-4).  

 

Generalizability 

Previous research suggests that the effects of perseveration are a general phenomenon: effects 

are found in healthy controls and patients, and with several types of compulsive behavior. 

Patients with OCD typically check or wash objects that are OCD-related and induce anxiety 

(e.g., gas stove, electrical devices, hands). So far, nearly all research on the effects of 

perseveration used stimuli that are potentially OCD-relevant stimuli (i.e., gas stove, light 

bulbs, toilet seats, door knobs). Therefore, one might suggest that the negative effects of 

perseverative behavior only occur in the presence of OCD-relevant stimuli. The third aim of 

this thesis was to increase the generalizability of the perseveration paradigm. As a first effort, 

we tested the effects of repeated checking using threat-irrelevant stimuli (chapters 1-4). 

Furthermore, the clinical validity of the perseveration model has received little 

attention so far (for exceptions, see Boschen & Vuksanovic, 2007; Radomsky et al., 2014). 

Much experimental research does not find its way to clinical practice. Publications in 

international scientific journals or presentations on conferences are usually the endpoint of 

numerous scientific efforts to reveal causal pathways, underlying mechanisms, or explanatory 

models. For clinical practice (i.e., patients and therapists) to benefit from experimental 

research, scientists need to climb out of their ivory towers. Fortunately, in the field of 

psychopathology research, support for the necessity of ‘bridging the gap between science and 

practice’ is accumulating. Researchers (e.g., Abramowitz et al., 2014), journals, and grant 

offices stress the importance of using clinical samples to test the clinical validity of observed 

effects, and implementation of results into clinical practice. As a second effort to test the 

generalizability of our results, we studied the automatization hypothesis of repeated checking 

in a sample of patients with OCD to investigate the clinical validity of our experimental 

design (chapter 4).  

 

Objectives and outline of this dissertation 

The primary aim of this thesis was to further elucidate the paradoxical perseveration 

phenomenon. Part II includes four chapters that describe six empirical studies.  
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Chapter 1 includes two experiments with student samples that examined if the effect 

of repeated checking on confidence in memory would also be observed in attention and 

perception. 

Chapter 2 describes a study in which automatization as a potential underlying 

mechanism of the perseveration phenomenon is investigated. Healthy participants performed 

a checking/reaction time dual task to test if repeated checking leads to automatization of 

checking behavior. It was tested whether, as a result of repetition and increased familiarity, 

checking behavior is executed more efficient. Furthermore, it was studied if (small) 

defamiliarization of the checked stimuli would lead to de-automatization of checking 

behavior. Effects of defamiliarization on meta-memory (i.e., confidence in memory, 

vividness, and detail) were tested as well. 

Chapter 3 reports the results of two replication experiments that further investigated 

automatization in repeated checking. The checking/reaction time experiment was replicated in 

two samples of students, in which the degree of defamiliarization was increased. The effects 

of moderate and strong defamiliarization were studied. 

Chapter 4 presents results of an empirical study on the effects of perseveration in a 

sample of patients with obsessive-compulsive disorder. The checking/reaction time task, with 

a moderate degree of defamiliarization, was administered to patients with OCD and a healthy 

control group.  

In Part III: General discussion the main findings of this thesis are summarized and 

discussed. Furthermore, theoretical and clinical considerations are presented. 
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Abstract 

Repeated checking to reduce memory distrust seems to be counterproductive: it increases 

memory distrust. Obsessive-compulsive (OC) patients tend to be uncertain about other 

cognitive domains as well, like attention and perception. In an experiment with 70 healthy 

participants, we tested whether perseverative checking induces distrust not only in memory, 

but also in attention and perception. Participants were administered a computer task in which 

they had to activate, deactivate, and check threat-irrelevant stimuli, and rate their confidence 

in memory, attention, and perception in a pre-test and post-test. In between these tests, the 

relevant checking group performed 20 checks of the same stimuli used in the pre- and post-

test. The irrelevant checking group performed 20 checks of different stimuli. Although 

memory accuracy improved in both groups, repeated checking reduced confidence in 

memory, vividness, and detail in the relevant checking group, but not in the irrelevant 

checking group. A trend was found towards a decline in attentional confidence in the relevant 

checking group only. Perception was not affected by repetitive checking. A replication study 

revealed similar results of relevant checking on meta-memory, however, the trend for 

attentional distrust was not confirmed. The results suggest that perseveration may be domain 

specific, i.e., only the cognitive processes that are subject to perseveration are affected. 
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Introduction 

The majority of obsessive-compulsive (OC) patients engage in perseverative checking (Tallis, 

1995), while they tend to distrust their memory (Constans, Foa, Franklin & Matthews, 1995; 

Dar, 2004; Karadag, Oguzhanoglu, Ozdel, Atesci & Amuk, 2005; MacDonald, Antony, 

MacLeod & Richter, 1997; McNally & Kohlbeck, 1993; Tuna, Tekcan & Topçuoğlu, 2005). 

Several authors have suggested that OC patients’ confidence in their recall of the checked 

action, paradoxically, declines by repeated checking (van den Hout & Kindt, 2003a; 2003b; 

Rachman, 2002; Salkovskis & Forrester, 2002; Tolin, Abramowitz, Bartholomew, Nader, 

Street & Foa, 2001).  

Several authors demonstrated that repeated checking is a counterproductive strategy to 

reduce memory uncertainty. In their experiments, participants were asked to perform an OC-

like checking task (Boschen & Vuksanovic, 2007; Coles, Radomsky & Horng, 2006; van den 

Hout & Kindt, 2003a; 2003b; 2004; Radomsky, Gilchrist & Dussault, 2006). The task started 

with a training phase in which participants were trained to turn gas rings and light bulbs on 

and off. After this phase, they were instructed to turn on, turn off and check three gas rings or 

three light bulbs. The participants were then asked to fill out a short meta-memory 

questionnaire about this checking trial. After this pre-test, the experimental group engaged in 

‘relevant checking’, e.g., 20 times checking the same stimuli used during pre-test, while the 

control group engaged in ‘irrelevant checking’, e.g., 20 times checking different stimuli. After 

completing this part of the experiment, there was a post-test for all participants, which 

consisted of one last checking trial. Participants then had to fill out the same questionnaire as 

during the pre-test. 

Results indicated that in the relevant checking condition, there were distinct pre-test to 

post-test reductions of memory confidence, vividness, and detail of the last check. No such 

effect was observed in the control condition, while in neither of the two groups actual 

memory accuracy was affected as a result of repeated checking (Boschen & Vuksanovic, 

2007; Coles et al., 2006; van den Hout & Kindt, 2003a; 2003b; 2004; Radomsky et al., 2006). 

The effect occurs both with virtual stimuli (Boschen & Vuksanovic, 2007; van den Hout & 

Kindt, 2003a; 2003b; 2004), and real-life stimuli (Coles et al., 2006; Radomsky et al., 2006), 

and is also observed with a relatively low number of checks (Coles et al., 2006). The effect 

occurs both in healthy controls (Coles et al., 2006; van den Hout & Kindt, 2003a; 2003b; 

2004; Radomsky et al., 2006) as in OC patients (Boschen & Vuksanovic, 2007). Thus, apart 

from serving as a motive for compulsive checking, repeated checking seems to paradoxically 

contribute to memory distrust as well. 
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Clinical experience suggests that OC patients are not only uncertain about memory, 

but about other cognitive functions as well, such as motor control (“Could I involuntarily stab 

someone with a knife?”), attention (“Am I paying enough attention to the present task?”), and 

perception (“Is my perception truly veridical?”). This suggests research should be broadened 

from memory confidence to confidence in other cognitive processes.  

As to perception, recent data show that prolonged visually fixating on an object (here: 

a gas stove) induces dissociative-like uncertainty about perception within 15 sec (van den 

Hout, Engelhard, de Boer, du Bois & Dek, 2008; van den Hout, Engelhard, Smeets, Dek, 

Turksma & Saric, 2009), which resembles OC-like dissociation after compulsive checking 

(van den Hout & Kindt, 2003a; Reed, 1985). Thus, the OC-like ‘perseveration uncertainty’ 

cascade is not only seen with ‘checking memory uncertainty’ but also with ‘visually 

fixating perceptual uncertainty’. The question ensues of how specific the effects of OC 

perseveration are. Would perseverative visual attending (i.e., prolonged staring) not only 

induce uncertainty about perception, but also about, for example, memory? And would 

perseverative checking not only affect memory confidence, but also confidence about, for 

example, perception or attention? 

Hermans, Martens, De Cort, Pieters and Eelen (2003) studied OC patients’ meta-

cognitions, using the Meta-Cognitions Questionnaire (MCQ; Cartwright-Hatton & Wells, 

1997). They found that OC patients not only report memory distrust, but also distrust in 

attention; having less confidence in their ability to keep attention focused. The authors 

hypothesized that OC patients distrust the accuracy of previous avoidance behaviour, such as 

checking, because they fear they may have been distracted during the action, thus missing 

important elements of this behaviour. Hermans, Engelen, Grouwels, Joos, Lemmens and 

Pieters (2008) hypothesized that distrust in attention might be more fundamental than memory 

distrust, in the sense that OC patients distrust their attention during an action first,  as a result 

of which they distrust their memory about the event. In an experiment, using the MCQ and 

the Brief Cognitive Confidence Questionnaire (BCCQ), they observed that, compared to 

clinical and non-clinical controls, OC patients reported more cognitive doubt in memory, 

attention and perception while performing compulsive actions. However, the repeated 

checking task used by Hermans and colleagues (2008) did not reduce memory confidence, in 

contrast to findings of other researchers (Boschen & Vuksanovic, 2007; Coles et al., 2006; 

van den Hout & Kindt, 2003a; 2003b; 2004, Radomsky et al., 2006). As an explanation, 

Hermans et al. (2008) referred to the limited number of checks used in their study, which was 

five, whereas most other studies used about 20. 
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Confidence in attention, on the contrary, was reduced as a result of five repetitive 

checks (Hermans et al., 2008): the more checks OC patients performed, the less confidence in 

attention they reported. Although, relative to the control groups, OC patients also reported 

less confidence in perception while performing compulsive actions, repeated checking did not 

reduce confidence in perception. 

In sum then, Hermans et al. (2008) found that, relative to healthy controls, OC patients 

show a drop in confidence in attention, but not in memory, after checking five times. The OC-

like ‘perseveration uncertainty’ cascade was not only seen with ‘checking memory 

uncertainty’ but also in the case of ‘checking attentional uncertainty’. The aim of the present 

study was to replicate this finding and test whether repeated checking induces distrust in 

attention. 

In the study by Hermans et al. (2008), the undermining effects of repeated checking on 

attentional confidence were observed only in OC patients. The negative effect of repeated 

checking on memory confidence was reported for healthy individuals (Coles et al., 2006; van 

den Hout & Kindt, 2003a; 2003b; Radomsky et al., 2006), and seems to represent a normal 

cognitive phenomenon. To test whether a hypothetical ‘repeated checking distrust of 

attention’ effect would likewise represent a non-pathological and normal phenomenon, we 

decided to carry out the experiment with a non-selected student sample.  

Hermans et al. (2008) suggested that five checks were insufficient to induce reductions 

in memory confidence. In the same vein, for healthy participants, five checks might be 

insufficient to induce uncertainty about attention and perception. Therefore, we decided to use 

the van den Hout and Kindt (2003a; 2003b; 2004) checking paradigm and the Hermans et al. 

(2008) BCCQ items to assess effects of repeated checking on meta-memory (i.e., memory 

vividness, detail and confidence), attention, and perception.  

Finally, this study aimed to increase the generalisability of the checking paradigm. If 

this study shows that the effects of repeated checking on meta-memory are not bound to 

stimulus material that might have a special, threat-relevant meaning to people with OCD and 

that the paradoxical effects are also apparent when an abstract computer task with threat-

irrelevant stimuli are used, this would support the generality of the observed effects. In order 

to do this, the OC-relevant gas rings and light bulb figures from the van den Hout and Kindt 

checking task (2003a) were altered into abstract figures (large green circles and small grey 

circles, respectively). 
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Experiment I 

 

Method 

Participants 

Participants were 56 female and 14 male undergraduate students from Utrecht University. 

They were, on average, 22.01 (SD = 2.48) years old and ranged in age from 18-30 years. They 

were given a small remuneration or college credits for their participation.  

 

Procedure and computer task 

Participants were tested in a dimly lit and sound-attenuated laboratory room. They were 

seated in front of a computer screen and asked to perform a computer task, before and after 

which they had to answer a questionnaire consisting of different Visual Analogue Scales 

(VASs) printed on booklets. Previous research demonstrated VASs to provide valid estimates 

of mental states and to be applicable in clinical research on various subjects (McCormack, 

Horne & Sheather, 1988). A slightly modified version of the 3D checking computer task by 

van den Hout and Kindt (2003a) was used. The original version 

(http://zap.psy.utwente.nl/zaps/zaps/zaps/ocd.res/frames.html) used six (2x3) gas rings and six 

light bulbs. The theory holds, however, that memory distrust after checking is a general 

phenomenon that occurs for any stimulus. Therefore, the gas rings and light bulbs were 

replaced by six large green circles and six small grey circles, respectively.  

The computer task started with a training phase during which participants were trained 

to turn the virtual stimuli on and off by using the computer mouse. All instructions were 

presented on the screen. First, participants were shown a screen with either six (2 x 3) large 

green circles or six small grey circles with corresponding turn knobs at the bottom of the 

screen. These knobs could be turned on and off, thereby intensifying or weakening the colour 

of the circles, by turning the knobs with the mouse. The training phase consisted of one 

practise trial with the green circles and one practise trial with the grey circles, in which 

participants turned the figures on and off. On the next screen display, they were asked to click 

on the corresponding circles to indicate which ones they had turned off correctly. In order to 

keep participants alert, they received false feedback suggesting that at least one circle was not 

turned off correctly. 

After the training phase the pre-test started. Participants were shown a diagram, with 

circles located where the green and grey circles had been shown earlier. Three out of six 
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circles (either large green or small grey, depending on the condition) were marked yellow. 

Participants were instructed to turn on the corresponding figures on the next screen. They 

were then asked to turn off the three figures they had just turned on and finally to check 

whether the figures were correctly turned off. After that, an instruction on the computer 

screen asked participants to fill out the first short questionnaire (see below). 

Next, participants were asked to complete 20 checking trials. In each of these trials, 

they were shown a random selection of three out of six green circles or three out of six grey 

circles to turn on, to turn off and finally to check whether they were really off. These checking 

trials could be either relevant or irrelevant. In the relevant checking condition, participants 

were presented the same stimuli that were presented during the pre-test (green or grey circles). 

In the irrelevant checking condition, participants were presented stimuli opposite to the ones 

they were presented during the pre-test. These types of stimuli were counterbalanced across 

participants, with equal distributions across the relevant and irrelevant condition. After 20 

checking trials, the post-test, which was identical to the pre-test, was unexpectedly 

administered.  

 

Assessments 

Accuracy of checking. Both at the pre-test and post-test participants were given a 

schematic diagram of the six circles and were asked to mark those three figures which they 

believed they were instructed to check during the last checking trial. 

Memory confidence, vividness and detail. Participants were asked to indicate on a 100 

mm VAS, from ‘absolutely not confident’ to ‘absolutely confident’ how confident they were 

that their answer on the accuracy question was correct. Next, they were asked to indicate how 

vivid and detailed their recollection was of turning off the figures the last time on two VASs, 

running from ‘not vivid’ to ‘extremely vivid’ and ‘not detailed’ to ‘extremely detailed’.  

Questions about confidence in attention and perception were based on items from the 

Brief Cognitive Confidence Questionnaire (BCCQ; Hermans et al., 2008) that were slightly 

modified for the purpose of the present experiment. 

Confidence in attention. Participants were asked to rate a 100 mm VAS, running from 

‘I doubt this very much’ to ‘I do not doubt this at all’, for the following three statements: 

‘While turning off the figures the last time, I was not distracted for a moment’, ‘While turning 

off the figures the last time, I was able to focus my attention continuously on this task’, and 

‘If I made any mistakes during the last time I turned the figures off, I noticed them’. 
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Perception. Participants were asked to rate a 100 mm VAS, running from ‘I doubt this 

very much’ to ‘I do not doubt this at all’, for the following three statements: ‘What I saw 

while turning off the figures the last time is reliable’, ‘What I saw on the computer screen 

while moving the cursor with the mouse, is reliable’ and ‘During the task, my hand 

movements felt reliable’. 

 

Results 

Memory accuracy 

Figure 1 suggests that both groups (relevant, irrelevant checking) were more accurate at the 

post-test than pre-test. The 2 x 2 ANOVA yielded a significant main effect for Time, 

reflecting the fact that both groups showed an increase in memory accuracy from pre-test to 

post-test, F(1,68) = 10.55, p<.002. There was no main effect of Group, F(1,68) = 2.42, n.s., 

and no significant Time by Condition interaction, F(1,68) < 1, n.s. 

 

Memory confidence, vividness and detail 

For all three meta-memory parameters (memory confidence, vividness and detail), figure 1 

shows a decline from pre- to post-test for the relevant checking condition but not for the 

irrelevant checking condition.  

For confidence in memory, a 2 x 2 ANOVA revealed significant main effects for 

Time, F(1,68) = 27.83, p<.001, and Condition, F(1,68) = 19.59, p<.001. The crucial 

interaction between Time and Condition, F(1,68) = 23.0, p<.001 was significant, indicating 

that repeated relevant checking reduced confidence in memory more than irrelevant checking. 

For vividness, there were also significant main effects for Time, F(1,68) = 37.89, 

p<.001, and Condition, F(1,68) = 25.56, p<.001, and a significant Time by Condition 

interaction, F(1,68) = 36.66, p<.001.  

Likewise, for detail there were significant main effects for Time, F(1,68) = 17.01, 

p<.001, and Condition, F(1,68) = 27.05, p<.001, and a significant Time by Condition 

interaction, F(1,68) = 41.87, p<.001. 

Subsequent simple main effects analyses revealed that the effect of checking on 

memory confidence, vividness and detail was only significant for the relevant checking group 

(all Mdiff’s > 35, all F’s (1,68) > 52, all p’s <.05) and not for the irrelevant checking group (all 

Mdiff’s < 8, all F’s (1,68) < 3, all p’s >.05). Thus, although memory accuracy improved in both 
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conditions, memory confidence, vividness and detail were robustly reduced by repeated 

checking in the relevant checking condition but not in the irrelevant checking condition. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Mean number of accurate answers, memory confidence, vividness of recall and 

detail of recall before and after repeated checking (Experiment I). 

 

Confidence in attention 

To test whether the three attention items adequately represent the same dimension the 

consistency of the items at pre-test was determined using a reliability analysis. Cronbach’s 

alpha at pre-test was .46. Since the corrected item-total correlation of item 3 was r = .15 and α 

rose to .80 when this item was excluded, we decided to analyse confidence in attention 

measured by attention items 1 and 2.   

Figure 2 suggests the relevant checking group had a larger drop in confidence in 

attention than the irrelevant checking condition. The 2 x 2 ANOVA revealed a significant 

main effect for Time, F(1,68) = 15.50, p<.001, indicating a drop in attentional confidence 
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from pre- to post-test, and a significant main effect for Condition, F(1,68) = 6.10, p <.05, 

reflecting the fact that, overall, the relevant checking group reported less confidence in 

attention. The main effects, however, were qualified by a nearly significant Time x Group 

interaction, F(1,68) = 3.54, p = .06, indicating that, compared to irrelevant checking, the 

relevant checking group tended to show a pre-to-post reduction in confidence in attention. 

 

    

Figure 2. Confidence in attention before and after repeated checking (Experiment I). 

 

Confidence in perception 

A reliability analysis revealed an α of .70, with inter-item correlations ranging between .37 

and .47, indicating that the three perception items adequately represent the same dimension. 

In the relevant checking group, confidence in perception scores increased from M = 60.02 (SD 

= 23.0) at pre-test to M = 64.02 (SD = 21.92) at post-test. The pre- and post-test scores for the 

irrelevant checking group were M = 62.41 (SD = 21.46) and M = 69.88 (SD = 23.38) 

respectively. The 2 x 2 ANOVA revealed a significant main effect for Time, F(1,68) = 4.93, p 

<.05, reflecting that confidence scores for perception increased from pre-test to post-test for 

both groups. There was neither a significant main effect for Condition, F(1,68) < 1, n.s., nor a 

significant Time by Condition interaction, F(1,68) < 1, n.s.  

 

Discussion 

Repeated relevant checking induced memory distrust and a decline in vividness and detail of 

recollections. Memory accuracy increased in both groups from pre-test to post-test, but not as 

a consequence of repeated checking. There was a trend towards reduced confidence in 

attention in the relevant checking group, relative to the irrelevant checking group. Confidence 
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in perception, on the other hand, was not affected by repeated checking and unexpectedly 

increased in both groups.  

An unanticipated finding was the increase in memory accuracy. Previous studies 

replicated the van den Hout and Kindt (2003a; 2003b) findings on vividness, detail and 

memory confidence, and found no effect or a slight decrease on memory accuracy (Boschen 

& Vuksanovic, 2007; Coles et al., 2006; Radomsky et al., 2006). This might be due to the 

abstractness of the present task. However, it may be better to postpone further speculations 

until replications show the reliability of the findings. It may be noted though that in the 

relevant checking group, increased memory accuracy co-occurred with decreased memory 

confidence, clearly indicating that drops in memory confidence due to checking are not 

experiential side effects of reductions in memory accuracy.  

Although the results for confidence in attention were less outspoken than the meta-

memory effects, there was a trend that relevant checking reduced confidence in attention. This 

somewhat fragile effect in our student sample contrasts with the rather strong effects Hermans 

and colleagues (2008) observed in OC patients. The difference in clinical status between the 

groups used in the two studies may be responsible for this divergence. Meanwhile the 

checking effects on meta-memory were strong with ESs ranging between d = 1.15 and 1.55. 

The effect on confidence in attention was merely a trend (p = .06) with an ES of d = 0.45. 

 To test the robustness of the effects of repeated checking on meta-memory and 

confidence in attention, we decided to replicate the present study using the same task and 

procedure and a new student sample.  

 

Experiment II 

 

Method 

Except for the participants, the computer task, procedure, assessments and design were the 

same as in Experiment I. 

 

Participants 

Participants were 49 female and 17 male undergraduate students from Utrecht University. 

They were, on average, 21.3 (SD = 3.8; range 17-38 years), and were given a small 

remuneration or college credits for their participation.  
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Results 

Memory accuracy 

Although figure 3 seems to suggest that the irrelevant checking group was more accurate at 

post-test than at pre-test, the 2 x 2 ANOVA yielded neither a significant main effect for Time, 

F(1,64) = 1.13, n.s., nor for Condition, F(1,64) < 1, n.s., reflecting the fact that both groups 

showed similar mean accuracy scores at pre- and post-test.  There was no significant Time by 

Condition interaction, F(1,64) < 1, n.s. 

  

 

 

Figure 3. Mean number of accurate answers, memory confidence, vividness of recall and 

detail of recall before and after repeated checking (Experiment II). 

 

Memory confidence, vividness and detail 

For all three meta-memory parameters (confidence, vividness and detail), figure 3 shows a 

decline from pre- to post-test for the relevant checking condition but not for the irrelevant 

checking condition.  
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For confidence in memory, a 2 x 2 ANOVA revealed a significant main effect for 

Time, F(1,64) = 13.48, p<.001, but not for Condition, F(1,64) = 2.61, n.s. The crucial Time 

by Condition interaction, F(1,64) = 18.57, p<.001, indicates that repeated relevant checking 

reduced confidence in memory.  

For vividness, there were also significant main effects for Time, F(1,64) = 15.51, 

p<.001, and Condition, F(1,64) = 5.38, p<.05, and a significant Time by Condition 

interaction, F(1,64) = 4.77, p<.05.  

Likewise, for detail there were significant main effects for Time, F(1,64) = 11.35, p 

=.001, and Condition, F(1,64) = 5.92, p<.05, and a significant Time by Condition interaction, 

F(1,64) = 6.54, p<.05.  

Subsequent simple main effects analyses revealed that the effect of checking on 

memory confidence, vividness and detail was only significant for the relevant checking group 

(all Mdiff’s > 19, all F’s (1,64) > 18, all p’s <.05) and not for the irrelevant checking group (all 

Mdiff’s < 7, all F’s (1,64) < 2, all p’s >.05). Thus, memory confidence, vividness and detail 

were reduced by repeated checking in the relevant checking condition but not in the irrelevant 

checking condition. 

 

Confidence in attention 

A reliability analysis displayed the same pattern as in Experiment I. That is, 

Cronbach’s alpha was .58 for the confidence in attention scale at pre-test. The corrected item-

total correlation of item 3 was r = .17 and α = .89 when this item was excluded, and therefore 

only item 1 and 2 were used as a measure of confidence in attention.  

 

    

Figure 4. Confidence in attention before and after repeated checking (Experiment II). 
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Figure 4 suggests a reduction in attentional confidence for both groups. The 2 x 2 

ANOVA revealed a significant main effect for Time, F(1,64) = 7.79, p<.05, reflecting the fact 

that over groups confidence scores for attention declined from pre-test to post-test. There was 

no main effect for Condition, F(1,64) < 1, n.s. Crucial to the aim of this replication 

experiment, the Time by Condition interaction was not significant, F(1,64) < 1, p = .36. 

 

Confidence in perception 

A reliability analysis revealed an α of .65, with inter-item correlations ranging between .27 

and .47, indicating that the three perception items adequately represent the same dimension. 

In the relevant checking group, confidence in perception scores increased from M = 55.46 (SD 

= 21.90) at pre-test to M = 58.68 (SD = 25.69) at post-test. The pre- and post-test scores for 

the irrelevant checking group were M = 56.47 (SD = 19.98) and M = 59.44 (SD = 23.50) 

respectively. The 2 x 2 ANOVA revealed neither significant main effects for Time, F(1,64) = 

1.62, n.s., and Condition, F(1,64) < 1, n.s., nor a significant Time by Condition interaction, 

F(1,64) < 1, n.s.  

 

Discussion 

The data were highly similar to the results obtained in the first experiment; showing that 

repeated relevant checking leads to memory distrust and a decline in vividness and detail of 

the recollection. However, this experiment showed no differences in memory accuracy 

between pre- and post-test for both groups. Finally, and crucial to the aim of Experiment II, 

no effects were found of repeated checking on confidence in attention and perception. 

 

General discussion 

Repeated checking is a characteristic behavioural feature of many people with OCD. In this 

study, we hypothesized that in a non-selected student sample repeated relevant checking 

would reduce confidence in memory, attention and perception. The findings showed that, as a 

result of repeated checking, confidence in memory, vividness and detail decreased in the 

relevant checking condition, but not in the irrelevant checking condition, which replicates 

findings by van den Hout and Kindt (2003a; 2003b; 2004), Coles et al. (2006), Radomsky et 

al. (2006) and Boschen and Vuksanovic (2007). In Experiment I, memory accuracy increased 

in both groups from pre- to post-test. Given that this effect was not observed in prior studies 

using the same paradigm (Boschen & Vuksanovic, 2007; Coles et al., 2006; Radomsky et al., 
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2006) and that is was not replicated in Experiment II, the increased accuracy in experiment I 

seems to represent a chance finding. In Experiment I, a trend was observed towards reduced 

confidence in attention in the relevant checking group, relative to the irrelevant checking 

group. Experiment II, however, did not replicate this finding: confidence in attention 

decreased in both groups, but not as a consequence of repeated checking. Likewise, 

confidence in perception was not affected by repeated checking.  

The first findings on reduced memory confidence after repeated checking were 

obtained with healthy participants using virtual gas rings and light bulbs (van den Hout & 

Kindt, 2003a; 2003b). In further studies, Radomsky et al. (2006) and Coles et al. (2006) also 

observed the decrease in memory confidence using a real-life kitchen setting, while Boschen 

and Vuksanovic (2007) observed an increase in memory distrust with OC patients performing 

the virtual gas ring/light bulb task. The present studies add to the generalisability of the 

checking paradigm. They show that effects of repeated checking on meta-memory are not 

bound to stimulus material that might have a special, threat-relevant meaning to people with 

OCD, and that the paradoxical effects are also apparent when an abstract computer task with 

threat-irrelevant stimuli is used.  

One might argue that giving false feedback during the practice session of the 

experiment might have contributed to the reduced confidence in memory, and this cannot be 

ruled out. However, although both conditions received false feedback, only the relevant 

checking condition showed drops in memory confidence, vividness, and detail. This indicates 

that the effects on memory confidence cannot be explained by giving false feedback. 

Furthermore, Coles and colleagues (2006) and Radomsky and colleagues (2006) used the 

same experiment, with real-life stimuli, without giving false feedback, and reported the same 

results on repeated checking. This adds to the assumption that giving false feedback is not 

crucially involved in the reported reduced memory confidence. 

Corresponding with the study of Hermans et al. (2008), we did not find a decrease in 

confidence in perception as a result of repeated checking. Two recent studies showed that OC-

like prolonged visually attending the same stimulus induces reduced confidence in perception 

and dissociative uncertainty (van den Hout et al., 2008; 2009). An obvious explanation why 

the present studies did not find such effects is that participants were not instructed to visually 

fixate on the experimental stimuli. 

The fact that we did not find effects of repeated checking on attentional confidence 

contrasts with the rather strong effects Hermans and colleagues (2008) observed in OC 

patients. Hermans et al. (2003) suggested that OC patients seem to be afraid to miss important 
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aspects of their compulsive behaviour, and therefore tend to focus their attention on 

compulsive actions. The perseverative nature of this focusing might explain the evident 

decrease in confidence in attention observed in the Hermans et al. (2008) study. The authors 

hypothesized that distrust in attention might be situated at a more primary level than memory 

distrust. The results of the present studies run counter to the results reported by Hermans and 

colleagues (2008). In the present studies, confidence in memory was reduced only after 

relevant checking, while confidence in attention went down in both groups. The latter may be 

due to a general fatigue effect related to the dreadfulness of the task. Thus, we did not find 

evidence to support the Hermans et al. hypothesis (2008) that in the case of repeated 

checking, attentional distrust serves as a precursor of memory distrust.  

A possible explanation for this divergence might be differences in samples. We used a 

non-selected student sample, as opposed to Hermans et al.’s (2008) clinical sample. For OC 

patients, the fear of missing important aspects of checking may create elevated standards by 

which the attentional focus is evaluated. The checking-induced reductions in perceived 

attentional focus observed by Hermans et al. (2008) may be only apparent in OC patients.  

Alternatively, effects of perseveration may be domain specific, in that perseverative 

memory checking leads to memory distrust, but not attentional or perceptual distrust and, e.g., 

prolonged visually fixating on an object may breed doubt about perception, but not about 

memory. Note that OC symptoms are rather idiosyncratic. Patients may be doubtful about 

understanding written text, but not about memory or the other way round. Possibly, then, this 

domain specificity of OCD doubtfulness is a consequence of the domain specificity of 

perseveration. That is, minor doubts may only obtain clinical proportions when they are 

responded to by perseveration, but the doubtfulness induced by perseveration may not 

generalize to other domains: re-reading written text-lines may induce uncertainty about text 

meaning, which may not generalize to memory, and repeated checking may induce memory 

distrust, but not doubtfulness about text. Data suggest that the ‘perseverative 

checking memory distrust’ is a special case of an encompassing pattern: ‘perseveration in 

area X distrust in area X’ (van den Hout et al., 2008; van den Hout et al., 2009). The 

question ensues however, whether there is a cognitive denominator. And if so, what sort of 

denominator.  

In non-OCD individuals, washing ones hands, manually or visually checking doors or 

switches, reading text, throwing away junk, and so forth are automatic routines, carried out 

with minimal attentional resources, and minimal conscious deliberation. Typically, healthy 

people take a positive outcome of such automatic routines for granted. It appears that, 
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certainly in the context of (perceived) potential threat/potential guilt for having been 

irresponsible, OC patients are not satisfied with the degree of certainty given by automatic 

routines. In an effort to replace the somewhat intuitive certainty obtained by automatic 

processing by the certainty from well-elaborated actions, it seems they try to check, look, 

wash, read et cetera in an effortful way, and do so repeatedly. This very repetition however, 

will unavoidably increase the automaticity of the behaviour, thereby reducing their so much 

desired certainty. The suggestion that OC patients tend to replace automatic routines by 

controlled strategies has been suggested elsewhere as well (Joel et al., 2005; Salkovskis, 

1998; Soref, Dar, Argov & Meiran, 2008), and raises many questions. Are OC patients 

unwilling or unable to accept the (positive) outcome of automatic routines? Do OC patients 

have a deficit or dysfunction in executing their automatic routines or are they intentionally 

exerting cognitive control over them? Is the tendency to replace automatic processing by 

controlled processing confined to the area of (idiosyncratic) OCD concerns, or is it also 

present in OCD irrelevant domains? 

Meanwhile, there is ample evidence that repeated checking causes memory distrust 

(Boschen & Vuksanovic, 2007; Coles et al., 2006; van den Hout & Kindt, 2003a; 2003b; 

Radomsky et al., 2006; present study). The effects are not only observed with real or virtual 

stimuli that are often involved in obsessive-compulsive perseveration, but also with abstract 

stimulus materials (the present studies). We did not find effects of repeated checking on 

confidence in attention and perception. The present studies provide a tentative explanation for 

the domain specificity of obsessive-compulsive perseveration. Perseveration may only lead to 

meta-cognitive uncertainty in one domain and not in others. We are only beginning to 

understand how compulsive perseveration breeds its ironic effects. Further studies on this 

issue are likely to further our understanding of perseveration and meta-cognitive uncertainty 

in OCD. 
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Abstract 

Repeated checking paradoxically increases memory uncertainty. This study investigated the 

underlying mechanism of this effect. We hypothesized that as a result of repeated checking, 

familiarity with stimuli increases, and automatization of the checking procedure occurs, which 

should result in decreased memory confidence. We also hypothesized that defamiliarization of 

the stimuli background leads to de-automatization of checking procedures, and thereby 

attenuates the effects of repeated checking on memory. 

Eighty-nine healthy participants performed a computerized checking task, in which they had 

to activate, deactivate, and check threat-irrelevant stimuli. In a pre- and post-test, participants 

re-checked stimuli, after which they rated confidence in their memory about the last check. 

They also completed a reaction time task during the pre- and post-test, to assess 

automatization of the checking task, in which they responded to tones that were randomly 

presented. To test the effects of defamiliarization, the perceptual characteristics of the stimuli 

background were modified. 

Results showed that repeated checking led to reductions in memory confidence. Furthermore, 

re-checking led to automatization of checking procedures, but automatization did not mediate 

the relationship between repeated checking and memory confidence. Defamiliarization did not 

lead to de-automatization, nor did defamiliarization attenuate the detrimental effects of re-

checking on memory confidence.  
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Introduction 

Repeated checking is an important feature of obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) (Fullana 

et al., 2009), and occurs in around 80% of afflicted patients (Ball, Baer & Otto, 1996; Ruscio, 

Stein, Chiu, & Kessler, 2010). When asking patients with OCD why they repeatedly check 

their actions, they usually report they do not trust their memory (Reed, 1985). In 2002, 

Rachman suggested that reduced confidence in memory is one of the key features in 

compulsive checking. Studies have demonstrated that actual memory performance of patients 

suffering from OCD is the same as healthy controls, but patients report that they desire higher 

levels of memory vividness in order to trust their memories completely (Constans, Foa, 

Franklin & Mathews, 1995). Furthermore, other studies indicated that patients with OCD 

experience greater intolerance of uncertainty compared to non-clinical controls (Steketee, 

Frost & Cohen, 1998; Tolin, Abramowitz, Brigidi & Foa, 2003). This suggests that OCD 

patients may place higher demands on their memories in general.  

Several authors have used an obsessive-compulsive like checking task, and 

demonstrated that repeated checking is a counterproductive strategy, which reduces memory 

uncertainty (Boschen & Vuksanovic, 2007; Dek, van den Hout, Engelhard & Giele, 2010; 

Coles, Radomsky & Horng, 2006; van den Hout & Kindt, 2003a; 2003b; 2004; Radomsky, 

Gilchrist & Dussault, 2006). In the original experiment using this task (van den Hout & Kindt, 

2003a), participants were administered a computer task in which they had to activate, 

deactivate, and check different stimuli, and rate their confidence in memory in a pre-test and 

post-test. In between the pre- and post-test, the relevant checking group performed 20 checks 

on the same stimuli, while the irrelevant checking group performed 20 checks on different 

stimuli than those used in the pre- and post-test. Results indicated that while memory 

accuracy remained unaffected, memory confidence paradoxically declined after repeated 

relevant checking (van den Hout & Kindt, 2003a; 2003b). This effect has been found with 

virtual stimuli (Boschen & Vuksanovic, 2007; van den Hout & Kindt, 2003a; 2003b; 2004), 

real-life stimuli (Coles et al., 2006; Radomsky et al., 2006), and threat-irrelevant stimuli (Dek 

et al., 2010), and even with a relatively low number of checks (Coles et al., 2006). The effect 

occurs in healthy controls (Coles et al., 2006; van den Hout & Kindt, 2003a; 2003b; 2004; 

Radomsky et al., 2006), and OCD patients (Boschen & Vuksanovic, 2007). Thus, not only 

does memory uncertainty serve as a motive for compulsive checking, repeated checking 

seems to paradoxically increase uncertainty about memory as well. The ‘checking -> memory 

uncertainty’ paradigm is not specific to OCD, but seems to be a general phenomenon. 

Although patients with OCD have lower initial memory confidence ratings before 
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perseverative checking, they show similar reductions in memory confidence as a result of 

checking compared to controls (Boschen & Vuksanovic, 2007). Patients with OCD do seem 

to be more sensitive to the negative effects of perseveration on memory confidence when 

perceived responsibility for a mild shock to another person was added (Boschen & 

Vuksanovic, 2007).  

Explaining their results, Van den Hout and Kindt (2003a) suggested that repeated 

checking increases familiarity with the checked stimulus. Familiarity leads to the prioritizing 

of higher-level, ‘semantic’ aspects of the stimulus (Johnston & Hawley, 1994; Roediger, 

1990), while, at the same time, its lower-level, ‘perceptual’ aspects are inhibited. This shift 

from perceptual to conceptual processing was thought to reduce vividness and detail of the 

person’s recollection of the stimulus, thereby reducing memory confidence. Van den Hout 

and Kindt labelled this as automatization-induced reduction of memory confidence.  

In perseverative checking, the same act with the same stimuli is continuously repeated, 

and as a result familiarity should increase and the act of checking gradually becomes more 

automatic. Checking becomes more efficient and is executed faster. If perseverative checking 

leads to automatization, an increasing number of checks will require less cognitive capacity, 

and, hence, more cognitive capacity becomes available for other processes to co-occur. This 

hypothesis was tested in the present study.  

Since familiarity is supposed to play an important role in automatization (Glass & 

Holyoak, 1986; Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977; Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977; Shiffrin, 1988), it 

follows that defamiliarization leads to (partial) de-automatization. When a person is required 

to perform an automatic routine with a novel stimulus (e.g., driving in a rental car in an 

unfamiliar city), the automatic routine requires more attentional control and conscious 

decision making (Bargh, 1989). In other words, defamiliarization of the stimulus or 

environment leads to partial de-automatization of the automatic routine (more explicit 

consciousness and deliberate attention are required while driving).  

Boschen, Wilson and Farrell (2011) studied the effect of defamiliarization in the 

context of OCD research. They hypothesized that by experimentally manipulating the 

distinctiveness and novelty of a stimulus, the shift from perceptual to conceptual processing 

would be reduced, thereby leading to smaller reductions in memory confidence. They used the 

van den Hout & Kindt checking task and added a ‘perceptual change’ condition, in which the 

color of stimuli was altered after every five checks. They replicated previous results on meta-

memory of relevant as opposed to irrelevant checking. More importantly, as expected, 
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modifying the perceptual characteristics of stimuli reduced the decrease in memory 

confidence levels after repeated relevant checking. 

However, an alternative explanation of the findings is that by perceptually modifying 

the stimuli after every five checks, no shift in processing may have occurred to begin with. 

Automaticity theories (e.g., Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977) emphasize the importance of practice 

and stimulus consistency for processes to become automated. Thus, it is possible that the five-

check perceptual alterations prevented automatization (i.e., the shift to conceptual processing) 

rather than undoing automatization. 

The current study examined whether repeated checking leads to automatization. If 

automatization would result from re-checking, one would not only expect faster checking, but 

also increased cognitive capacity for simultaneous cognitive operations. To test this 

hypothesis, we used the Van den Hout & Kindt (2003a) checking task, and added a reaction 

time (RT) task. We expected that (1) repeated relevant checking would lead to a decrease in 

memory confidence, vividness and detail while actual memory accuracy would remain 

unaffected, and that this well documented effect would also occur if participants carried out a 

secondary RT task, (2) as a result of automatization the performance on both the checking 

task and the secondary RT task would be improved after repeated checking (measured as 

shorter check durations and faster RTs, respectively), and (3) the effect of repeated checking 

on (meta-)memory uncertainty is mediated by automatization. 

In addition, we tested whether defamiliarization by altering perceptual characteristics 

would lead to (partial) de-automatization of checking, which would result in slower RTs on 

the RT task for a relevant checking with defamiliarization condition. Furthermore, if 

defamiliarization would cause de-automatization of checking, we hypothesized that memories 

of checking would become more detailed and vivid, thereby attenuating the detrimental 

effects of repeated checking on memory confidence. Using a modified version of the Van den 

Hout and Kindt checking task, there were three conditions: relevant checking without 

defamiliarization, irrelevant checking, and relevant checking with defamiliarization. Since 

manipulating contextual information of an item by changing its color has been associated with 

enhanced distinctiveness and recall of the item itself (Oker & Versace, 2010), we decided to 

modify the background color of stimuli in the defamiliarization condition rather than the color 

of stimuli. Furthermore, to allow potential automatization, we decided to alter the perceptual 

characteristics in the defamiliarization condition only at the post-test. We expected that (4) 

defamiliarization leads to de-automatization on both the checking task and the RT task 

(measured as longer check durations and slower RTs compared to repeated checking without 
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defamiliarization), and (5) defamiliarization reduces the negative (meta-)memory effects of 

repeated checking. Since we wanted to investigate possible underlying processes of the 

general ‘checking -> uncertainty’ phenomenon, we deliberately decided not to test this in 

patients, but in a healthy sample. 

 

Method 

Participants 

Ninety undergraduate students (59 females) participated in this study. They were, on average, 

21.9 (SD = 2.9) years old, and were given a small remuneration or course credit for their 

participation. 

 

Procedure and computer task 

Participants were tested in a dimly lit, sound-attenuated laboratory room. They were seated in 

front of a computer screen and asked to perform a computer task, during which they had to 

answer a questionnaire using Visual Analogue Scales (VASs). The computer task took 

approximately 20 min, and consisted of two partially simultaneously administered tasks. 

 

Computer task, part I: checking task 

A modified version of the 3D checking computer task by Van den Hout and Kindt (2003a) 

was used. Following Dek and colleagues (2010), the present study used abstract stimuli: large 

green star-circles or small gray circles were presented on a dark gray background. The 

checking task started with a training phase during which participants were trained to activate 

and deactivate the stimuli with the computer mouse, thereby intensifying the color of the 

circles. In the pre-test, participants had to execute one checking trial. They were shown a 

schematic diagram in which three of six circles were crossed. Participants were asked to 

activate the large green star-circles or the small gray circles (this was counterbalanced across 

conditions). Next, they were asked to deactivate them, and finally to check whether they had 

done this accurately. Participants were then asked to fill out a questionnaire about this 

checking trial (see: Section 2.3). Check duration of the pre-test was recorded automatically. 

After the pre-test, participants were asked to complete 15 checking trials. In each trial, they 

were shown a random selection of three out of six large or small circles which they had to 

activate, deactivate, and finally, check if they were really deactivated. 

In the relevant checking without defamiliarization condition (R-), participants were 

presented the same stimuli during the 15 checking trials that were presented during pre- and 
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post-test. In the irrelevant checking condition (IR), participants were presented stimuli 

opposite to the ones they were presented during pre- and post-test (i.e., large green star-circles 

at pre- and post-test, but small gray circles in the checking trials, or vice versa). In the 

relevant checking with defamiliarization condition (R+), participants were presented the same 

stimuli during the 15 checking trials that were presented during pre- and post-test, but at post-

test, the background color was changed from dark gray into bright blue to induce 

defamiliarization.  

After the 15 checking trials, the post-test was unexpectedly administered. Participants 

had to complete one more checking trial and fill out the questionnaire about this last checking 

trial. Participants were randomly assigned to the R-, IR, or R+ condition.  

 

Computer task, part II: Rapid Interval Repetition (RIR) task 

As a secondary reaction time task, we used a RIR task (Vandierendonck et al., 1998). In this 

RT task, auditory stimuli were presented with a random interval ranging between 2.5 and 5 s, 

at a tone pitch of 250 Hz and with a maximum duration of 200 ms. Participants were 

instructed to respond as accurately and as fast as possible when they heard a beep, by pressing 

a knob on the response box with their non-dominant hand.  

The RIR task started with a training session, during which beeps were randomly presented for 

20 s. Then the RIR Only phase (which served as a baseline measurement) was administered, 

in which beeps were randomly presented for 60 s. Then participants were instructed that the 

auditory stimuli could re-appear during the entire upcoming experiment, but that it could take 

a while before they would hear the next beep. They were told to keep their hand on the 

response box to be able to respond to the tones as quickly as possible. Sound stimuli suddenly 

re-appeared on two occasions: during the pre- and post-test of the checking task. In sum, the 

RIR task consisted of three measurement phases: RIR Only, RIR Pre and RIR Post. 

 

Computer task, part III: checking task and RIR task combined 

During the combined phases of the checking task and RIR task, participants were asked to 

respond as fast and accurately as possible to the tones, while performing the checking 

procedures (for an overview, see Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. Schematic overview of task administration over time, with the different phases per task 

and the two periods of simultaneous task administration. 

 

Assessments 

To assess memory accuracy at pre-test and post-test, participants were asked to indicate on a 

diagram which three out of six circles they were instructed to check during the last checking 

trial. 

Memory confidence, vividness and detail. Participants were asked to indicate on a 0-100 (100 

mm) VAS from ‘absolutely not confident’ to ‘absolutely confident’ how confident they were 

that their answer on the accuracy question was correct. Next, they were asked to indicate how 

vivid and detailed their recollection of the last check was on two VASs, running from ‘not 

vivid’ to ‘extremely vivid’ and ‘not detailed’ to ‘extremely detailed’.  

 

Data modification 

Checking task  

Data from one participant (IR condition) was excluded from analyses because the mean check 

duration exceeded M + 3 SD from the group mean
1
. 

 

RIR task 

For each of the RIR task phases (RIR Only, RIR Pre and RIR Post), mean reaction times 

(RTs) were calculated for each participant. Since RIR Pre and RIR Post were administered 

unexpectedly after a long period without presentation of the sound stimuli, the first RT on 

RIR Pre and the first RT on RIR Post were excluded. Since mean auditory reaction times to 

auditory signals are generally accepted to be approximately 140 ms (Brebner & Welford, 

1980), reaction times faster than 100 ms were excluded from the analyses. Taking into 

account task differences and possible group differences on the different phases of the RIR, 

extreme RTs were calculated for each phase and each condition separately. Responses with a 

                                                           
1
 Inspection of the RIR task data showed extreme values for this participant as well. 
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latency exceeding three standard deviations from the means were considered to be outliers 

and were excluded from the analyses. After outlier removal new means were calculated for 

each phase and each condition separately. 

 

Statistical analyses 

Appropriateness of MANOVA was suggested by moderate Pearson correlations (Tabachnick 

& Fidell, 2007) of (meta-)memory ratings at pre-test (memory confidence and vividness, r = 

.50 ; memory confidence and detail, r = .40; vividness and detail, r = .70, all ps <.001). 

Therefore, the effect of repeated checking on (meta-)memory was examined by a 2 (Time: 

pre-test, post-test) x 3 (Condition: R-, IR, R+) repeated measures (RM) MANOVA, followed 

by univariate analyses. Since Check duration at pre-test did not correlate with RIR Pre RTs (r 

= -.11, p = .29), the effect of repeated checking on check duration and RIR RTs was examined 

with two separate 2 x 3 ANOVAs including simple main effects (SME) analyses. Hypotheses 

were tested using planned comparisons (α =.05), correcting for unequal variances where 

appropriate, that examined whether differences in dependent variable ratings between R- vs. 

IR, and R- vs. R+, were significant. To control for type I error rates for multiple comparisons, 

the Bonferroni correction was applied to the post hoc comparisons on IR vs. R+, which 

resulted in testing at a .025 (.05/2) alpha level.  

 

Mediation analyses 

Structural equation modeling was used to assess the indirect effect of repeated checking on 

meta-memory through automatization. The dependent latent variable meta-memory was the 

difference score of the observed variables memory confidence, vividness, and detail. 

Automatization was defined by the potential mediators RIR difference scores and check 

duration difference scores. Mediation analysis was carried out with Condition (R-, IR) as 

independent variable. Bootstrapping procedures were applied because of non-normality that is 

inherent to mediation analysis. The analysis was conducted with Mplus 7 (Muthén & Muthén, 

2010). Model fit was evaluated using chi-square, root mean square error of approximation 

(RMSEA), comparative fix index (CFI), and Tucker-Lewis index (TLI). Conventional 

guidelines were followed, considering <.08 as an adequate fit for the RMSEA value, and >.90 

as adequate fit for CFI and TLI. 
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Results 

Experimental conditions 

Eighty-nine participants were included in the analyses (n = 30 in R- and R+, n = 29 in IR). 

Conditions (R-, IR, R+) were equal regarding age, F (2,86) = 0.76, p = .47, and gender, χ
2
 (2, 

N = 89) = 1.07, p = .59. 

 

Table 1. Means and standard deviations of memory and meta-memory ratings before and 

after repeated checking 

 Pre-test Post-test 

Memory accuracy 

R- 

IR 

R+ 

 

2.43 (.77) 

2.45 (.91) 

2.67 (.66) 

 

2.40 (.97)  

2.69 (.66) 

2.40 (.81) 

Memory confidence 

R- 

IR 

R+ 

 

65.73 (33.81)  

69.24 (30.48) 

81.07 (21.17)  

 

53.10 (28.61) 

80.83 (21.10) 

48.80 (23.28) 

Vividness 

R- 

IR 

R+ 

 

68.93 (22.54)  

65.38 (25.88)  

72.87 (19.21)  

 

47.17 (26.58)  

65.69 (25.07)  

49.70 (23.00)  

Detail 

R- 

IR 

R+ 

 

63.13 (28.03)  

57.31 (26.68) 

66.10 (24.64) 

 

45.40 (23.52)  

63.17 (22.88)  

45.97 (26.93)  

Note. R- = relevant checking without defamiliarization condition (n=30), IR = irrelevant 

checking condition (n=29), R+ = relevant checking with defamiliarization condition (n=30).  

 

Memory accuracy 

Table 1 suggests no differences or changes in memory accuracy after repeated checking 

between conditions. A 2 (Time: pre-test, post-test) x 3 (Condition: R-, IR, R+) RM ANOVA 

showed no significant main effects or interaction effect, F < 1.54.  

 

Memory confidence, vividness and detail 

The RM MANOVA with memory confidence, vividness and detail as dependent variables 

showed a significant Time x Condition interaction, F (6,170) = 4.47, p <.001, ηp
2
 = .14. To 

test whether confidence in memory decreased as a result of repeated relevant checking, a 2 

(Time: pre-test, post-test) x 3 (Condition: R-, IR, R+) RM ANOVA was conducted. Results 

indicated a main effect of Time, F (1,86) = 9.73, p <. 01, ηp
2
 = .10, and a main effect of 
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Condition, F (2,86) = 4.20, p < .05, ηp
2
 = .09, which were qualified by a Time x Condition 

interaction, F (2,86) = 12.60, p < .001, ηp
2
 = .23. For R-, F (1,86) = 4.25, p <.05, ηp

2
 = .05, 

and R+, F (1,86) = 27.69, p < .001, ηp
2
 = .24, memory confidence declined after repeated 

checking; in contrast, for IR, memory confidence did not significantly increase, F (1,86) = 

3.45, p = .07. Furthermore, the decline in memory confidence for R- differed significantly 

from IR, t (57) = 2.72, p < .01, d = .71, while the decline for R+ was larger than R-, t (58) = 

2.11, p < .05, d = -.54.  

A 2 (Time) x 3 (Condition) RM ANOVA was conducted to test whether vividness 

decreased as a result of repeated relevant checking. Results indicated a main effect of Time, F 

(1,86) = 22.86, p < .001, ηp
2
 = .21, which was qualified by a Time x Condition interaction, F 

(2,86) = 5.91, p < .01, ηp
2
 = .12. Vividness decreased after repeated checking for R-, F (1,86) 

= 16.51, p < .001, ηp
2
 = .16, and R+, F (1,86)= 18.70, p <.001, ηp

2
 = .18; in contrast, for IR, 

vividness did not decrease, F (1,86) < 1, p = .96. The decline in vividness for R- significantly 

differed from IR, t (50.60)= 2.88, p < .01, d = .75, while the reductions for R- and R+ did not 

differ, t (58) = 0.17, p = .87. 

Results from a 2 x 3 RM ANOVA on the effects of repeated checking on detail of 

memory were similar. A main effect of Time, F (1,86) = 11.81, p < .01, ηp
2
 = .12, was 

qualified by a Time x Condition interaction, F (2,86) = 7.06, p < .01, ηp
2
 = .14. Detail 

decreased after repeated checking for R-, F (1,86) = 11.0, p < .01, ηp
2
 = .11, and R+, F (1,86) 

= 14.18, p < .001, ηp
2
 = .14; in contrast, for IR, detail did not decrease, F (1,86) = 1.16, p = 

.28. The decline in detail for R- significantly differed from IR, t (49.06) = 3.07, p < .01, d = 

.80, while the reductions for R- and R+ did not differ, t (58) = 0.29, p = .77. 

In sum, the first hypothesis (repeated relevant checking while performing a secondary 

RT task leads to a decrease in memory confidence, vividness and detail while actual memory 

accuracy remains unaffected) was supported. The fifth hypothesis, which implied that 

defamiliarization would reduce the negative (meta-)memory effects of repeated checking, was 

not confirmed. 

 

Check duration 

Fig. 2 suggests that all three conditions had shorter check durations at post-test than at pre-

test. Results from the 2 (Time) x 3 (Condition) RM ANOVA yielded a main effect for Time, 

F (1,86) = 167.83, p < .001, ηp
2
= .66, which was qualified by a Time x Condition interaction, 

F (2,86) = 4.16, p < .05, ηp
2
= .09. Check duration decreased as a result of repeated checking 

for R-, IR, and R+, all Fs (1,86) > 27.05, ps < .001, ηp
2
s > .24. The decline in check duration 
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for R- was larger than for IR, t (57) = 2.65, p < .05, d = .69, while the reductions in check 

duration did not differ between R- and R+, t (58) = 1.05, p = .30.  

 

 

Figure 2. Mean check duration(s) before and after repeated checking for the relevant checking 

without defamiliarization condition (R-), the irrelevant checking condition (IR), and the 

relevant checking with defamiliarization condition (R+). 

 

In sum, the second hypothesis (automatization after repeated checking leads to 

improved performance on both the checking task and the secondary RT task) was supported 

regarding to the check duration data. Since the relevant checking conditions showed similar 

declines in check duration, the fourth hypothesis (defamiliarization leads to de-

automatization) was not confirmed. 

 

RIR task 

Fig. 3 shows an increase in reaction times from RIR Only to RIR Pre, and a decrease 

in reaction times from RIR Pre to RIR Post for all three conditions. The 2 (Time) x 3 

(Condition) RM ANOVA on the RIR Pre to RIR Post data
2
 showed a main effect for Time, F 

(1,86) = 36.18, p <.001,  ηp
2
= .30, and Condition, F (2,86) = 3.92, p < .05, ηp

2
= .08, which 

were qualified by a Time x Condition interaction, F (2,86) = 3.59, p < .05, ηp
2
= .08. The 

reductions in reaction time from RIR Pre to RIR Post were significant for all three conditions, 

all Fs (1,86) > 4.56, all ps < .05, all ηp
2
s> .05. The decline in RT for R- did not differ from IR, 

t (57) = 0.49, p = .63, while the decline for R+ was significantly steeper than for R-, t (43.83) 

                                                           
2
 Results on the RIR Only to RIR Pre data showed significant increases in RT for all three conditions. 

Extensive results on RIR Only data can be obtained by the first author. 
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= 2.36, p < .05, d = -.61. In sum, the second hypothesis, which implied that as a result of 

automatization performance on both the checking task and the secondary RT task would be 

improved after repeated checking, was not confirmed with regard to the RT data. Since the 

relevant checking defamiliarization condition showed a steeper decline in reaction times than 

the relevant condition, the fourth hypothesis, which implied that defamiliarization would lead 

to de-automatization, was also not confirmed. 

 

 

Figure 3. Mean reaction times (ms) on the RIR task at RIR Only, RIR Pre and RIR Post for 

the relevant checking without defamiliarization condition (R-), the irrelevant checking 

condition (IR), and the relevant checking with defamiliarization condition (R+). 

 

Mediation analysis 

Additional mediation analysis was run to assess the indirect effect of repeated 

checking on meta-memory through RIR difference scores and Check duration difference 

scores. Although a good model fit was indicated by Chi-square (χ
2
 (7, N = 59) = 3.64, p = 

.82), and RMSEA (<.001), according to the CFI (1.00) and TLI (1.06) the model should be 

simplified (Van de Schoot, Lugtig & Hox, 2012). This can be accomplished by forcing a 

regression path to be zero. However, we needed the estimates for the direct effects to compute 

the indirect effects. Results indicated that only the bootstrapped direct effect between 

condition and check duration was significant, β= .33, p < .01, as well as the bootstrapped 

direct effect between condition and meta-memory, β= .44, p < .01 (see Fig. 4).  

Since the bootstrapped indirect effects were not significant, the third hypothesis (the 

effect of repeated checking on meta-memory uncertainty is mediated by automatization) was 
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not confirmed. The structural equation model explained 11% of the variance in check duration 

and 17% of the variance in meta-memory. A post-hoc Monte Carlo simulation study (Muthén 

& Muthén, 2002) indicated sufficient power for the regression coefficient of the direct effect 

between condition and meta-memory (.90), and the coefficient between condition and check 

duration (.77). 

 

 

 

Figure. 4. Mediation model. Values shown are standardized coefficients. Solid lines represent 

significant relations, dashed lines represent non-significant effects. *p < .01 

 

Discussion 

In the past decade, multiple studies have found repeated checking to reduce memory 

confidence, vividness, and detail. Although several explanations have been proposed, the 

underlying mechanism remains unclear. This is the first study that investigated the repeated 

checking phenomenon by adding an objective performance measure to the original checking 

task by Van den Hout and Kindt (2003a). This reaction time task was added to the pre- and 

post-test of the checking task in order to study the automatization process of repeated 

checking procedures. We expected that as a result of familiarity and repetition, checking 

procedures would become automated, thereby increasing the amount of cognitive capacity 

available to perform a secondary RT task. Furthermore, we expected that stimulus 

defamiliarization would lead to partial de-automatization of the checking procedures, thereby 

attenuating the detrimental effects of perseverative checking on memory. 

The current study replicates and extends findings from previous studies (Boschen & 

Vuksanovic, 2007, Coles et al., 2006; Dek et al., 2010; van den Hout & Kindt, 2003a; 2003b; 

2004; Radomsky et al., 2006). Even when participants simultaneously performed a reaction 
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time task and engaged in repeated checking, relevant checking, as opposed to irrelevant 

checking, reduced memory confidence, vividness and detail while actual memory accuracy 

remained unaffected. 

Our second hypothesis stated that as a result of automatization performance on both 

the checking task and the secondary RT task is improved after repeated checking. To fully 

interpret the findings, they have to be combined. The first finding is related to the checking 

task. Although all three conditions showed declines in check duration at post-test, the relevant 

checking conditions showed larger reductions in check duration compared to the irrelevant 

checking condition. This result indicates that repeated relevant checking leads to a larger 

degree of automaticity than repeated irrelevant checking, thereby confirming the hypothesis. 

With regard to the secondary RT task, and contrary to our hypothesis, all conditions showed 

significant reductions in reaction time after repeated checking. The declines in reaction times 

from pre- to post-test seem to indicate that automatization was established on the checking 

task, for there was more cognitive capacity left to respond to the RT task. This effect did not 

seem to be entirely specific to relevant checking, since only one relevant checking condition 

showed larger reductions in reaction time, as opposed to the irrelevant checking condition. 

However, when findings on both the checking task and the RT task are integrated, it appears 

that repeated checking does lead to automatization, as indicated by shorter check durations 

and faster RTs at post-test. And that relevant as opposed to irrelevant checking leads to a 

larger degree of automaticity, as indicated by larger declines in check duration for both 

relevant conditions, and a larger decline in RT for one relevant condition.  

Our third hypothesis stated that the effect of repeated checking on meta-memory 

uncertainty is mediated by automatization, and was not supported by the data. There were no 

indirect effects of repeated checking at meta-memory through either RT or check duration, 

which indicated that the effect of repeated checking is not mediated by automatization or 

reduced cognitive capacity. We did find direct effects for repeated checking at meta-memory, 

which adds to the robust results on the detrimental effects of checking on meta-memory 

(Boschen & Vuksanovic, 2007, Coles et al., 2006; Dek et al., 2010; van den Hout & Kindt, 

2003a; 2003b; 2004; Radomsky et al., 2006). Although there was no direct effect of condition 

on pre-to-post changes in RT, there was a direct effect of condition on check duration, 

indicating that repeated relevant checking leads to reductions in check duration. 

Our fourth hypothesis, regarding the partial abolishing effect of defamiliarization on 

automatization, was not confirmed. On the checking task, both relevant conditions showed 

shorter check durations as a result of repeated checking, but there was no difference in check 
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duration declines between the relevant checking without defamiliarization condition and the 

relevant checking with defamiliarization condition. We also found similar results on the RT 

task, in which both relevant conditions showed faster reaction times as a result of repeated 

checking, and the relevant checking with defamiliarization condition actually had a steeper 

pre- to post-test decline than the relevant checking without defamiliarization condition. 

Hence, defamiliarization by modification of the perceptual characteristics of the stimuli 

background did not lead to de-automatization.  

Our final hypothesis stated that defamiliarization would attenuate the negative effects 

of perseverative checking on memory confidence, vividness and detail, and it was not 

confirmed. Although memory confidence, vividness, and detail decreased after relevant 

checking as opposed to irrelevant checking, defamiliarization by modifying contextual 

characteristics of stimuli did not reduce these negative effects. The effect of repeated 

checking on memory confidence was even larger for the relevant checking with 

defamiliarization condition as opposed to the relevant checking without defamiliarization 

condition. In sum, the present study did not find attenuating effects of defamiliarization on 

meta-memory parameters. 

Some considerations and limitations of this study should be taken into account. First, 

one might argue that the fast reaction times after repeated checking at RIR Post were actually 

the result of automatization on the RIR task, instead of automatization on the checking task. 

However, this seems unlikely, because the RIR task was administered simultaneously with the 

checking task only once before the post-test. The relatively short pre-test duration allowed for 

only a small number of RIR tone presentations, and left little opportunity for the responses to 

become automated. Moreover, we also found larger declines in check duration on the 

checking task and no worse accuracy performance after repeated relevant checking. If 

speeded RIR performance would have been attended by slower or equal checking procedures 

or decreased accuracy, it would have been unclear whether relevant checking would have 

induced automatization. The fact that the speed of both RIR performance and checking 

increased while accuracy remained unaffected, may serve to strengthen the conclusion that 

perseverative checking was attended by reduced cognitive capacity. 

A potential explanation of the unanticipated finding that there was a steeper pre-to-

post decline on the RT task when defamiliarization occurred than without defamiliarization is 

that participants may have been more alert, and thus faster, when the background was 

changed at post-test. However, inspection of Fig. 3 shows that the relevant checking with 
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defamiliarization condition was not faster at post-test than the relevant checking without 

defamiliarization condition, which makes this explanation less plausible. 

Though the results suggest that repeated relevant checking leads to automatization, 

mediation analysis showed that automatization (measured with the RT task) did not explain 

the detrimental effects of perseverative relevant checking on meta-memory uncertainty. How 

might this be explained? First, our method of measuring automatization may have been 

insufficient or too simplistic, since we only measured cognitive capacity (operationalized as 

speed of processing). We are aware of the extensive and ongoing discussion on 

automatization and its features within the field of experimental psychology. Over the years, 

many researchers have proposed theoretical approaches on automaticity (for a comprehensive 

overview, see Moors and De Houwer, 2006), which can roughly be divided into a 

dichotomous all-or-none view (in which processes are considered to be controlled or 

automatic), and a continuous gradual view on automaticity (in which processes are considered 

to develop along a continuum from controlled to automatic).  In accordance with Bargh 

(1989; 1992; 1994) and Moors and De Houwer (2006), we adopted a gradual view on 

automaticity, in which the defining features of automaticity can co-occur in various 

combinations. To study automatization in perseverative checking, we chose to investigate one 

single feature of automaticity (cognitive capacity) without drawing conclusions about the 

presence of other features, and used a secondary reaction time task, which is a well-accepted 

and widely used method to study cognitive capacity (Vandierendonck et al., 1998). Our 

results indicate that the RIR RT task  indeed successfully increased and measured cognitive 

effort. The RT task data showed significant increases from baseline to pre-test, indicating that 

the simultaneously administered checking task at RIR Pre increased working memory 

capacity load significantly, as a result of which less capacity was available for the secondary 

RT task. In sum, the RIR task, which was originally designed to interfere with working 

memory (Vandierendonck et al., 1998), seemed to be a good measure to objectively study 

automatization in perseverative checking.  

A second explanation for our mediation analysis findings is the similarity of motoric 

acts of the checking procedures in the relevant and irrelevant conditions (turning figures on 

and off using a computer mouse). Participants in the irrelevant checking condition also 

became faster in executing the checking procedures as well as responding in the secondary 

RT task, even though they check different stimuli in between the pre- and post-test. This 

general automatization effect may have prevented mediation effects to materialize. Third, the 

effects of checking on memory confidence may be mediated by other processes than 
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automatization, like interference. With interference, previously encoded memories have a 

negative influence on the encoding and recall of new material (Ashcraft, 2002). This 

‘interference explanation’, however, would predict a decrease in accuracy and this did not 

occur. Another cognitive process that could serve as a mediator in the ‘repeated 

checking reduced memory confidence’ cascade might be reduced spreading of activation, 

which has been studied by Giele and colleagues (2012). They investigated whether 

perseverative OC-like behavior blocks spreading of activation, by producing ‘semantic 

satiation’, and thereby interfering with the accessibility of meaning. Healthy participants 

repeated 20 types of OC-like checking behavior non-perseveratively (twice), or 

perseveratively (20 times). Afterwards, they were asked to decide as quickly as possible 

whether a picture was semantically related to the checked object.  They demonstrated that 

participants who engaged in non-perseverative checking showed faster judgements for related 

than for unrelated objects and pictures. Interestingly, in the perseverative checking condition 

this spreading of activation effect was blocked, since reaction times for related and unrelated 

items were similar. These results suggest that interference with spreading of activation might 

be the cognitive process that mediates the relationship between repeated checking and 

reduced memory confidence. 

The discrepancy of our results on defamiliarization compared to Boschen et al. (2011), 

who did find attenuating effects of defamiliarization on meta-memory, may be explained by 

methodological differences. Possibly, we would have found effects of defamiliarization if we 

had changed the background color during checking. In fact, in light of the results by Boschen 

et al. (2011), who found effects of defamiliarization during checking, this seems likely. The 

question, however, would have remained whether automatization would have occurred. In 

order to reduce the risk of preventing automatization, or premature de-automatization, we 

decided to assess defamiliarization only at post-test. Furthermore, while we modified the 

perceptual characteristics of the background of the stimuli, Boschen and colleagues modified 

the perceptual characteristics of the stimuli themselves. Modification of the stimulus context 

in the current study may not have been sufficient to cause defamiliarization and de-

automatization of the checking routine. Future research should address this issue by 

modifying the perceptual characteristics of the stimuli themselves.  

Finally, we tested undergraduate students, which may limit the generalizability of the 

findings to (sub)clinical populations. It may be considered a limitation that we did not include 

a measure of OCD symptoms. Meanwhile, our hypotheses did not relate to individual 

differences, but to general psychological processes occurring during repeated checking. 
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Patients with OCD have a tendency to control their automatic processes. They typically 

“attempt to monitor closely and take control over processes that would otherwise operate in 

automatic and well-practiced ways” (Salkovskis, 1998; p. 40). Accordingly, patients with 

OCD seem to try to extend their use of controlled processing strategies as opposed to shifting 

to automatic processing strategies. This was demonstrated on a flanker task by Soref, Dar, 

Argov and Meiran (2008): participants scoring high on obsessive compulsive symptoms had 

slower overall reaction times and a lower tendency for parallel processing than participants 

scoring low on these symptoms. With regard to the effects of automatization, one may expect 

that, in the present task and relative to healthy controls, OCD patients will have a longer 

check duration and slower RTs, and will show less steep reductions in both check duration 

and RTs from pre-test to post-test after repeated relevant checking. With regard to the effects 

of de-automatization on meta-memory, there is no reason to expect that patients with OCD 

would have reacted differently. 

The effort to induce defamiliarization was made to enhance the understanding of the 

cognitive processes involved in the effects of repeated checking, not to explore a new clinical 

strategy. Nevertheless, some preliminary remarks might be made about the clinical 

applicability of the automaticity paradigm. Since it takes individuals with OCD on average 

between 7 and 17 years before they receive appropriate treatment (Hollander, Stein, Broatch, 

Himelein & Rowland, 1997; Hollander & Wong, 1998; Rasmussen & Eisen, 1992), 

preventing ‘general automatization’ will usually not be possible. Patients have been 

performing their compulsive rituals for such a long time, that they became automatic in the 

sense that they are very well-practiced and frequently repeated. However, helping individuals 

with OCD to prevent ‘hyper automatization’ of new checking rituals seems a  rational and 

productive approach, and might add to Exposure Response Prevention (ERP) therapy. 

The present study adds to the comprehensive evidence that repeated checking leads to 

reductions in memory confidence, vividness, and detail, while memory accuracy remains 

unaffected. Furthermore, administration of the RIR task has proven to be a useful measure to 

objectively study automatization in repeated checking. Using the RIR task, we found that 

repeated checking leads to automatization of the checking procedures. Automatization, 

however, did not explain the detrimental effects of repeated checking on meta-memory 

uncertainty. Furthermore, defamiliarization did not lead to de-automatization, and did not 

attenuate the detrimental effects of checking on meta-memory. Modification of the contextual 

characteristics might have been insufficient to induce defamiliarization. Further studies on 
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automatization and defamiliarization in perseverative checking may add to the understanding 

of the underlying mechanisms in perseveration and meta-cognitive uncertainty in OCD. 
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Abstract 

Repetitive, compulsive-like checking of an object leads to reductions in memory confidence, 

vividness, and detail. Experimental research suggests that this is caused by increased 

familiarity with perceptual characteristics of the stimulus and automatization of the checking 

procedure (Dek, van den Hout, Giele, & Engelhard, 2014). This suggests that 

defamiliarization by modifying perceptual characteristics of the stimulus will result in de-

automatization and attenuation of the meta-memory effects. However, this was not found 

(Dek et al., 2014), but the manipulation may have been too weak.  

In two experiments, the present investigation examined whether modification of the 

defamiliarization procedure (i.e., enlarging the amount of color alterations of the stimuli) 

would result in de-automatization and attenuation of the meta-memory effects. 

Undergraduates performed a checking task, in which they activated, de-activated, and 

checked stimuli. Meta-memory was rated after a pre- and post-test checking trial. 

Simultaneously, automatization of checking was measured with a reaction time task during 

the pre- and post-test checking trial. In the reaction time task participants responded as 

quickly as possible to tones. In both experiments, perseverative checking reduced memory 

confidence, vividness, and detail, and led to automatization of checking behavior. In 

Experiment I, moderate defamiliarization led to de-automatization, but did not attenuate meta-

memory effects of checking. In Experiment II, strong defamiliarization did not lead to de-

automatization, but did reduce the detrimental effects of re-checking on memory confidence 

and vividness. This research suggests that automatization is a potential mechanism underlying 

the paradoxical phenomenon of perseveration leading to memory uncertainty. 
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Introduction 

Ironic effects of perseveration 

The majority of patients with OCD engage in perseverative behavior, such as checking, 

extensive washing, or cleaning, to reduce feelings of uncertainty (Ruscio, Stein, Chiu, & 

Kessler, 2010; Tallis, 1995). However, many studies have revealed that perseverative 

checking does not reduce uncertainty, but, paradoxically, increases it. The first experiments 

that demonstrated this phenomenon were conducted by Van den Hout and Kindt (2003a; 

2003b; 2004). Participants engaged in perseverative checking in a computer task: they 

repeatedly activated virtual gas burners or light bulbs, deactivated them, and checked whether 

they had been accurately deactivated. Before and after 20 checking trials, participants rated 

their memory confidence, vividness and detail. In between these tests, a ‘relevant checking’ 

condition performed 20 checks on the same stimuli, and an ‘irrelevant checking’ (control) 

condition checked different stimuli. Results indicated that repeated relevant checking reduced 

memory confidence, vividness and detail, but did not affect memory accuracy. These ironic 

effects occur with a relatively low number of checks (Coles, Radomsky, & Horng, 2006), and 

have been replicated with real-life stimuli (Radomsky, Gilchrist, & Dussault, 2006), in 

patients with OCD (Boschen & Vuksanovic, 2007), with mental instead of physical checking 

(Radomsky & Alcolado, 2010), and with abstract, threat irrelevant stimuli (Dek, van den 

Hout, Giele, & Engelhard, 2010). 

 

Explanation of ironic effects: familiarity and automatization 

Van den Hout and Kindt (2003a) suggested that the mechanism underlying this phenomenon 

may be a switch from perceptual to conceptual processing. Basic research has shown that 

increased familiarity with stimuli inhibits the processing of perceptual elements, thereby 

decreasing vividness and detail of recollections (Johnston & Hawley, 1994; Roediger, 1990). 

Van den Hout and Kindt proposed that a similar process may occur in repetitive, compulsive 

checking, and that this reduction in vividness and detail subsequently undermines memory 

confidence. Dek, van den Hout, Giele, and Engelhard (2014) tested whether checking 

behavior indeed automatizes as a result of familiarity and practice (i.e., repeated checking of 

the same stimuli). An ‘automatic’ checking routine should be executed more efficiently, and 

leave more cognitive capacity available for other concurrent tasks. Dek et al. (2014) studied 

whether perseverative checking leads to automatization, and also tested whether 

defamiliarization of stimuli reduces automaticity.  
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To investigate automatization in repeated checking, Dek et al. (2014) focused on 

efficiency, which is a characteristic of automaticity (Bargh, 1994; see Moors & de Houwer, 

2006), and is usually described as “the extent to which the perceptual or judgment process 

demands attentional resources” (Bargh, 1994, p. 24). An effective way to study efficiency is 

by the use of a dual-task paradigm, in which participants perform a primary task while 

simultaneously performing a second task that requires attentional resources (McNally, 1995; 

Teachman, Joormann, Steinman, & Gotlieb, 2012). Accordingly, Dek and colleagues (2014) 

extended the checking task by Van den Hout and Kindt (2003a) with a reaction time (RT) 

task. That is, during the pre- and post-test of the checking task, participants were instructed to 

check virtual stimuli, and simultaneously respond to a tone that was repeatedly presented. 

Reaction times and the duration of checking procedures were used to assess efficiency, 

because this combination provides an indication of the demand on attentional resources. 

Automatization was operationalized as more efficient (faster) performance on the checking 

task and RT task. 

Many earlier studies used an ‘irrelevant checking’ control condition, in which 

paradoxical effects of checking were not found. This suggests that mere repetition is not 

responsible for the paradoxical effects of checking. However, these studies did not indicate 

whether automatization contributes to the paradoxical effects. As an additional test of the 

automatization hypothesis of perseverative checking, Dek and colleagues (2014) proposed 

that defamiliarization of the checked items, by using novel colors, would lead to de-

automatization of the checking routine. In order to test this hypothesis, they added a ‘relevant 

checking’ condition with defamiliarization. Stimulus familiarization is reached by prolonged 

contact with that specific stimulus (i.e., stimulus characteristics, such as color and shape, 

remain consistent). In contrast, defamiliarization is defined as making a familiar stimulus less 

familiar by modifying its perceptual characteristics. It was operationalized as an unexpected 

change of the (context) color of the stimuli. Whereas automatization is thought to occur in a 

continuous gradual fashion over the course of repetition (e.g., Moors & de Houwer, 2006), we 

presume that de-automatization can be reached with a single modification. De-automatization 

is indicated by an increase of required attentional resources (i.e., less efficient performance), 

and was operationalized as slower performance on the checking task and RT task. De-

automatization does not imply that the process is no longer automatic at all, but that it has 

made a leap backwards on the automaticity continuum. Dek et al. (2014) also predicted that 

defamiliarization and de-automatization would make the recollection of the check more 

distinct and would attenuate the negative meta-memory effects caused by repeated checking. 
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Data on familiarity and automatization 

Dek et al. (2014), indeed, found that repeated relevant checking, compared to irrelevant 

checking, led to faster checking at the post-test, but not to faster performance on the RT task. 

Dek and colleagues concluded that the faster checking suggests that repeated checking did 

lead to automatization, although the predicted larger drop in RTs in the experimental relevant 

checking condition was not observed.  

 

Data on defamiliarization and de-automatization 

A small study about perseverative checking has reported positive effects of perceptual 

interference on memory. Tallis (1993) made checks for three patients with OCD more 

memorable by using a doubt reduction procedure. It was used as an incentive to engage in 

exposure and response prevention therapy, which otherwise was considered to be too 

demanding. In this procedure, a successful check was made more memorable by associating it 

with a novel, distinctive stimulus. Participants looked at colored figures after performing a 

successful check, and were instructed to form a mental image of this stimulus as a reminder of 

the successful check. As a result of this doubt reduction procedure, doubt ratings and repeated 

checking behavior reduced.  

Dek and colleagues (2014) added an experimental condition to the original checking 

task to induce perceptual defamiliarization. This ‘relevant checking’ with defamiliarization 

condition was identical to the ‘relevant checking’ without defamiliarization condition, except 

for the post-test, in which the color of the background of the stimuli unexpectedly altered 

from dark grey into bright blue. Contrary to the hypotheses, the defamiliarization condition, 

compared to the other conditions, showed similar reductions in check duration and an even 

larger reduction in RTs at the post-test. Furthermore, defamiliarization did not diminish the 

negative meta-memory effects caused by repeated checking. A possible explanation for these 

unexpected results is that the use of color as a ‘defamiliarizer’ was insufficient. Lassaline and 

Logan (1993) studied the influence of stimulus alterations on memory retrieval in a counting 

task. They found no evidence that modifying stimulus identity (changing letters) or color 

(changing red asterisks into green) led to de-automatization of memory retrieval (i.e., slower 

task performance). Only when the orientation of learned visual patterns was changed (rotating 

patterns 180°), de-automatization occurred, which was depicted by slower task performance. 

Lassaline and Logan suggested that color alterations may actually make a pattern more 

memorable. Therefore, it is possible that the color modification in the study by Dek et al. was 

insufficient to induce de-automatization. Moreover, the object and amount of color alterations 
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may also play a crucial role in the induction of de-automatization. This is essentially the 

argument advanced by Dek and colleagues (2014), and is supported by a study by Boschen, 

Wilson and Farrell (2011). 

Boschen and colleagues (2011) also studied the effect of stimulus modification. They 

demonstrated that the perceptual modification of stimuli during checking attenuated the 

negative effects of repeated checking on memory confidence, vividness and detail. Whereas 

Dek et al. only altered the context color at the post-test, Boschen and colleagues modified the 

color of the stimuli after every five checks. They concluded that the color alterations led to a 

shift from conceptual to perceptual processing at the post-test, which reduced memory 

distrust. These results are promising, and suggest that color modification may be a way to 

induce defamiliarization and de-automatization. However, it is unclear whether the design of 

the Boschen et al. study actually allowed for de-automatization. The stimuli modification 

every five checks may have prevented automatization to take place (i.e., a shift from 

perceptual to conceptual processing). Therefore, we decided not to potentially disrupt this 

automatization process by ‘premature’ defamiliarization, and to induce defamiliarization only 

at the post-test. Furthermore, in light of the generalizability to a clinical setting, testing the 

effects of defamiliarization after a longer series of checks seems to make sense as well: in 

real-life, the stimuli that are subject to perseverative behavior in patients with OCD usually do 

not differ frequently (e.g., they check the same stove, the same water tap, the same locks). 

Dek and colleagues (2014) suggested that their operationalization of defamiliarization 

(i.e., modifying the context color of the stimuli instead of stimuli color) was not distinct 

enough. Context can play an important role in memory retrieval (Chun & Jiang, 1998; 

Lockhart & Craik, 1990), familiarity of the background can improve performance (Karni & 

Sagi, 1991), and recognition of the context can start off an automatic routine (Shiffrin & 

Schneider, 1977). However, the alteration of solely the context color as a means to induce 

defamiliarization may have been insufficient, and hence, could not induce de-automatization 

and reduce the meta-memory effects of repeated checking. A previous study on the effects of 

contextual relevance in repetitive checking supports this notion. Ashbaugh and Radomsky 

(2007) tried to attenuate the negative effects of repeated checking on meta-memory by 

shifting attentional focus between the stimulus (i.e., gas stove) and the context (i.e., kitchen) 

during checking. Results indicated that although memory accuracy increased in the contextual 

focus condition, the shift in attentional focus did not lead to attenuation of the reductions in 

memory confidence, vividness and detail.  
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Present study 

The first aim of the current investigation was to replicate the Dek et al. (2014) study to be able 

to make more definite statements about automatization as an underlying mechanism in 

perseverative checking. The defamiliarization procedure was improved by changing the color 

of the stimuli and knobs instead of the background color. We decided to alter the color of the 

knobs as well, because during the execution of the checking procedure participants not only 

fixate on the circles but also on the turning knobs. We predicted that (1) repeated relevant 

checking leads to reductions in memory confidence, vividness and detail, without affecting 

memory accuracy; (2) the relevant checking condition, compared to the irrelevant checking 

condition becomes faster in executing the checking procedures and on a secondary RT task 

(reflecting automatization); (3) defamiliarization leads to de-automatization on the checking 

task (longer check durations) and the RT task (slower RTs); and (4) defamiliarization 

attenuates the negative meta-memory effects of repeated checking. 

 

Experiment I 

 

Method 

Participants 

A total of 113 students from Utrecht University and Utrecht University of Applied Sciences 

enrolled in this study. Color blindness was an exclusion criterion. Prior to the statistical 

analyses, eight participants were removed from the analyses because of incomplete data (n = 

3), detailed prior knowledge about the task (n = 1), or not following task instructions (n = 1). 

We asked participants whether they were suffering from psychological problems, and 

excluded those who reported they did. This led to removing three participants with self-

reported psychopathology (e.g., a diagnosis of ADD, ADHD, MDD). As a result, 105 

participants (69 females, 36 males) remained. They were, on average, 21.8 (SD = 2.3) years 

old, and were given a small remuneration or course credit for their participation. 

 

Procedure and computer task 

Participants were asked to perform a computer task, during which they completed 

questionnaires. They sat in front of a computer screen in a sound-attenuated and dimly lit 

laboratory room. We used a modified version of the checking task/reaction time task 
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combination and procedure used by Dek et al. (2014). The computer task consisted of two 

partially simultaneously administered tasks, and took approximately 20 minutes. 

 

Computer task, part I: Checking task 

The original checking task by van den Hout and Kindt (2003) was modified following Dek 

and colleagues (2010), by using abstract stimuli. We used six large circles with a star in it, or 

six small grey circles, and six corresponding turning knobs, which were all presented on a 

dark grey background (see fig. 1). The color combination of the six large circles + stars and 

corresponding six turning knobs was either green circles + red stars and grey knobs, or black 

circles + white stars and blue knobs, respectively. The checking task started with a training 

phase, in which participants were trained to activate and deactivate the stimuli by moving the 

corresponding virtual turning knobs with the computer mouse. Half of the participants 

practiced with the green circles + red stars and grey turning knobs, and the other half 

practiced with the black circles + white stars and blue turning knobs. All participants also 

practiced with the small grey circles. In the pre-test that followed, a schematic figure of the 

six circles was shown, in which three circles were marked. Participants were instructed to 

activate and deactivate these three circles in the following screens, and to then check whether 

they had deactivated the circles accurately. Then, participants were instructed to fill out a 

questionnaire using Visual Analogue Scales (VASs) about this checking trial (see: 

Assessments). Check duration of the pre-test checking trial (i.e., activating, deactivating and 

checking for accurate deactivation) was recorded by the computer. After the pre-test, 

participants were asked to complete another 15 checking trials, in which they had to activate, 

deactivate, and check random selections of three out of six circles. After these 15 checking 

trials, the post-test was unexpectedly administered. In this test, participants completed one 

more checking trial and filled out the questionnaire about this last checking trial.  

Participants were randomly assigned to one of three conditions. All conditions were 

presented the large circles + stars at pre- and post-test (administration of the green circles + 

red stars and grey turning knobs, or the black circles + white stars and blue turning knobs was 

counterbalanced across participants). Figure 1 shows a schematic illustration of the three 

conditions. In the relevant checking without defamiliarization condition (R-), the same stimuli 

were used during the 15 checking trials that were presented during the pre- and post-test. In 

the irrelevant checking condition (IR), different stimuli were used between the pre- and post-

test (i.e., the large green circles + red stars and grey knobs at the pre- and post-test, but small 

grey circles during the 15 checking trials, or the large black circles + white stars at the pre- 
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and post-test, but small grey circles during the 15 checking trials). In the relevant checking 

with defamiliarization condition (R+), the same stimuli were shown during the 15 checking 

trials that were presented during the pre- and post-test, but at the post-test, the color of stimuli 

was altered from green circles + red stars and grey knobs into black circles + white stars and 

blue knobs (or vice versa, this was counterbalanced across participants).  

 

 

Figure 1. Schematic overview of task administration over time for the different phases of the 

Rapid Interval Repetition (RIR) task and the checking task (Check) in Experiment I.   

 

Computer task, part II: Rapid Interval Repetition (RIR) task 

The RIR task and procedure were similar to the task that was used by Dek and colleagues 

(2014). They used a RIR task (Vandierendonck et al., 1998) as a secondary reaction time task. 

In this RT task, auditory stimuli were presented at a tone pitch of 250 Hz and with a 

maximum duration of 200 ms, with random intervals ranging between 2.5 and 5 s. 

Participants had to respond as fast and accurately as possible when they heard a beep, by 

pressing a knob on the response box with the index finger of their non-dominant hand. The 

RT task started with a training phase (20 s), and the RIR Only baseline measure (60 s). Next, 

participants were instructed to keep their finger on the response box during the entire 

experiment, as the beeps could re-appear any moment. However, the beeps only re-appeared 

on two occasions: during the pre- and post-test of the checking task. The RIR task consisted 

of three measurement phases: RIR Only, RIR Pre and RIR Post. 
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Computer task, part III: Checking task and RIR task Combined 

During the pre-test and post-test of the checking task, a checking trial and the RT task were 

simultaneously administered (see fig. 1).  

 

Assessments 

Memory accuracy at pre-test and post-test was assessed by asking participants to mark which 

three out of six circles they had to check during the last checking trial on a paper 

representation of the six circles. 

Memory confidence was assessed by asking participants to rate how confident they were that 

their answer on the accuracy question was correct on a 100 mm VAS (0 = absolutely not 

confident, 100 = absolutely confident).  

Vividness and detail of the last check were rated on two separate VASs (0 = not vivid, 100 = 

extremely vivid; 0 = not detailed, 100 = extremely detailed).  

 

Data modification 

Checking task  

Data from one participant (IR condition) was excluded from the analyses, because the mean 

check duration exceeded M + 3 SD from the group mean. 

 

Rapid Interval Repetition (RIR) task  

Mean reaction times (RTs) were calculated for each participant for each of the RIR phases 

(RIR Only, RIR Pre and RIR Post). Because the administration of the beeps at RIR Pre and 

RIR Post was relatively unexpected (e.g., a long period had passed without presentation of the 

auditory stimuli), the first RT on both RIR Pre and RIR Post were excluded. Furthermore, 

RTs faster than 100 ms were excluded, because mean auditory reaction times to auditory 

stimuli are generally accepted to be approximately 140 ms (Brebner & Welford, 1980). 

Extreme RTs were calculated for each phase and each condition separately, to allow for task 

differences and potential group differences on the different phases of the RIR. Responses with 

latencies exceeding 3 SD from the original means were considered to be outliers and were 

excluded from the analyses. New means were calculated for each RIR phase and each 

condition separately.  
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Statistical analyses 

The Pearson correlations between the memory ratings at the pre-test (memory confidence and 

vividness, r = .51; memory confidence and detail, r = .48; vividness and detail, r = .78, all ps 

<.001) were moderate, which suggested appropriateness of MANOVA (Tabachnick & Fidell, 

2007). Therefore, to examine the effects of repeated checking on memory confidence, 

vividness and detail, a 2 (Time: pre-test, post-test) x 3 (Condition: R-, IR, R+) repeated 

measures (RM) MANOVA was conducted. The RM MANOVA was followed by univariate 

analyses, and simple main effects analyses were appropriate. Because check duration at pre-

test and RIR Pre did not significantly correlate (r = -.09, p = .39), two separate RM ANOVAs 

were conducted to test the effect of repeated checking on check duration and RT. Hypotheses 

were tested using planned comparisons (α =.05), that examined whether differences in 

dependent variable ratings between R- vs. IR, and R- vs. R+, were significant. To control for 

type I error rates for multiple comparisons, the Bonferroni correction was applied to the post 

hoc comparisons on IR vs. R+, which resulted in testing at a .025 (.05/2) alpha level.  

 

Results 

Experimental conditions 

One hundred-and-four participants were included in the analyses (n = 37 in R-, n = 33 in IR, 

and n = 34 in R+). Conditions were similar regarding age, F (2,101) = 0.13, p = .88, and 

gender, χ
2
 (2, N = 104) = 4.19, p = .12. 

 

Memory accuracy 

Findings in Table 1 suggest that after repeated checking, there were no differences in memory 

accuracy between the conditions. The 2 (Time: pre-test, post-test) x 3 (Condition: R-, IR, R+) 

RM ANOVA did not show significant main effects or interaction effect, Fs < 2.1.  

 

Memory confidence, vividness and detail 

Results from the RM MANOVA with memory confidence, vividness and detail as dependent 

variables indicated a significant Time x Condition interaction, F (6,200) = 2.28, p <.05, ηp
2
 = 

.06. To assess the effect of repeated checking on memory confidence, a 2 x 3 mixed ANOVA 

with Time (pre-test, post-test) as within-groups variable and Condition (R-, IR, R+) as 

between-groups variable was performed. Results showed significant main effects of Time, F 

(1,101) = 32.33, p <. 001, ηp
2
 = .24, and Condition, F (2,101) = 4.98, p < .01, ηp

2
 = .09, which 

were qualified by a Time x Condition interaction, F (2,101) = 5.21, p < .01, ηp
2
 = .09. After 
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repeated checking, confidence in memory declined in the relevant checking without 

defamiliarization condition (R-), F (1,101) = 16.44, p <.001, ηp
2
 = .14, and the relevant 

checking with defamiliarization condition (R+), F (1,101) = 26.74, p <.001, ηp
2
 = .21, while 

there was no reduction in memory confidence for the irrelevant checking condition (IR), F 

(1,101) < 1, p = .49. The reduction in memory confidence for R- differed from IR, t (68) = 

2.19, p < .05, d = .52, while the reduction for R+ did not differ from R-, t (69) = .93, p = .36. 

 

Table 1. Means and Standard Deviations of Memory Accuracy, and Memory Confidence, 

Vividness and Detail Ratings Before and After Repeated Checking in Experiment I 

 Pre-test Post-test 

Memory accuracy 

R- 

IR 

R+ 

 

2.81 (.70) 

2.82 (.64) 

2.59 (1.02) 

 

2.51 (.90) 

2.94 (.24) 

2.74 (.62) 

Memory confidence 

R- 

IR 

R+ 

 

77.89 (24.61) 

81.70 (26.08) 

79.38 (26.67)  

 

56.03 (25.1) 

77.73 (27.48) 

50.29 (29.49) 

Vividness 

R- 

IR 

R+ 

 

68.11 (26.05) 

68.82 (26.45) 

71.03 (24.66)  

 

49.43 (24.87) 

66.91 (29.22) 

48.00 (30.07) 

Detail 

R- 

IR 

R+ 

 

60.78 (25.53) 

67.15 (24.96) 

65.00 (21.56) 

 

43.92 (28.82) 

64.91 (25.65) 

40.32 (30.19)  

Note. R- = relevant checking without defamiliarization condition (n=37), IR = irrelevant 

checking condition (n=33), R+ = relevant checking with defamiliarization condition (n=34).  

 

The RM ANOVA on vividness of memory showed a significant main effect of Time, F 

(1,101) = 27.51, p <. 001, ηp
2
 = .21, which was qualified by a Time x Condition interaction, F 

(2,101) = 5.23, p < .01, ηp
2
 = .09. Vividness of memory significantly declined for R-, F 

(1,101) = 16.19, p <.001, ηp
2
 = .14, and R+, F (1,101) = 22.62, p <.001, ηp

2
 = .18, but not for 

IR, F (1,101) = .15, p = .70. The reduction in vividness for R- differed from IR, t (68) = 2.39, 

p < .05, d = .57, while the reduction for R+ did not differ from R-, t (69) = .67, p = .51. 

The mixed ANOVA on detail showed main effects of Time, F (1,101) = 27.95, p < 

.001, ηp
2
 = .22, and Condition, F (2,101) = 4.17, p < .05, ηp

2
 = .08, which were qualified by a 
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Time x Condition interaction, F (2,101) = 5.49, p < .01, ηp
2
 = .10. Detail of memory declined 

for R-, F (1,101) = 13.31, p <.001, ηp
2
 = .12, and R+, F (1,101) = 26.18, p <.001, ηp

2
 = .21, 

but not for IR, F (1,101) = .21, p = .65. The decline in detail of memory for R- differed from 

IR, t (68) = 2.09, p < .05, d = .50, while the decline for R+ did not differ from R-, t (69) = 

1.11, p = .27. 

In line with our first hypothesis, repeated relevant checking while performing a 

secondary RT task led to reductions in memory confidence, vividness, and detail, but memory 

accuracy remained unaffected. Contrary to our fourth hypothesis, defamiliarization did not 

reduce the negative (meta-)memory effects of repeated checking. 

 

Check duration 

Results depicted in Figure 2-A suggest that all conditions had shorter check durations after 

repeated checking. To assess the effect of repeated checking on check duration, a 2 x 3 mixed 

ANOVA,  with Time (pre-test, post-test) as within-groups variable and Condition (R-, IR, 

R+) as between-groups variable was carried out. It was predicted that repeated relevant 

checking would lead to a decline in check duration. This was reflected in main effects of 

Time, F (1,101) = 281.24, p < .001, ηp
2
= .74, and Condition, F (2,101) = 3.91, p < .05, ηp

2
= 

.07, which were qualified by a marginally significant Time x Condition interaction, F (2,101) 

= 3.0, p = .054, ηp
2
= .06. Although check duration decreased as a result of repeated checking 

for all three conditions, all Fs (1,101) > 64, ps < .001, ηp
2
s > .39, the decline in check duration 

was larger for the relevant checking without defamiliarization condition (R-) than for the 

irrelevant checking condition (IR), t (68) = 2.35, p < .05, d = .56. However, the reductions in 

check duration did not differ between relevant checking without (R-) and relevant checking 

with defamiliarization (R+), t (69) = 1.77, p = .08, while a post hoc comparison revealed no 

significant difference between R+ and IR, t (65) = .65, p =.50. Our second hypothesis 

regarding check duration data was supported: repeated relevant checking led to faster 

performance on the checking task. However, our third hypothesis (defamiliarization leads to 

de-automatization) was not confirmed, because the relevant checking conditions showed no 

differences in checking duration. 

 

Reaction times: Rapid Interval Repetition (RIR) task 

Figure 2-B shows a decrease in RTs for relevant checking without defamiliarization (R-) from 

the pre-test to the post-test, but not for irrelevant checking (IR) or relevant checking with 

defamiliarization (R+). The 3 (Time) x 3 (Condition) RM ANOVA on the RIR Pre to RIR 
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Post data showed a main effect of Time, F (2,100) = 469.16, p < .001, ηp
2
= .90, which was 

qualified by a Time x Condition interaction, F (4,202) = 6.82, p < .001, ηp
2
= .12. Simple main 

effects analyses revealed that the RIR Only to RIR Pre increases were significant for all three 

conditions (all Mdiffs > 301, all Fs (2,100) > 133.46, all ps < .001, all ηp
2
s >.73). The RIR Pre 

to RIR Post decreases were significant for R-, Mdiff = 154, p <.001, and R+, Mdiff = 47, p <.05, 

while there was no significant reduction for IR, Mdiff = 22, p =.32. Furthermore, the RIR Pre to 

RIR Post decline for R- differed significantly from IR, t (68) = 4.10, p < .001, d = .99, and 

from R+, t (69) = 3.34, p < .01, d = .80. A post hoc comparison revealed no significant 

difference in RT reductions between R+ and IR, t (65) < 1, p = .37. Our second hypothesis 

(checking performance and RTs are faster after repeated relevant checking), was also 

supported with regard to the RT data. Our third hypothesis (defamiliarization leads to de-

automatization) was also supported, because relevant checking with defamiliarization (R+) 

led to a smaller decline in RTs than relevant checking without defamiliarization (R-). 

 

 

Figure 2. (A) Mean check duration (s) before and after repeated checking, and (B) mean 

reaction times (ms) on the Rapid Interval Repetition (RIR) task for the relevant checking 

without defamiliarization condition (R-), the irrelevant checking condition (IR), and the 

relevant checking with defamiliarization condition (R+) in Experiment I.  

 

Discussion 

As predicted, repeated relevant checking led to reductions in memory confidence, vividness 

and detail, while memory accuracy remained unchanged. Furthermore, repeated relevant 

checking, compared to irrelevant checking, led to improved performance on both the checking 

task (measured as shorter check durations) and the secondary RT task (measured as faster 
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RTs). The reductions in check duration and RTs indicate that repeated relevant checking leads 

to automatization of checking behavior.  

Results on the effects of the defamiliarization procedure were mixed. Although it did 

lead to increased RTs on the secondary RT task, compared to relevant checking without 

defamiliarization, it did not increase check duration. Apparently, defamiliarization did not 

lead to de-automatization of the checking procedure itself, but did reduce cognitive capacity 

for the secondary RT task. In contrast to the fourth hypothesis, defamiliarization did not 

attenuate the negative effects of repeated checking on meta-memory. Although we increased 

the degree of defamiliarization in the current study, the reductions in memory confidence, 

vividness, and detail after repeated checking were similar to the Dek et al. (2014) study. 

However, this may not be surprising, because the check duration results showed that checking 

behavior was still automated after defamiliarization; therefore, one might not expect 

attenuated subjective meta-memory ratings. 

So, although the increase in the degree of defamiliarization did not affect check 

duration or diminish the detrimental effects of checking on meta-memory, cognitive capacity 

on the secondary RT task was reduced after defamiliarization. In contrast, the 

defamiliarization procedure used by Dek et al. (2014) did not lead to longer check durations 

or slower RTs. The findings of Experiment I suggest that an even larger degree of 

defamiliarization may be required to induce de-automatization of checking behavior and 

reduce memory uncertainty. This was the aim of Experiment II. We decided to replicate 

Experiment I using the same task and procedure, but with enhancements of the color 

modification procedure in the relevant checking with defamiliarization condition. The degree 

of defamiliarization was increased further by enlarging the amount of color alterations.  

 

Experiment II 

 

Method 

Participants 

Participants were 116 students from Utrecht University and Utrecht University of Applied 

Sciences. Prior to the statistical analyses, two participants were removed from the dataset 

because of incomplete data, and three participants with a self-reported ADD/ADHD diagnosis 

were removed. As a result, 111 participants (81 females, 30 males) remained. They were, on 
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average, 21.1 (SD = 2.9) years old, and were given a small remuneration or course credit for 

their participation. 

 

Procedure and computer task 

The method of Experiment II was similar to Experiment I, except for the virtual stimuli in the 

checking task.  

 

Checking task 

During the training phase, the pre-test and the 15 checking trials, the six large circles with a 

star in it were all colored green + red (see fig. 3-A) in all three conditions (except for the 15 

checking trials in the irrelevant condition, in which small grey circles were presented, cf. 

Experiment 1). In order to induce defamiliarization, we modified the color of all stimuli in the 

relevant checking with defamiliarization condition at the post-test. The color of the circles + 

stars was altered from green circles + red stars into black circles + white stars (2 x), purple 

circles + yellow stars (2 x), and blue circles + orange stars (2x; see fig. 3-B). The color of the 

six turning knobs was altered from grey to red, white, blue, orange, green and purple. The 

background color was altered from dark grey into bright blue. To prevent potential 

confounding effects, we did not counterbalance the color of the stimuli across other phases 

and conditions.  

 

 

Figure 3. Illustration of (A) stimuli without defamiliarization at the pre-test and the 15 

relevant checking trials of the checking task, and (B) stimuli with strong defamiliarization at 

the post-test of the checking task for the relevant checking with defamiliarization condition 

(R+) in Experiment II.    

 

Assessments 

Assessments were identical to those of Experiment I. 
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Data modification 

Checking task  

Data from one participant (R- condition) were excluded from analyses, because the mean 

check duration exceeded M + 3 SD from the group mean. 

 

Statistical analyses  

Statistical analyses were similar to Experiment I. The Pearson correlations of memory 

confidence, vividness, and detail at the pre-test suggested that MANOVA was appropriate 

(memory confidence and vividness, r = .58; memory confidence and detail, r = .56; vividness 

and detail, r = .67, all ps <.001). Two separate ANOVAs examined the effect of repeated 

checking on check duration and RT, because Check duration at the pre-test did not correlate 

with RIR Pre (r = .04, p = .70). 

 

Results 

Experimental conditions 

One hundred-and-ten participants were included in the analyses (n = 36 in R-, n = 36 in IR, 

and n = 38 in R+). Conditions were similar regarding age, F (2,107) = 1.86, p = .16, and 

gender, χ
2
 (2, N = 110) = 3.51, p = .17. 

 

Memory accuracy 

Figure 4-A shows that results were comparable to Experiment I: repeated relevant checking 

did not affect memory accuracy. This was reflected by results of the 2 (Time: pre-test, post-

test) x 3 (Condition: R-, IR, R+) RM ANOVA, which showed no significant main effects or 

interaction effect, Fs < .94. 

 

Memory confidence, vividness and detail 

Figure 4 B-D depicts results on the effects of repeated checking on memory confidence, 

vividness, and detail. The RM MANOVA with memory confidence, vividness and detail as 

dependent variables showed the predicted Time x Condition interaction, F (6,212) = 5.45, p 

<.001, ηp
2
 = .13. To test whether repeated relevant checking reduced confidence in memory, a 

2 x 3 RM ANOVA, with Time (pre-test, post-test) as within-groups factor and Condition (R-, 

IR, R+) as between-groups factor, was performed. It was predicted that repeated relevant 

checking would lead to memory uncertainty, and that defamiliarization would reduce the 

negative effects of repeated checking on memory confidence. There was a main effect of 
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Time, F (1,107) = 33.07, p <. 001, ηp
2
 = .24, which was qualified by a Time x Condition 

interaction, F (2,107) = 9.06, p < .001, ηp
2
 = .15. Simple main effects analyses showed that 

after confidence in memory declined after relevant checking without defamiliarization (R-), F 

(1,107) = 41.60, p <.001, ηp
2
 = .28, and after relevant checking with defamiliarization (R+), F 

(1,107) = 9.27, p <.01, ηp
2
 = .08, but not after irrelevant checking (IR), F (1,107) < 1, p = .65. 

Crucial to the aim of this experiment, the decline in memory confidence was significantly 

smaller for R+ than for R-, t (72) = 2.65, p < .05, d = .61, and did not differ from IR, t (72) = 

1.84, p = .07, while the decline in memory confidence was significantly larger for R- 

compared to IR, t (70) = 3.93, p < .001, d = .93.  

The mixed ANOVA on vividness of memory showed similar results. Main effects of 

Time, F (1,107) = 23.40, p <. 001, ηp
2
 = .18, and Condition, F (2,107) = 4.71, p <. 05, ηp

2
 = 

.08, were qualified by a Time x Condition interaction, F (2,107) = 12.56, p < .001, ηp
2
 = .19. 

The reductions in vividness were significant for R-, F (1,107) = 43.59, p <.001, ηp
2
 = .29, and 

R+, F (1,107) = 4.60, p <.05, ηp
2
 = .04, and there was no reduction in vividness for IR, F 

(1,107) < 1, p = .70. Furthermore, the decline in vividness was significantly smaller for R+ 

than for R-, t (72) = 3.42, p < .01, d = .79, and did not differ from IR, t (72) = 1.83, p = .07, 

and the decline in vividness was significantly larger for R- than for IR, t (70) = 4.57, p < .001, 

d = .96.  

Results of the RM ANOVA on memory detail indicated a main effect of Time, F 

(1,107) = 30.14, p <. 001, ηp
2
 = .22, which was qualified by a Time x Condition interaction, F 

(2,107) = 11.22, p < .001, ηp
2
 = .17. The reductions in detail were significant for R-, F (1,107) 

= 35.79, p <.001, ηp
2
 = .25, and R+, F (1,107) = 16.80, p <.001, ηp

2
 = .14, but there was no 

reduction in detail for IR, F (1,107) < 1, p = .59. Furthermore, the decline in detail was 

significantly larger for R- than for IR, t (70) = 4.43, p < .001, d = 1.04. R+ did not differ from 

R-, t (72) = 1.47, p = .15, but did differ from IR, t (72) = 3.30, p = .001, d = .77. 

Consistent with Experiment I, and in line with our first hypothesis, repeated relevant 

checking while performing a secondary RT task led to reductions in memory confidence, 

vividness, and detail, but did not affect memory accuracy. Furthermore, our fourth hypothesis 

(defamiliarization reduces the negative meta-memory effects of repeated checking) was 

supported for memory confidence and vividness, but not for detail of memory. 
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Figure 4. Mean ratings before and after repeated checking for (A) memory accuracy, (B) 

memory confidence, (C) vividness, and (D) detail, for the relevant checking without 

defamiliarization condition (R-), the irrelevant checking condition (IR), and the relevant 

checking with defamiliarization condition (R+) in Experiment II.  

 

Check duration 

Data depicted in Figure 5-A suggest that all conditions had shorter check durations after 

repeated checking. This was reflected by results from the 2 (Time) x 3 (Condition) mixed 

ANOVA, which indicated a main effect of Time, F (1,107) = 310.53, p < .001, ηp
2
= .74, that 

was qualified by a Time x Condition interaction, F (2,107) = 4.80, p = .01, ηp
2
= .08. Simple 

main effects analyses showed that check duration decreased as a result of repeated checking 

for relevant checking without defamiliarization (R-), irrelevant checking (IR), and relevant 

checking with defamiliarization (R+), all Fs (1,107) > 59, ps < .001, ηp
2
s > .35. The decline in 

check duration was larger for R- than for IR, t (70) = 2.92, p < .01, d = .69, and the reductions 

in check duration did not differ between R- and R+, t (72) = 1.08, p = .29. A post hoc 
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comparison revealed no significant difference in check duration reductions between R+ and 

IR, t (72) = 2.07, p =.04. In accordance with Experiment I, and in line with our second 

hypothesis regarding check duration, repeated checking led to faster performance on the 

checking task. However, because there was no difference in check duration reductions 

between the relevant checking conditions, our third hypothesis (defamiliarization leads to de-

automatization) was, again, not confirmed. 

 

 

Figure 5. (A) Mean check duration (s) before and after repeated checking, and (B) mean 

reaction times (ms) on the Rapid Interval Repetition (RIR) task for the relevant checking 

without defamiliarization condition (R-), the irrelevant checking condition (IR), and the 

relevant checking with defamiliarization condition (R+) in Experiment II.  

 

Reaction times: Rapid Interval Repetition (RIR) task 

Figure 5-B suggests small declines in RTs from the pre-test to the post-test for relevant 

checking without defamiliarization (R-) and relevant checking with defamiliarization (R+), 

but not for irrelevant checking (IR). The 3 x 3 RM ANOVA showed main effects of Time, F 

(2,106) = 489.23, p < .001, ηp
2
= .90, and Condition, F (2,107) = 5.71, p < .01, ηp

2
= .10, which 

were qualified by a Time x Condition interaction, F (4,214) = 2.49, p <.05, ηp
2
= .04. Simple 

main effects analyses revealed that the RIR Only to RIR Pre increases were significant for all 

three conditions (all Mdiffs > 293 ms, all Fs (2,106) > 127.93, all ps < .001, all ηp
2
s >.71). The 

RIR Pre to RIR Post decreases were significant for R-, Mdiff = 61, p <.01, and R+, Mdiff = 47, p 

<.05, but there was no significant reduction in RT for IR, Mdiff = 14, p =.48. The RIR Pre to 

RIR Post decline for R- differed marginally significantly from IR, t (70) = 1.92, p =.059, d = 

.45, and there was no significant difference in RT reduction between R- and R+, t (62.13) = 
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.55, p =.58.  A post hoc comparison revealed no significant difference in RT reductions 

between R+ and IR, t (72) = 1.10, p = .27. 

Our second hypothesis (repeated relevant checking leads to faster performance on the 

checking task and secondary RT task) was largely supported with the RT data. The relevant 

checking with defamiliarization condition showed a decline in RTs, which did not differ from 

to the other conditions; therefore, our third hypothesis (defamiliarization leads to de-

automatization) was rejected. 

 

Discussion 

In line with Experiment I, repeated relevant checking, compared to irrelevant checking, led to 

reductions in memory confidence, vividness, and detail, and did not affect memory accuracy. 

Furthermore, repeated relevant checking led to faster checking behavior and faster 

performance on the secondary RT task (i.e., automatization). However, the latter effect was 

marginally significant (p =.059), and therefore should be interpreted with caution. The 

combination of shorter check durations and faster responses on the secondary task seems to 

provide evidence for automatization as a result of repeated relevant checking. 

Contrary to our third hypothesis, but in line with Experiment I, results on the effects of 

defamiliarization indicate that relevant checking with defamiliarization did not lead to longer 

check duration relative to relevant checking without defamiliarization. Furthermore, contrary 

to our third hypothesis and Experiment I, the decline in RTs was not smaller after 

defamiliarization. In short, defamiliarization did not lead to de-automatization. 

Crucial to the aim of Experiment II is that defamiliarization attenuated the negative 

effects of repeated checking on memory confidence and vividness. Apparently, reducing 

familiarity by enlarging the amount of color modifications of the stimuli, knobs, and 

background increased confidence in memory and vividness of the recollection of the last 

check. Reductions in detail were not attenuated by defamiliarization, although the pattern was 

similar. In summary, it appears that while participants in the defamiliarization condition did 

not show signs of de-automatization of checking procedures or reduced cognitive capacity on 

the RT task, a large amount of defamiliarization can actually reduce the detrimental effects of 

perseverative checking on memory confidence and vividness. 
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General Discussion 

The aim of the present research was to replicate and extend findings of Dek et al. (2014). 

First, we investigated whether repeated checking (while performing a secondary RT task) 

would lead to reductions in memory confidence, vividness, and detail, without affecting 

memory accuracy. Second, we tested whether perseverative checking leads to automatization 

using two measures: (shorter) duration of the checking procedure and (faster) responses on a 

secondary RT task. Third, we tested whether defamiliarization would lead to de-

automatization of the checking procedure, which would be demonstrated by smaller declines 

in check duration and smaller reductions in RT. Finally, we investigated whether 

defamiliarization could attenuate the negative effects of repeated checking on memory 

confidence, vividness and detail. Building on the Dek et al. study (2014), we increased the 

degree of defamiliarization in Experiment I and even more in Experiment II.  

 

Main findings 

The main findings are the following. First, both experiments show that perseverative checking 

leads to reductions in memory confidence, vividness, and detail, but does not affect memory 

accuracy. This replicates earlier research (Boschen & Vuksanic, 2007; Coles et al., 2006; Dek 

et al., 2010; van den Hout & Kindt, 2003a, 2003b; 2004; Radomsky et al., 2006). Second, 

repeated relevant checking led to a larger decline in check duration than irrelevant checking, 

and led to faster responses on the secondary RT task. This is in line with our second 

hypothesis. However, it should be noted that in Experiment II, the decline in RT for the 

relevant checking condition differed marginally (p =.059) from the slope of the irrelevant 

checking condition.  

Third, the effects of defamiliarization were mixed. With respect to check duration, the 

results did not support our third hypothesis: both moderate (Experiment 1) and strong 

(Experiment 2) defamiliarization did not increase the duration of checking behavior. 

However, with respect to the RT task, results of defamiliarization were inconsistent. In line 

with the hypothesis, Experiment I showed reduced cognitive capacity after moderate 

defamiliarization, as expressed by slower RTs for the defamiliarization condition. 

Unexpectedly, this effect was not found in Experiment II: there were no differences in RT 

reductions between the relevant checking conditions. Thus, it appears that the effect is fragile 

at best. 

Fourth, reducing familiarity did not attenuate the negative effects of perseverative 

checking on meta-memory in Experiment I (moderate defamiliarization), but did attenuate the 
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decrease in memory confidence and vividness in Experiment II (strong defamiliarization). 

Experiment II confirms findings by Boschen and colleagues (2011) that perceptual 

modification can attenuate the meta-memory effects of checking. These studies suggest that a 

strong degree of perceptual defamiliarization is necessary to attenuate these effects. Arguably, 

the effects on meta-memory (and especially memory confidence) are the most important ones 

for the understanding of OCD. The observation that the effects of checking on meta-memory 

can be significantly reduced by defamiliarization is in line with the suggestion that 

automatization is the driving force behind the well documented effects of checking on 

memory confidence. However, defamiliarization did not have consistent effects on de-

automatization. 

 

Limitations and future directions 

Some considerations and limitations should be taken into account. First, the irrelevant 

checking condition also showed significant reductions in check duration, albeit significantly 

smaller than both relevant checking conditions. The most likely explanation is the strong 

resemblance of motor behaviors: both relevant conditions and the irrelevant condition 

demanded the execution of checking behavior by moving the computer mouse. For replication 

purposes, we used the same procedure as Dek and colleagues (2014), but future research may 

modify the checking procedure for the irrelevant condition, for example, by using the 

keyboard instead of the mouse.  

Second, although defamiliarization reduced the drop in memory confidence and 

vividness in Experiment II, there was no significant effect on memory detail, although the 

pattern was similar. These findings were inconsistent with Experiment I and the Dek et al. 

study (2014) which found no effects of defamiliarization. Therefore, one may wonder whether 

the results on confidence and vividness in Experiment II represent chance findings/Type I 

errors. The confidence intervals for memory confidence and vividness for the relevant 

checking without defamiliarization condition (R-) and the relevant checking with 

defamiliarization condition (R+) provide more information on this matter. With respect to the 

decrease in memory confidence, the 95% confidence interval was [26.74, 50.48] for R-, and 

[6.19, 29.29] for R+. For the reduction in vividness, it was [23.07, 42.87] for R-, and [0.79, 

20.06] for R+. All of these intervals have broad ranges, which indicate that there is still 

uncertainty regarding the actual difference between the relevant conditions, and replication 

studies are required to make firm conclusions. However, the broad confidence intervals 
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overlap only slightly for memory confidence, and not at all for vividness, which indicates a 

robust difference between the relevant conditions as a result of defamiliarization. 

Third, both experiments of the current investigation indicate that, contrary to our 

hypothesis, defamiliarization does not affect duration of the checking procedure. Experiment 

II showed that defamiliarization reduced the drops in memory confidence and vividness of the 

recollection, but the checking behavior itself was still automated. How can this be explained? 

A possible explanation might be our operationalization of automatization. Since decades there 

has been a debate about the defining features of automaticity in social science (for an 

overview, see Moors & de Houwer, 2006). Although our results provide indications of 

automatization as a result of repeated checking, it is possible that we chose sub-optimal 

parameters to measure automatization (i.e., efficiency), and that other features of 

automaticity, for example, unintentional and uncontrollable (Bargh, 1994), play a more 

profound role. A further discussion of this subject is outside the scope of this paper.   

The fact that we tested a healthy sample and did not incorporate anxiety into the 

design of our study may be considered limitations as well. However, we deliberately chose 

the use of threat-irrelevant stimuli, because we wanted to study how automaticity develops in 

perseverative behavior in healthy participants.  In order to investigate efficiency differences in 

perseverative behavior in OCD, a next step would be to study threat-irrelevant checking in a 

clinical sample. Perhaps automaticity of routines is not a problem for healthy participants, but 

is problematic for patients with OCD, who feel a strong need to exert control over their daily-

life routines, which “would otherwise operate in automatic and well-practiced ways” 

(Salkovskis, 1998, p. 40). To examine the clinical validity of the present study, we are 

currently conducting an experiment in patients with OCD. A direction for future research 

would be to administer the present task with threat-relevant stimuli to OCD patients. Because 

of the heterogeneity of symptom presentations in OCD, it might be more convenient to use an 

overarching factor to induce emotional load rather than idiosyncratic stimuli. Boschen and 

Vuksanovic (2007) induced an emotional load by adding a responsibility condition to the 

checking task (i.e., they made participants believe that another person would receive a mild 

shock if they would not turn off the stove correctly). They found that in case of high 

perceived responsibility, reductions in memory confidence were larger for OCD patients 

compared to controls. The question remains whether efficiency is reduced by using threat-

relevant stimuli in patients with OCD. A recent review of literature on automatic processing 

in anxiety disorders (Teachman et al., 2012) indicated elevated automatic processing of 

threat-relevant information in OCD (i.e., moderate support for elevated unconscious 
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processing, little support for uncontrollable processing but strong support for difficulties in 

thought suppression, and minimal support for unintentional processing). Automatic 

processing of the emotional information inherent to threat-relevant stimuli in the checking 

task might reduce the efficiency with which OCD patients execute the checking procedure 

and secondary RT task.  

 

Theoretical and clinical implications 

A first implication of this study is that it confirms the paradoxical perseveration model of 

OCD: repeated checking leads to reductions in memory confidence, vividness, and detail, 

while memory accuracy remains unaffected. Second, this study helps to understand how the 

perseveration effects are caused. When obsessive-compulsive behavior is induced, repetition 

and increased familiarity with the stimuli lead to automatization of the act of checking. 

Checking becomes more efficient: the extent to which the automated checking procedure 

demands attentional resources is diminished. The recollection of a check becomes less vivid 

and detailed, which leads to reduced memory confidence. Although replication of the results 

is required, defamiliarization seems to reduce automaticity: demands on attentional resources 

are increased. Furthermore, a strong degree of defamiliarization reduces drops in vividness 

and memory confidence. A third implication of this study is that it provides a powerful 

theoretical and empirical rationale for ritual prevention in the exposure treatment of OCD. 

Although our main objective was to use defamiliarization as a measure to test the automaticity 

hypothesis, the defamiliarization results have potential clinical implications. Besides adding 

to the understanding of the perseveration model of OCD, defamiliarization can be used as an 

experiential illustration of the paradoxical perseveration phenomenon as part of psycho-

education during treatment, and can be incorporated into behavioral experiments (which was 

also suggested by Shafran, Radomsky, Coughtrey, & Rachman, 2013). Radomsky (2014) 

demonstrated the additional value of using experimental designs in behavioral experiments as 

a treatment method. For instance, colorful stickers may be put on stimuli like door handles 

and light knobs in order to defamiliarize them. This way, patients can experience the positive 

effects on meta-memory, which might help to motivate them to abstain from ritualizing. 

Although positive effects of ‘defamiliarization’ have been reported in clinical practice, the use 

of defamiliarization as a new intervention technique to reduce obsessive-compulsive 

symptoms on a long term basis seems unwarranted. For example, when patients go on 

holiday, which implies a drastic change of ‘familiar’ stimuli (e.g., another stove, different 

door locks) and context (e.g., different apartment, different kitchen), they frequently report 
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large reductions in OCD symptoms. However, over the course of the holiday symptoms 

usually increase. The present study suggests that the short-term duration of these effects might 

be explained by increased familiarity and repetition with the initially ‘defamiliarized’ stimuli. 
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Abstract 

Repeated checking leads to reductions in meta-memory (i.e., memory confidence, vividness 

and detail), and automatization of checking behavior (Dek, van den Hout, Giele, & Engelhard, 

2014a, 2014b). Dek et al. (2014a) suggested that this is caused by increased familiarity with 

the checked stimuli. They predicted that defamiliarization of checking by modifying the 

perceptual characteristics of stimuli would cause de-automatization and attenuate the negative 

meta-memory effects of re-checking. However, their results were inconclusive. The present 

study investigated whether repeated checking leads to automatization of checking behavior, 

and if defamiliarization indeed leads to de-automatization and attenuation of meta-memory 

effects in patients with OCD and healthy controls. Participants performed a checking task, in 

which they activated, deactivated and checked threat-irrelevant stimuli. During a pre- and 

post-test checking trial, check duration was recorded and a reaction time task was 

simultaneously administered as dual-task to assess automatization. After the pre- and post-test 

checking trial, meta-memory was rated. Results showed that relevant checking led to 

automatization of checking behavior on the RT measure, and negative meta-memory effects 

for patients and controls. Defamiliarization led to de-automatization measured with the RT 

task, but did not attenuate the negative meta-memory effects of repeated checking. Clinical 

implications are discussed. 
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Introduction 

Perseverative behavior in OCD 

Most patients with obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) perform perseverative behavior like 

checking, washing, or counting. Eighty percent of patients engage in checking, making it the 

most prevalent type of compulsive behavior (Ruscio et al., 2010). Patients with OCD tend to 

distrust their memory for earlier checks (Rachman, 2002; Reed, 1985), and are less confident 

about their memory than healthy controls (Hermans, Martens, De Cort, Pieters & Eelen, 2003; 

MacDonald, Antony, MacLeod & Richter, 1997). There is no robust evidence that patients 

with OCD have a general memory deficit. Some studies did find general memory dysfunction 

(e.g., Joel et al. 2005; Kathmann, Rupertseder, Hauke & Saudig, 2005; Savage et al. 2000), 

but others did not (e.g., Jelinek, Moritz, Heeren & Naber, 2006; Moritz, Kloss, von Eckstaedt 

& Jelinek, 2009; Radomsky & Rachman, 1999). Although checking seems to be a coping 

strategy to reduce uncertainty, many studies have demonstrated that repeated checking is, 

paradoxically, counterproductive. 

 

Ironic effects of perseveration 

Van den Hout and Kindt (2003a, 2003b, 2004) were the first to experimentally demonstrate 

the ironic effects of perseveration. They asked participants to perform checks in a computer 

task. Participants had to activate, deactivate, and check gas rings by turning knobs on a virtual 

gas stove. At a pre- and post-test, memory accuracy was assessed, and participants rated their 

memory confidence, vividness, and detail. Between the pre- and post-test, half of the 

participants performed 20 checks on the same stimuli used in the pre- and post-test (‘relevant 

checking’), whereas the other half performed checks on different stimuli (‘irrelevant 

checking’). Results showed that repeated relevant checking did not affect memory accuracy, 

but reduced memory confidence, vividness, and detail. These results have been replicated 

using a real-life kitchen instead of a computer task (Radomsky, Gilchrist & Dussault, 2006), 

with threat-irrelevant stimuli (Dek, van den Hout, Engelhard & Giele, 2010), and with mental 

instead of physical checking (Radomsky & Alcolado, 2010). The negative effects of repeated 

checking appear relatively fast: after 2-5 checks (Coles, Radomsky & Horng, 2006). 

Furthermore, the effects of repeated checking are not bound to cognitions about the present: 

repeated checking induces uncertainty about the ability to discriminate between future threat 

and safety (Giele et al., 2014). Compared to healthy controls, patients with OCD show similar 

reductions on the meta-memory ratings after repeated checking (Radomsky, Dugas, Alcolado 
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& Lavoie, 2014), even though they have lower confidence in memory overall (Boschen & 

Vuksanovic, 2007).  

 

Explanation for paradoxical effects of perseveration: familiarity and automatization 

Van den Hout and Kindt (2003a) proposed that repeated checking increases familiarity with 

the checked stimuli. Familiarity leads to inhibition of processing of perceptual elements of 

checked stimuli, and prioritizes their semantic aspects (Johnston & Hawley, 1994; Roediger, 

1990). It decreases vividness and detail of recollections, which undermines confidence in 

memory (van den Hout & Kindt, 2003a). This switch from perceptual to conceptual 

processing could be the underlying mechanism of the paradoxical perseveration phenomenon.  

Extrapolating from this work, Dek, van den Hout, Giele, and Engelhard (2014a) proposed that 

the paradoxical effects of perseveration might be the result of automatization of the checking 

procedure. 

 

Research on familiarity and automatization 

Dek and colleagues (2014a) suggested that practice (i.e., the repetitive act of checking), as 

well as increased familiarity with the stimuli and the act of checking itself, lead to 

automatization of checking behavior. To investigate automatization, they focused on 

efficiency, which is a feature of automaticity that pertains to the extent of demands on 

attentional resources (Bargh, 1994). Because efficiency can be studied with dual task 

paradigms (McNally, 1995; Teachman, Joormann, Steinman, & Gotlieb, 2012), Dek and 

colleagues modified the checking task into a dual task by combining it with a secondary 

reaction time (RT) task in the pre-test and post-test. That is, while participants completed a 

checking trial in the pre-test and post-test, they also completed the RT task by responding as 

quickly as possible to tones. Automatization was operationalized as more efficient (faster) 

performance of the checking procedure and on the RT task at the post-test. Indeed, compared 

to irrelevant checking, repeated relevant checking led to automatization of the checking 

procedure (check durations at the post-test were shorter). Because the pre-to-post-test 

reductions in RT on the secondary task did not differ between the conditions, replication was 

required in order to make definite inferences about automatization of checking behavior. 

Subsequently, Dek and colleagues (2014b) conducted two replication experiments, and found 

that relevant checking, compared to irrelevant checking, reduced check duration and RTs 

which indicates automatization of checking behavior. In sum, repeated checking leads to 

automatization in non-clinical samples. 
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Research on defamiliarization and de-automatization 

Dek et al. (2014a) also tested if defamiliarization leads to de-automatization of the checking 

procedure. Stimulus familiarization is reached by prolonged contact with that specific 

stimulus. In contrast, defamiliarization is achieved by modifying perceptual characteristics of 

the stimulus. De-automatization was operationalized as less efficient (slower) performance on 

the checking task and the RT task at the post-test, compared to the relevant checking 

condition. Dek et al. (2014a) also predicted that defamiliarization (by modifying the 

background color of the stimuli at the post-test) would reduce the negative effects of repeated 

checking on meta-memory. This was not found, and the authors suggested that the 

modification procedure may have been too weak. In a similar experiment, Boschen, Wilson 

and Farrell (2011) changed the perceptual characteristics of the stimuli themselves every five 

checks. They found that repeated checking of perceptually altered stimuli attenuates the 

negative effects of repeated checking on memory confidence, vividness, and detail. In a recent 

study, Dek et al. (2014b) altered the color of the stimuli and knobs instead of the background 

color (‘moderate defamiliarization’), and increased the amount of color alterations of the 

stimuli (‘strong defamiliarization’). They demonstrated that moderate defamiliarization 

resulted in partial de-automatization: defamiliarization reduced efficiency on the secondary 

RT task, but not check durations. However, it also did not attenuate meta-memory ratings. An 

unexpected finding was that strong defamiliarization did not lead to de-automatization, but 

did reduce the drops in memory confidence and vividness after repeated checking. In sum, 

results on the effects of defamiliarization on de-automatization and attenuation of the meta-

memory effects of re-checking are inconclusive. 

 

Automatization in OCD 

Patients with OCD typically have a tendency to exert control over their daily-life automatic 

routines.  They “attempt to monitor closely and take control over processes that would 

otherwise operate in automatic and well-practiced ways” (Salkovskis, 1998; p. 40). Therefore, 

automatization on the checking/RT task may develop differently (more slowly) for OCD 

patients than for healthy controls. An experimental study that used a flanker task 

demonstrated that individuals scoring high on obsessive compulsive symptoms are more 

reluctant to shift from focused to parallel processing strategies (Soref, Dar, Argov, & Meiran, 

2008).  
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Present study 

The first objective of this study was to replicate the paradoxical perseveration phenomenon in 

a sample of patients with OCD. The second objective was to investigate whether checking 

behavior automates more slowly in patients with OCD than in healthy controls. We 

hypothesized that (1) repeated relevant checking leads to reductions in memory confidence, 

vividness, and detail in patients with OCD and healthy controls, and that (2) compared to 

healthy controls, the degree of automatization after repeated relevant checking is smaller for 

patients (reflected by less steep reductions in check duration and RTs from pre-test to post-

test). The third objective was to explore the effects of defamiliarization in patients with OCD 

compared to healthy controls. Because we had no strong predictions about this effect, we 

explored whether (3) patients with OCD differ from healthy controls in the way that 

defamiliarization leads to de-automatization (reflected by different reductions in check 

duration and RT), and (4) OCD patients differ from non-clinical controls in their meta-

memory ratings after defamiliarization. 

 

Method 

Participants 

Patients with OCD were recruited from the Altrecht Academic Anxiety center (AAA; 

ambulant care) and the Vincent van Gogh Center for Anxiety and Obsessive-Compulsive 

Disorders (VVGi-CAD; inpatient care). We included patients who had a DSM-IV diagnosis 

of OCD using the Dutch version of the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis I 

Disorders (SCID-I: van Groenestijn, Akkerhuis, Kupka, Schneider & Nolen, 1999; First, 

Spitzer, Gibbon & Williams, 1996). The SCID-I was administered by the first author or a 

psychologist under her supervision. We excluded patients if they used benzodiazepines on a 

regular basis, were addicted to alcohol and/or drugs, suffered from symptoms from the 

psychotic spectrum, were insufficiently proficient in the Dutch language, or suffered from 

color blindness. For the healthy controls the same exclusion criteria applied, including a 

diagnosis of OCD or any other current psychiatric disorder. We recruited healthy controls 

through advertisements, and matched them to the OCD patients based on age, gender and 

education level. We used a three point scale to determine a participant’s highest educational 

level: 1) primary education, low/level vocational training, or intermediate general vocational 

training; 2) intermediate professional vocational training, or college-bound high school; 3) 

college, or university. This research was approved by the Medical Research Ethics Committee 
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(METC) of the University Medical Center Utrecht (UMCU). Participants gave written 

informed consent prior to their participation. 

Prior to the analyses, we removed three participants from the OCD group from the 

dataset because they were in partial or full remission (n = 2), or did not follow task 

instructions (n = 1). We removed one participant from the healthy control group because of a 

current dysthymic disorder. The final sample consisted of 48 patients with OCD as a primary 

diagnosis (M = 33.8 years, SD = 10.2; 30 females, 18 males), and 48 matched healthy controls 

(M = 32.4 years, SD = 13.1; 30 females, 18 males) who received a small financial 

reimbursement for their participation. 

 

Procedure, materials and design 

We tested participants in a quiet and dimly lit room at either the university, the center where 

they received treatment, or their home. They sat at a table in front of a portable computer, a 

mouse, and a response box. First, they filled out four symptom questionnaires on paper (see 

Clinical assessments). Then they performed the checking/RT task combination on the 

computer, during which they completed two more questionnaires on paper (see Meta-memory 

assessment). The computer task took approximately 20 minutes. 

 

Computer task, part I: Checking task 

Six threat irrelevant stimuli (six large circles with a star in it or six small grey circles), and six 

corresponding turning knobs were presented on a dark grey background on a computer screen 

(cf. Dek et al., 2014b; see fig. 1). The six large circles + stars and six corresponding turning 

knobs had a color combination consisting of: green circles + red stars and grey knobs, or: 

black circles + white stars and blue knobs, respectively. 

 The checking task started with a training phase, in which participants practiced with 

activating and deactivating the stimuli by turning the corresponding knobs using the computer 

mouse (half of the participants practiced with the green circles + red stars and grey turning 

knobs, half practiced with the black circles + white stars and blue turning knobs, and all 

participants practiced with the small grey circles). In this training phase, participants received 

false feedback about their performance, in order to keep them alert. An instruction on the 

computer screen said that they had not turned off all stimuli correctly. Next, the pre-test was 

administered, in which a schematic diagram was presented that corresponded with the six 

circles. Three out of six circles were marked, and participants were instructed to activate, 

deactivate, and check these three circles. Check duration of this trial (i.e., activating, 
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deactivating and checking for accurate deactivation) was recorded by the computer. Then 

participants filled out a meta-memory questionnaire about their last check. After this pre-test, 

another 15 checking trials of random selections of three marked circles followed. Finally, the 

post-test was unexpectedly administered, which consisted of one last checking trial and the 

meta-memory questionnaire. 

Participants were randomly assigned to one of three conditions. All conditions 

presented the large circles + stars at the pre- and post-test (see fig. 1). In the relevant checking 

without defamiliarization condition (R-), the stimuli shown during the 15 checking trials were 

identical to the pre- and post-test. In the irrelevant checking condition (IR), different stimuli 

were used in between the pre- and post-test (i.e., the large circles + stars at the pre- and post-

test, but small grey circles during the 15 checking trials). In the relevant checking with 

defamiliarization condition (R+), the stimuli presented during the 15 checking trials were 

identical to the pre- and post-test, but at the post-test the color of the stimuli was changed 

(from green circles + red stars and grey knobs to black circles + white stars and blue knobs, or 

vice versa; the administration of the two different color combinations was counterbalanced 

across participants). 

 

 

Figure 1. Schematic overview of task administration over time for the different phases of the 

Rapid Interval Repetition (RIR) task and the checking task (cf. Dek et al., 2014b).  

 

Computer task, part II: Rapid Interval Repetition (RIR) task 

We used the RIR task (Vandierendonck et al., 1998) as a secondary RT task (cf. Dek et al., 

2014a, 2014b) before the checking task (RIR training phase, RIR Only baseline measure), and 

during the checking task (RIR pre-test, RIR post-test). In the RIR task, beeps were presented 
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at a pitch of 250 Hz, for a maximum duration of 200 ms, with random intervals (range: 2.5 - 5 

s). Participants were instructed to respond as fast and accurately as possible to a beep by 

pressing a knob on the response box with the index finger of their non-dominant hand. After 

the training phase (20 s), the RIR Only baseline measure (60 s) followed. During the 

instruction of the pre-test of the checking task, participants were instructed to keep their finger 

on the response knob during the entire experiment, because the beeps might re-appear any 

moment. However, the beeps only re-appeared as part of the RIR Pre-test and RIR Post-test 

during the simultaneous administration of the RT task to the pre- and post-test of the checking 

task (see fig. 1). 

 

Measures 

Clinical assessments 

The self-rated version of the Yale-Brown Obsessive-Compulsive Scale (Y-BOCS: Goodman 

et al., 1989), and the Obsessive-Compulsive Inventory-Revised (OCI-R: Foa et al., 2002) 

were used to assess obsessive-compulsive symptoms and severity. The Beck Anxiety 

Inventory (BAI: Beck & Steer, 1990) and Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II: Beck, Steer 

& Brown, 1996) were used to measure symptom severity of anxiety and depressive 

symptoms. 

 

Meta-memory assessment 

Memory accuracy at the pre-test and post-test was measured by asking participants to indicate 

which three out of six circles they had to check during the last checking trial on a schematic 

representation of the six circles. 

Memory confidence was measured by asking participants to rate how confident they were that 

their answer on the accuracy question was correct on a 100 mm Visual Analogue Scale 

(VAS), which ran from ‘0 = absolutely not confident’ to ‘100 = absolutely confident’.  

Vividness and detail of the last check were rated on two separate VASs (0 = not vivid, 100 = 

extremely vivid; 0 = not detailed, 100 = extremely detailed).  

 

Data preparation 

For each participant, mean reaction times (RTs) were calculated for each of the three phases 

of the RT task (RIR Only, RIR Pre and RIR Post). The first RT on RIR Pre and RIR Post 

were removed from the mean calculation, because at these moments the beeps came relatively 

unexpected. Reaction times faster than 100 ms were excluded. Extreme RTs (> M+3SD) were 
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calculated for each RIR phase and each condition separately and were removed from the data. 

After outlier removal, new mean RTs were calculated for each RIR phase and condition. 

 

Statistical analyses  

Extreme outliers were removed from the analyses (this is mentioned when applicable). 

Although we noticed violation of the assumption of homogeneity of variances, and the 

assumption of homogeneity of intercorrelations, we did not apply statistical corrections 

because analysis of variance is reasonably robust against violation of these assumptions when 

group sizes are equal, which was the case. 

Pearson correlations between the memory ratings at the pre-test (memory confidence 

and vividness, r = .64; memory confidence and detail, r = .55; vividness and detail, r = .83, all 

ps <.001) suggested appropriateness of MANOVA. A mixed factorial MANOVA with Time 

(pre-test, post-test) as within group variable, and Condition (R-, IR, R+) and Group (OCD, 

controls) as between group variables, was conducted to examine the effects of repeated 

checking on memory confidence, vividness and detail. Univariate analyses and simple main 

effects analyses were performed where appropriate. Hypotheses were tested using planned 

comparisons (α =.05), that examined whether differences in dependent variable ratings 

between R- vs. IR, R- vs. R+, and R+ vs. IR were significant. Because check duration at the 

pre-test and RIR Pre did not significantly correlate (r = -.06, p = .56), two separate mixed 

factorial ANOVAs examined the effect of repeated checking on check duration and RT. 

 

Results 

Descriptive statistics of clinical characteristics 

Patients with OCD scored significantly higher on all clinical measures, see Table 1. 

Because the healthy controls were matched on age, gender and education level to the OCD 

patients, the groups did not differ on these parameters. Within the group of OCD patients, the 

three conditions were similar regarding age, F(2,45) = 1.3, p <.05, and gender, χ
2
 (2, N = 48) 

= 1.0, p >.05. Although participants were randomly assigned to one of the three conditions, 

the level of education was significantly lower in the R+ condition than in the R- or IR 

condition, χ
2
 (4, N = 48) = 11.4, p <.05. Within the matched controls, conditions were similar 

regarding age, F(2,45) <1, p >.05, gender, χ
2
 (2, N = 48) = 0, p = 1, and level of education, χ

2
 

(4, N = 48) = 0.4, p >.05. 
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the clinical characteristics per group 

 OCD  Non-clinical   

 M SD M SD F (p) 

Y-BOCS 21.21 6.17 1.94 3.09 374.23 (<.001) 

OCI-R 25.75 11.98 5.83 4.60 115.57 (<.001) 

BAI 32.08 16.24 15.27 10.93 35.41 (<.001) 

BDI-II 22.65 12.17 5.63 5.73 76.91(<.001) 

 

 

Memory accuracy 

Figure 2-A suggests differences in the effects of repeated checking on memory accuracy 

between groups. However, results of the 2 (Time: pre-test, post-test) x 3 (Condition: R-, IR, 

R+) x 2 (Group: OCD, controls) mixed factorial ANOVA showed no significant main effects 

or interaction effects, all Fs < 1.07, all ps >.35, all ηp
2
s <.02. 

 

Memory confidence, vividness and detail 

Figure 2-B suggests that, compared to irrelevant checking (IR), the effect of repeated relevant 

checking (R-) on memory confidence was larger for patients compared to controls, but Figure 

2-C and 2-D suggest only minor differences in the effects of perseverative checking on 

vividness and detail. However, the mixed factorial MANOVA with memory confidence, 

vividness and detail as dependent variables indicated a non-significant Time x Condition x 

Group interaction, F(6,170) <1, p = .82, ηp
2
 = .02, suggesting no differences between groups 

in the effect of repeated checking on memory confidence, vividness and detail. The RM 

MANOVA did show the predicted Time x Condition interaction, F(6,170) = 2.2, p <.05, ηp
2
 = 

.07. To further investigate the effects of re-checking on memory confidence, vividness, and 

detail, three univariate RM ANOVAs were performed in which the three-way interaction was 

removed from the analyses. 

 To test the effects of repeated checking on memory confidence, a 2 (Time: pre-test, 

post-test) x 3 (Condition: R-, IR, R+) x 2 (Group: OCD, controls) mixed ANOVA was 

conducted. Results indicated a main effect of Time, F(1,88) = 20.48, p <.001, ηp
2
 = .19, which 

was qualified by a significant Time x Condition interaction, F(2,88) = 3.41, p <.05, ηp
2
 = .07. 

Memory confidence declined after repeated relevant checking without defamiliarization (R-), 

F(1,88) = 19.4, p <.001, ηp
2
 = .18, and after relevant checking with defamiliarization (R+), 

F(1,88) = 7.79, p <.01, ηp
2
 = .08, but not after irrelevant checking (IR), F(1,88) <1, p = .50. 
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Furthermore, the decline in memory confidence was significantly larger for R- than for IR, 

t(59) = 2.57, p <.05, d = .66, but the reductions for R+ and R-, t(60) = 1.01, p = .32, and R+ 

and IR, t(59) = 1.38, p = .17, did not differ. The significant Time x Group interaction, F(1,88) 

= 11.37, p <.01, ηp
2
 = .11, indicated that patients with OCD showed an overall pre-to-post-test 

reduction in memory confidence compared to controls. Patients did not differ from non-

clinical controls in memory confidence  

scores at pre-test, Mdiff = 8.59, p = .24, but OCD patients reported less confidence in memory 

at post-test compared to healthy controls, Mdiff = 18.97, p <.05.  

 Figure 2-C suggests a similar pattern for the effects of repeated checking on vividness. 

The 2 x 3 x 2 ANOVA indicated a significant main effect of Time, F(1,88) = 33.17, p<.001, 

ηp
2
 = .27, but the main effects for Condition, F(2,88) = 2.98, p = .06, ηp

2
 = .06, and Group, 

F(1,88) = 3.43, p =.07, ηp
2
 = .04, did not reach significance. The Time x Condition interaction 

showed a trend, F(2,88) = 2.9, p = .06, ηp
2
 = .06, whereas the Time x Group interaction was 

significant, F(1,88) = 6.0, p <.05, ηp
2
 = .06. Both groups showed overall reductions in 

vividness ratings from pre-to-post-test, but the decline was larger for OCD patients. There 

was no difference in vividness ratings at pre-test, Mdiff = 1.58, p = .79, but patients with OCD 

showed lower vividness scores at post-test compared to controls, Mdiff = 18.2, p <.01.  

Results from the 2 x 3 x 2 mixed ANOVA with detail as dependent variable showed 

significant main effects of Time, F(1,88) = 13.99, p <.001, ηp
2
 = .14, and Condition, F(2,88) = 

3.87, p <.05, ηp
2
 = .08, which were qualified by the Time x Condition interaction, F(2,88) = 

3.36, p <.05, ηp
2
 = .07. The reductions in detail after repeated checking were significant for 

relevant checking without defamiliarization (R-), F(1,88) = 11.05, p <.01, ηp
2
 = .11, and 

relevant checking with defamiliarization (R+), F(1,88) = 9.97, p <.01, ηp
2
 = .10, but not for 

irrelevant checking (IR), F(1,88) <1, p = .97. The decline in detail was significantly larger for 

R- than for IR, t(59) = 2.2, p <.05, d = .57, and for R+ compared to IR, t(59) = 2.4, p <.05, d = 

.62., but did not differ between R- and R+, t(60) = .11, p = .91. The Time x Group interaction 

was not significant, F(1,88) = 3.21, p = .08, ηp
2
 = .04.  



 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Mean ratings for patients with obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) and non-clinical controls before and after repeated checking 

for (A) memory accuracy, (B) memory confidence, (C) vividness, and (D) detail, for the relevant checking without defamiliarization 

condition (R-), the irrelevant checking condition (IR), and the relevant checking with defamiliarization condition (R+).  
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In sum, compared to irrelevant checking, repeated relevant checking reduced memory 

confidence, vividness, and detail, without affecting memory accuracy. There was no 

difference between OCD patients and healthy controls in meta-memory ratings at the pre-test, 

but at the post-test, patients gave lower ratings overall for their confidence in memory and 

vividness. Our first hypothesis (patients with OCD and healthy controls show reductions in 

memory confidence, vividness, and detail after repeated relevant checking without memory 

accuracy being affected) was supported: Patients with OCD did not differ from healthy 

controls in the effect of perseverative checking on meta-memory. Our fourth hypothesis 

(OCD patients differ from non-clinical controls in their meta-memory ratings after 

defamiliarization) was not confirmed: in both groups, defamiliarization did not reduce drops 

in memory confidence, vividness and detail. 

 

Check duration 

Check duration data from one participant (OCD group) was not logged and therefore this 

subject was excluded from these analyses. Two participants (1 OCD, 1 control group) were 

extreme outliers on the check duration pre-test, and were excluded from the analysis.
3
 Figure 

3-A shows check duration at the pre- and post-test for both groups. The 2 (Time) x 3 

(Condition) x 2 (Group) ANOVA indicated a significant main effect of Time, F(1,87) = 

190.72, p <.001, ηp
2
 = .69, and a main effect of Condition, F(2,87) = 4.22, p <.05, ηp

2
 = .09. 

There was an overall pre-to-post-test reduction of the duration of checking procedures. Check 

durations were shorter for relevant checking without defamiliarization (R-) compared to 

irrelevant checking (IR), Mdiff= 16.97, p <.05, but there was no significant difference between 

relevant checking with and without defamiliarization (R+ versus R-), Mdiff = 8.73, p = .42, or 

R+ and IR, Mdiff = 8.25, p = .47. No effects involving Group emerged, suggesting that check 

duration developed similarly across the groups. There were no significant interaction effects. 

 In sum, although the relevant checking (R-) condition had shorter check durations 

overall, there were no differences in check duration reductions as a result of repeated 

checking for the relevant checking, compared to irrelevant checking. Patients were as fast as 

non-clinical controls in performing the checking procedures. Our second hypothesis 

(compared to healthy controls, the degree of automatization after repeated relevant checking 

                                                           
3
 Inspection of the data of these two outliers did not provide a plausible explanation for their extreme 

scores. Results from the 2 x 3 x 2 ANOVA on the check duration data with these two outliers included 

indicated a main effect of Time, F(1,89) = 120.51, p <.001, ηp
2
 = .58, while the main effect of 

Condition was not significant, F(2,89) = 1.86, p =.16, ηp
2
 = .04. There were no significant interaction 

effects. 
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is smaller for OCD patients) was not confirmed with the check duration data. 

Defamiliarization did not lead to longer check durations at the post-test. Our third hypothesis 

(OCD patients differ from healthy controls in the way defamiliarization leads to de-

automatization) was not confirmed with the check duration data: there was no difference in 

the effect of defamiliarization on check duration in OCD patients compared to healthy 

controls. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. (A) Mean check duration (s) before and after repeated checking, and (B) mean 

reaction times (ms) on the Rapid Interval Repetition task (RIR) for patients with obsessive-

compulsive disorder (OCD) and non-clinical controls, for the relevant checking without 

defamiliarization condition (R-), the irrelevant checking condition (IR), and the relevant 

checking with defamiliarization condition (R+).  

 

Reaction times: Rapid Interval Repetition (RIR) task  

Six participants (five patients with OCD, one healthy control) did not have RTs on all three 

RIR phases, and were excluded from the analyses. Figure 3-B shows RTs on the different 
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phases of the RIR task for OCD patients and healthy controls. The 3 (Time: RIR Only, RIR 

pre-test, RIR post-test) x 3 (Condition: IR, R-, R+) x 2 (Group: OCD, Controls) ANOVA 

indicated significant main effects of Time, F(2,83) = 361.22, p <.001, ηp
2
 = .90, and Group, 

F(1,84) = 14.46, p <.001, ηp
2
 = .15, which were qualified by a Time x Group interaction, 

F(2,83) = 9.67, p <.001, ηp
2
 = .19, and a Time x Condition interaction, F(4,168) = 4.11, p 

<.01, ηp
2
 = .09. The Condition x Group interaction, F(2,84) < 1, p = .784, and Time x 

Condition x Group interaction, F(4,168) = 1.69, p =.154, ηp
2
 =.04, were not significant, 

indicating that there was no difference between OCD patients and healthy controls regarding 

the effect of repeated checking on RT.  

Simple main effects analyses on the Time x Group interaction revealed that both 

groups were equally fast on RIR only, Mdiff = 10, F(1,84) < 1, p = .41, but OCD patients were 

slower overall compared to healthy controls on RIR pre-test, Mdiff= 119, F(1,84) = 13.70, p 

<.001, ηp
2 

= .14, and RIR post-test, Mdiff= 121, F(1,84) = 14.24, p <.001, ηp
2
 = .15. Simple 

main effects analyses on the Time x Condition interaction revealed no difference in RTs 

between conditions on the RIR Only and RIR pre-test, all Fs < 1. On the RIR post-test, 

relevant checking without defamiliarization (R-) was faster than irrelevant checking (IR), 

F(2,84) = 3.49, p <.05, ηp
2 

= .08, Mdiff = .101, p = .013, and tended to be faster than relevant 

checking with defamiliarization (R+), Mdiff = .076, p = .057, but IR and R+ did not differ in 

RT, Mdiff =.025, p =.526. Furthermore, the RIR Only to RIR Pre increases were significant for 

all conditions (all Mdiffs > 346, all Fs (2,83) > 101, all ps <.001, all ηp
2
s >.71). The RIR Pre to 

RIR Post decrease was significant for R-, Mdiff = 108, p <.001, but there were no significant 

reductions for IR, Mdiff = 14, p = .56, and R+, Mdiff = 39, p = .09. The RIR Pre to RIR Post 

reduction in RT for R- differed significantly from IR, t(57) = 3.29, p <.01, d = .70, and from 

R+, t(58) = 2.11, p <.05, d = .54, but there was no significant difference in RT reductions 

between R+ and IR, t(59) < 1.54, p = .13. 

In sum, compared to irrelevant checking, performance on the RT task was faster for 

repeated relevant checking. Compared to controls, patients were approximately 100 ms slower 

in responding to the tones while simultaneously performing checks. However, when they only 

had to respond to the tones, patients were equally fast as non-clinical controls. Our second 

hypothesis (compared to healthy controls, the degree of automatization after repeated relevant 

checking is smaller for patients) was rejected with the RT data: patients with OCD showed 

similar pre-to-post-test reductions in RT. Relevant checking with defamiliarization did lead to 

smaller pre-to-post-test reductions in RT compared to relevant checking without 

defamiliarization. However, our third hypothesis (OCD patients differ from healthy controls 
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in the way defamiliarization leads to de-automatization) was rejected with the RT data: there 

was no difference in the effect of defamiliarization on RTs between OCD patients and healthy 

controls. 

 

Discussion 

The current study investigated automatization of perseverative checking behavior in a clinical 

sample. First, we aimed to replicate the paradoxical perseveration phenomenon in a sample of 

patients with OCD. Second, we studied whether, as a result of repeated checking, checking 

procedures automate in a different way in patients with OCD compared to healthy controls. 

Third, we investigated whether defamiliarization after repeated checking has different effects 

on de-automatization and attenuation of the negative meta-memory effects of re-checking in 

OCD patients compared to non-clinical controls.  

 

Meta-memory effects of perseveration 

The results showed that, compared to irrelevant checking, repeated relevant checking leads to 

reductions in meta-memory ratings in both patients and controls, while memory accuracy 

remains unaffected, thereby replicating earlier studies (Boschen & Vuksanovic, 2007; Coles 

et al., 2006; Dek et al., 2010; van den Hout & Kindt, 2003a, 2003b, 2004; Radomsky et al., 

2006). Although the reduction in memory confidence after relevant checking seemed to be 

larger for patients compared to controls, the effect of repeated checking on memory 

confidence, vividness and detail did not differ between OCD patients and controls, which 

replicates earlier studies (Boschen & Vuksanovic, 2007; Radomsky et al., 2014). In contrast 

to the study by Boschen and Vuksanovic (2007), we did not find lower meta-memory ratings 

overall for patients. Although patients in all conditions rated their memory confidence and 

vividness significantly lower at the post-test, their pre-test ratings did not differ from controls. 

Furthermore, even though OCD has been associated with working memory impairments (e.g., 

Abramovitch et al., 2013) and general memory deficits (e.g., Joel et al. 2005), the present 

study contradicts this and in line with earlier findings indicates that OCD patients do not show 

impaired memory accuracy on a checking task (Boschen & Vuksanovic, 2007; Radomsky et 

al., 2014). Our data do not support the notion that lower initial memory confidence in patients 

with OCD induces re-checking, but their lower overall memory confidence and vividness 

ratings after checking may strengthen their motive to continue persevering. 
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Results on familiarity and automatization  

In contrast to our expectations, results showed that irrespective of condition, repeated 

checking leads to shorter check durations at the post-test, and patients did not differ from 

controls in their automatization pattern. Data on the RT task indicated that repeated relevant 

checking led to significant pre-to-post-test reductions in RT, whereas irrelevant checking did 

not (cf. Dek et al., 2014b). In sum, repeated relevant checking led to automatization of 

checking behavior, but the specificity of this effect was only evident on the dual RT task, and 

OCD patients did not differ from non-clinical controls in the automatization pattern. 

 The check duration data indicated that there seems to have been a general 

automatization effect of checking: irrespective of condition, participants became faster in 

checking. The resemblance of requested motoric behaviors in the relevant and irrelevant 

condition (that is, moving the computer mouse) might have been too strong to detect 

differences on this particular outcome measure. Future research may address this issue by 

creating conditions that demand different motoric executions. 

Although the automatization pattern on the RT task did not differ between patients and 

controls, OCD patients were on average 100 ms slower in responding to the tones while 

simultaneously performing the checking procedures. One might suggest that this can be 

explained by the presence of depressive symptoms. OCD has high comorbidity rates with 

depression (Overbeek, Schruers, Vermetten & Griez, 2002), and our patient sample indeed 

scored significantly higher on the depressive symptom inventory. However, this seems 

implausible, because mean RTs on the RIR Only baseline measure were not slower for OCD 

patients, and OCD patients did not have longer check durations in general. A more likely 

explanation of the slower RTs for OCD patients on the RIR pre- and post-test seems to be that 

the checking/RT dual task places higher demands on executive functioning (e.g., visuospatial 

working memory, general motor speed, and divided attention). Three recent meta-analyses 

showed that OCD is associated with broad impairments in cognitive functioning (i.e., verbal 

fluency, processing speed, attention, and executive function: inhibition, shifting, verbal and 

visuospatial working memory, and planning), although the magnitude of the effects is 

generally moderate (Abramovitch, Abramowitz & Mittelman, 2013; Shin, Lee, Kim & Kwon, 

2013; Snyder, Kaiser, Warren & Heller, 2014). We did not find evidence for general slower 

motor or processing speed in OCD patients. However, in case of the more complex, dual task 

phases in which participants had to allocate their attentional resources among two competing 

tasks (i.e., checking during RIR Pre and RIR Post) patients were significantly slower 
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compared to healthy controls. This seems to indicate impaired ability to divide attention, a 

domain which is associated with impairments in OCD (Abramovitch et al., 2013). 

 

Results on defamiliarization, de-automatization, and meta-memory 

Although the execution of checking behavior remained fast, defamiliarization induced less 

efficient (slower) performance on the RT task, which indicates de-automatization. 

Defamiliarization did not attenuate the negative effects of repeated checking on memory 

confidence, vividness and detail. Furthermore, patients and controls did not differ in the effect 

of defamiliarization on the dependent variables. An explanation for the finding that 

defamiliarization did not increase meta-memory ratings, despite causing de-automatization, 

might be that modification of the stimuli caused a degree of distortion that actually reduced 

participants’ confidence in their performance in general, and as a consequence also resulted 

in lower meta-memory ratings. However, the most plausible explanation for our results and 

the discrepancy with the study by Boschen et al. (2011), who did find attenuating effects of 

perceptual modification on meta-memory, seems to be a different operationalization of 

defamiliarization. We altered the stimuli and turning knobs into one dissimilar color, whereas 

Boschen et al. (2011) used multiple dissimilar colors to induce defamiliarization. Although 

our ‘moderate’ defamiliarization procedure did lead to partial de-automatization (cf. 

Experiment I by Dek et al., 2014b), the perceptual modification might not have been distinct 

enough to attenuate the detrimental meta-memory effects of re-checking.  

 

Limitations and future directions 

Dek et al. (2014b) demonstrated that ‘strong defamiliarization’ does attenuate the negative 

meta-memory effects of repeated checking. Therefore, an interesting direction for future 

research would be to administer the checking/RT task with a ‘strong defamiliarization’ 

procedure to a clinical sample.  

Some potential limitations merit discussion. First, we included a heterogeneous OCD 

sample, instead of only OC checkers. However, the paradoxical perseveration phenomenon 

appears to be a general phenomenon, because perseveration studies in other cognitive 

domains demonstrate the same counterproductive effects as repeated checking: perseverative 

washing leads to uncertainty about contamination (Deacon & Maack, 2008), staring at an 

object induces uncertainty about perception (van den Hout, Engelhard, de Boer, du Bois, & 

Dek, 2008; van den Hout et al., 2009), and sentence repetition induces uncertainty about the 

meaning of the sentence (Giele, van den Hout, Engelhard & Dek, 2014). Therefore, we 
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specifically aimed at investigating the perseverative checking phenomenon in a heterogeneous 

OCD sample.  

Second, we used threat-irrelevant stimuli, whereas real-life checking in OCD patients 

usually occurs in the presence of elevated anxiety. However, our main objective was to 

investigate potential general efficiency differences in perseverative behavior in OCD. A 

recent review on automatic processing in psychological disorders demonstrated elevated 

automatic processing of threat-relevant information in OCD (Teachman, Joormann, Steinman, 

& Gotlieb, 2012). Efficiency on the checking/RT dual task may well be affected by 

processing of the emotional (anxiety inducing) information that is inherent to threat-relevant 

stimuli. Boschen et al. (2007) studied the effect of inducing anxiety on meta-memory in the 

checking task. They made participants believe that another person would receive a mild shock 

if they would not turn off the stove correctly. Results indicated larger reductions in memory 

confidence in patients with OCD, compared to healthy controls, as a result of increased 

perceived responsibility. To increase clinical validity of the present study, future research may 

incorporate threat-relevant stimuli into the checking/RT dual task. 

 

Theoretical and clinical implications 

This study confirms the counterproductive effects of perseveration in a clinical sample. It also 

adds to understanding the mechanism underlying this phenomenon: perseveration leads to 

automatization of checking behavior. These findings provide a theoretical and empirical 

rationale for response prevention in Exposure and Response Prevention (ERP) therapy, the 

treatment of choice for OCD. Helping patients to understand why their perseverative behavior 

is counterproductive may add to their motivation to refrain from ritualizing (Dek et al., 

2014a). The checking/RT task might be used to illustrate the paradoxical perseveration 

phenomenon to patients during psycho-educational training about OCD. Radomsky (2014) 

addressed the beneficial value of incorporating experimental designs as a treatment method 

into behavioral experiments. Although defamiliarization was initially used as a measure to test 

the automatization hypothesis, there may be clinical implications of defamiliarization. 

Although ‘moderate’ defamiliarization did not reduce drops in meta-memory in the current 

study, it did induce de-automatization and earlier studies demonstrated attenuating effects of 

‘strong’ perceptual modification (Boschen et al., 2011; Dek et al., 2014b). When these effects 

are replicated in a clinical sample, defamiliarization can be incorporated into behavioral 

experiments (e.g., by putting colorful stickers on door locks, water taps, et cetera; as 
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suggested in Dek et al., 2014b) as a short-term demonstration of the positive effects on meta-

memory, and serve as an additional motivator to refrain from ritualizing. 
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Introduction 

This thesis aimed to investigate three aspects of the paradoxical perseveration phenomenon: 

domain specificity, automatization as a potential underlying mechanism, and generalizability. 

In this final part of the thesis, the main findings of the empirical studies related to these three 

issues are summarized and discussed, and limitations and suggestions for future research are 

given. Finally, theoretical and clinical considerations are presented. 

 

Domain specificity of perseverative checking 

Numerous studies have indicated that perseverative behavior ironically leads to uncertainty 

about the cognitive domains involved. Repeated checking leads to uncertainty about memory 

(e.g., Boschen & Vuksanovic, 2007; Radomsky, Gilchrist, & Dussault, 2006; van den Hout & 

Kindt, 2003a, 2003b), prolonged staring leads to uncertainty about perception (van den Hout, 

Engelhard, de Boer, du Bois, & Dek, 2008; van den Hout et al., 2009), compulsive washing 

leads to uncertainty about contamination (Deacon & Maack, 2008), repetition of sentences 

induces uncertainty about the meaning of the sentence (Giele, van den Hout, Engelhard, & 

Dek, 2014), and obsessive-compulsive like reasoning makes an unlikely catastrophe more 

credible (Giele, van den Hout, Engelhard, Dek, & Klein Hofmeijer, 2011). A study by 

Hermans et al. (2008) suggested that effects of repeated checking might not be domain 

specific: it showed that confidence in attention reduced as a result of perseverative checking. 

However, this effect was only found in patients with OCD, not in healthy controls. The first 

objective of this thesis was to replicate these findings with the experimental checking task 

developed by van den Hout and Kindt (2003a), by using threat-irrelevant stimuli in healthy 

controls. We conducted two experiments in separate student samples to study the effects of 

perseverative checking on meta-memory (i.e., memory confidence, vividness, and detail), 

attention, and perception (chapter 1). Participants were assigned to one of two conditions. 

Between the pre- and post-test, participants in the relevant checking condition repeatedly 

performed checks on the same stimuli used in the pre- and post-test, whereas participants in 

the irrelevant checking condition performed checks on different stimuli. 

 

Main findings 

The results showed that repeated relevant checking led to reductions in memory confidence, 

vividness, and detail, which replicates the aforementioned studies. Experiment I indicated a 

non-significant trend for reduced confidence in attention, compared to the irrelevant checking 
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condition. Experiment II did show a significant decline in attentional confidence, but it was 

small and not specific for relevant checking (i.e., it was found in the irrelevant checking 

condition as well). There were no reductions in confidence in perception. These results 

suggest that the effects of perseverative checking are domain specific: they affect memory 

uncertainty, but not uncertainty about other cognitive domains. These results are in 

accordance with a study by Radomsky and Alcolado (2010), who showed that perseverative 

mental checking leads to memory uncertainty about mental checks, but not about physical 

checks, and vice versa.  

 

Limitations and directions for future research 

One might argue that attention is a cognitive domain that actually is involved in checking 

behavior. Indeed, attentional focus is required to adequately perform checking procedures and 

our results indicate small reductions in attentional confidence in the relevant checking as well 

as the irrelevant checking condition. However, the reductions in attentional confidence were 

smaller than the meta-memory reductions, and more importantly, did not depend on repeated 

relevant checking. This indicates that distrust in attention does not function as a precursor of 

memory confidence, as was suggested by Hermans et al. (2008). Apparently, repeated 

behavior in general reduces confidence in attentional focus. Other studies in this thesis 

demonstrated that as a result of perseveration, checking behavior automates and requires less 

attention (chapters 2-4), which confirms that attention is a cognitive domain involved in 

repeated checking. Because attentional focus is reduced, reductions in attentional confidence 

after repeated checking may therefore be considered to be a ‘general’ phenomenon.  

In addition, we used two non-clinical samples to study domain specificity. Perhaps 

domain specificity is only evident in patients with OCD. Hermans et al. (2008) indeed found 

reduced confidence in attention after checking only in patients with OCD, not in psychiatric 

or nonclinical controls. Furthermore, OCD patients were less confident about keeping their 

attention focused in general. Perhaps repeated checking only affects other cognitive domains 

when these domains are distrusted to begin with. However, the fact that Hermans et al. (2008) 

did not find effects of checking on confidence in memory and perception for OCD patients, 

although patients reported lower confidence levels on these measures, makes this explanation 

less plausible. Future research could further investigate this issue by experimentally testing 

domain specificity of perseverative behavior in a clinical sample. 
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Conclusions and implications 

This study adds to the understanding of the effects of perseveration. Confidence in attention 

reduced slightly after repeated checking, but the reductions were similar across conditions, 

indicating that attentional distrust does not explain memory distrust. Repeated relevant 

checking induces doubt in the cognitive domain that is involved in the repeated action (i.e., 

memory), but not in other domains (i.e., perception). This may explain the idiosyncratic 

nature of obsessive-compulsive symptoms: compulsive washing induces doubt about 

contamination, but may not induce memory distrust, and vice versa: repeated checking 

induces memory uncertainty, but may not induce distrust about contamination. 

 

Underlying mechanism of perseveration effects: Automatization of checking 

behavior 

Although much research has been conducted on the effects of perseveration, the mechanism 

underlying this phenomenon remains unclear. Van den Hout and Kindt (2003a) suggested that 

repeated checking increases stimulus familiarity, which results in a shift in information 

processing of perceptual elements to conceptual elements. This shift may then cause the 

reductions in memory vividness and detail, thereby reducing confidence in memory. This 

thesis aimed at studying whether automatization is the mechanism underlying the effects of 

perseverative checking on meta-memory. We suggested that as a result of repetition and 

familiarity, checking behavior automates. ‘Automatic’ checking should be executed more 

efficient, and leave more cognitive capacity available to simultaneously execute a secondary 

task. Using a checking/reaction time (RT) dual task with threat-irrelevant stimuli (chapters 2, 

3, and 4), we tested this automatization hypothesis in two ways. First, we studied whether 

repeated checking leads to more efficient (i.e., faster) performance on the checking task and 

the RT task, reflecting automatization. Second, we tested whether defamiliarization (e.g., 

reducing familiarity by altering the perceptual characteristics of the stimuli) leads to de-

automatization of checking behavior (i.e., slower checking and RTs). We used different 

degrees of defamiliarization (small, moderate, and strong). Additionally, we tested whether 

defamiliarization attenuates the negative effects of perseveration on meta-memory. 

 

Main findings  

Overall, the data indeed suggested that automatization is involved in the effects of 

perseveration.  Repeated relevant checking consistently increased efficiency: the duration of 
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checking was shorter, and RTs were faster. Irrelevant checking also led to reductions in check 

duration, but these were consistently smaller compared to relevant checking and, with 

exception of the study reported in chapter 2, irrelevant checking did not decrease RTs. Results 

on the effect of defamiliarization were somewhat less conclusive. Whereas defamiliarization 

did not increase check duration, it did increase RTs on the secondary RT task, depending on 

degree of defamiliarization. A small and strong degree of defamiliarization did not lead to de-

automatization (chapter 2, and chapter 3-Experiment II), whereas a moderate degree of 

defamiliarization did induce de-automatization on the RT task in two experiments (chapter 3-

Experiment I, and chapter 4). Perseverative checking reduced memory confidence, vividness, 

and detail, while memory accuracy remained unaffected (chapters 2-4). Results on the effect 

of defamiliarization on meta-memory indicated that only a strong degree of defamiliarization 

attenuates the negative effects of perseveration on meta-memory (chapter 3-Experiment II), a 

small and moderate degree of defamiliarization did not (chapters 2, 3-Experiment I, and 4, 

respectively).  

 

Limitations and directions for future research 

The fact that we found shorter check durations after irrelevant checking merits discussion. 

The resemblance of required motoric acts between the conditions seems the most plausible 

explanation for these results: all conditions required moving the computer mouse in order to 

activate and deactivate the stimuli. Future research could investigate whether the similarity in 

motor acts indeed explains check duration reductions after irrelevant checking by altering the 

motoric execution in the irrelevant condition (e.g., by using a controller or keyboard instead 

of a mouse). 

It might be considered a limitation that we studied only one aspect of automaticity. 

Besides efficiency, Bargh (1994) mentioned three other features that define automaticity: 

unintentional, uncontrollable, unconsciousness. These latter features obviously do not apply 

to the current studies on automatization in perseverative behavior: a goal (intention) was 

needed to performance checking behavior, checking did not occur outside awareness, and 

participants could control (e.g., quit, change) their behavior. Moreover, recent views on 

automaticity have pledged for the independence and co-occurrence of various features (e.g., 

Bargh, 1994; Moors & de Houwer, 2006). Moors and de Houwer (2006) conclude that the 

conceptual and logical separation of automaticity features is feasible, and they argued for a 

decompositional approach to automaticity, in which automaticity is described as a 

combination of separate features, which can vary in the way they submit to the concept of 
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automaticity. This perspective warrants our operationalization of efficiency as a measure to 

study automatization in perseverative behavior.  

 

Conclusions and implications 

The present studies add to the empirical evidence that perseverative behavior paradoxically 

increases feelings of distrust. Furthermore, they help to understand how the perseveration 

effects may be caused. The negative meta-memory effects after repeated relevant checking are 

associated with automatization of checking behavior. As a result of repetition, familiarity with 

the checked stimuli increases and checking behavior automates: checking requires less 

attentional resources. Reduced attention may then lead to less vivid and detailed recollections, 

causing memory uncertainty. In addition, these studies add to the rationale for prevention of 

perseverative behavior, which is one of the key components in Exposure and Response 

Prevention (ERP) therapy, the treatment of choice in OCD (Abramowitz, 2006). Additional 

potential clinical implications will be discussed in more detail later. 

The data indicate that automatization plays a role in the effects of perseverative 

behavior, providing support for the model ‘perseverative checking (A) → automatization (B) 

→ memory uncertainty (C)’. However, the results are less robust than those found for meta-

memory. We hypothesized that if familiarity induces automatization (e.g., Shiffrin & 

Schneider, 1977), then defamiliarization would induce de-automatization. The data, however, 

were not straightforward. Moderate defamiliarization led to partial de-automatization, but did 

not attenuate meta-memory effects (chapter 3-Experiment I, and chapter 4), whereas strong 

defamiliarization did not lead to de-automatization, but did attenuate meta-memory effects 

(chapter 3-Experiment II). These findings do not support the hypothesis that reducing 

automatization (B) reduces memory uncertainty (C). The data suggest that defamiliarization 

may not only affect automatization (B), but can also directly affect meta-memory (C). 

Alternatively, there may be an unknown additional factor that, independently from 

automatization, affects meta-memory. Further research into the influence of 

(de)automatization and defamiliarization on the relation between perseverative behavior and 

memory uncertainty seems necessary to improve our understanding of the development and 

maintenance of compulsive behavior and cognitive uncertainty in OCD.  

Although one might wonder if the present studies suggest that automaticity is a bad 

thing, the contrary holds true: Automaticity is what makes life livable. Automatic behaviors 

enable us to simultaneously engage in other activities, and contribute to the multifunctionality 

that characterizes human life. Recent views on information processing suggest that automatic, 
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unintentional processing is in fact the default mode (Bargh, 2005; Wegner, 2002). For most 

people, locking the door is something that is done with minimal attention (and sometimes, 

you do not exactly remember locking it because you were extracted by your phone, child or 

chatting neighbors), it is a ‘healthy’ automatic routine. Problems seem to occur when people 

start distrusting their automatic routines and the cognitive functions related to them. Do I 

remember correctly that I locked it? Did I really feel whether it was locked? Did I accurately 

see that the door handle was shut? To feel more confident, patients with OCD check their 

actions, and the fact that they do so repeatedly is what is increasing the problem: 

Perseverative behavior reduces attentional resources, which blurs recollections of checks, 

inducing uncertainty about memory, perception et cetera. The solution therefore does not 

seem to lie in de-automating checking behaviors, but in preventing ‘hyper-automatization’ of 

checking behavior. Performing one check with focused attention is more beneficial than 

performing multiple checks with reduced attention. 

 

Generalizability 

In the past decade, the paradoxical perseveration phenomenon received extensive empirical 

support: Compulsive behavior induces feelings of uncertainty. However, most of this research 

has been conducted with OCD-related stimuli and non-clinical samples. To increase the 

understanding of OCD research with clinical samples is necessary (Abramowitz et al., 2014). 

To examine the generalizability of the effects of perseveration, we used threat-irrelevant 

stimuli in the checking task (chapters 1-4), and tested the automatization hypothesis of 

perseveration in a sample of patients with OCD (chapter 4).  

 

Main findings 

Results of the empirical studies in this thesis (6 independent experiments) indicated that 

repeated checking of threat-irrelevant stimuli (i.e., green or grey circles) consistently leads to 

reductions in memory confidence, vividness and detail, just as OCD-related stimuli (i.e., gas 

stove, light bulbs) in previous studies (e.g., van den Hout & Kindt, 2003a; Radomsky et al., 

2006). Our results are in accordance with another study that used threat-irrelevant stimuli. 

Giele et al. (2014) demonstrated that repetition of neutral sentences while simultaneously 

looking at neutral objects (e.g., saying ‘the books are standing up straight’ aloud, while 

looking at a row of books) leads to uncertainty about the meaning of the sentence. 

The results of our study with a clinical sample (chapter 4) demonstrated that, 

compared to healthy controls, repeated checking of threat-irrelevant stimuli has similar effects 
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on meta-memory in patients with OCD, which adds to the robust nature of the effects of 

perseveration. Moreover, checking behavior automates in OCD patients as well, and their 

automatization pattern did not differ from controls. This result was not predicted, because 

patients with OCD usually have a tendency to exert control over their behavior (Salkovskis, 

1998) and experimental research has indicated that individuals with obsessive-compulsive 

tendencies are reluctant to shift from focused to parallel processing (Soref, Dar, Argov, & 

Meiran, 2008). However, in case of dual task administration, patients with OCD respond 

significantly slower to the secondary RT task.  

 

Limitations and directions for future research 

The fact that we did not study automatization of perseverative behavior with the use of fear-

related stimuli might be considered a limitation. Results on automatization might have been 

different and the effects of perseveration in OCD patients might have been even stronger with 

the use of OCD-relevant stimuli. Several studies demonstrated that perceived responsibility is 

directly related to perseverative behavior (e.g., Arntz, Voncken, & Goosen, 2007). Although a 

study in compulsive checkers demonstrated identical meta-memory ratings with the use of 

OCD-relevant (i.e., stove, sink) stimuli (Radomsky, Dugas, Alcolado, & Lavoie, 2014), 

another study in a clinical sample demonstrated that, compared to low responsibility, 

reductions in memory confidence were larger under conditions of high perceived 

responsibility (Boschen & Vuksanovic, 2007). It is possible that in case of OCD-relevant 

stimuli, participants experience inflated responsibility, which may induce feelings of 

uncertainty from the beginning of the experiment onwards. This in turn, might induce the 

need to exert control, potentially leading to a different automatization pattern. Investigating 

automatization in perseverative behavior with OCD-relevant (e.g., idiosyncratically chosen) 

stimuli in a clinical sample could therefore be a valuable direction for future research. 

A second remark concerns the fact that OCD is characterized by symptom 

heterogeneity (Abramowitz et al., 2009; McKay et al., 2004). We decided not to select 

patients based on symptom subtypes (e.g., only compulsive checkers), because the effects of 

perseveration have been demonstrated in other cognitive domains, like washing (Deacon & 

Maack, 2008) and staring (van den Hout et al., 2008). Our results indicate that the 

perseveration effects are found independently of symptom subtype, which increases the 

generalizability of the paradigm to OCD patients with other subtypes than compulsive 

checking. Furthermore, these results suggest that the perseveration paradigm is potentially 

applicable to repetitive behaviors in OCD-related disorders (e.g., body dysmorphic disorder, 
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trichotillomania) and other psychological disorders (e.g., generalized anxiety disorder, major 

depressive disorder). This transdiagnostic aspect will be discussed in more detail later.  

 

Conclusions and clinical implications 

The findings in this thesis contribute to the generalizability of the paradoxical effects of 

perseveration. Our use of threat-irrelevant stimuli consistently replicated previous findings 

with OCD-relevant stimuli, which indicates that the perseveration phenomenon is a general 

phenomenon, in the sense that the negative effects of perseverative behavior are not bound to 

stimuli that are related to OCD concerns. Furthermore, we found no differences in the effect 

of perseveration on meta-memory between patients with OCD and healthy controls. This 

replicates previous research (Boschen & Vuksanovic, 2007; Radomsky et al., 2014). The most 

notable finding of our study is about the automatization effects. Despite OCD patients’ need 

to exert control and reluctance to shift to parallel processing (Salkovskis, 1998; Soref et al, 

2008), the degree of automatization of checking behavior in patients was not smaller 

compared to healthy controls. Hence, we found no indications that patients with OCD have 

general impairments in the development of automatic routines. However, the fact that patients 

were substantially slower in case of dual task administration (i.e., checking and responding to 

tones) indicates potential impairments in divided and selective attention and visuospatial 

skills, which have been found in earlier research (see Abramovitch, Abramowitz, & 

Mittelman, 2013; Buhlmann et al., 2006). 

With respect to potential clinical implications, results from studies on the paradoxical 

perseveration phenomenon and the role of automatization could be used in psycho-education. 

Explaining to patients that repetitive behavior ironically augments feelings of uncertainty may 

increase their understanding about the counterproductive effects of their behavior, and may 

increase their motivation to reduce ritualizing. Furthermore, repeated checking may be used in 

behavioral experiments. The value of incorporating experimental designs into behavioral 

experiments has been suggested and demonstrated earlier (Radomsky, 2014; Shafran, 

Radomsky, Coughtrey, & Rachman, 2013). For example, in order to directly experience the 

detrimental effects of repeated checking, patients could perform experiments in which they 

rate meta-memory after single checks and repeated checks (Radomsky et al., 2014). 

Although we initially used defamiliarization as a way to investigate automatization in 

perseverative behavior and the results on defamiliarization have been somewhat mixed, 

defamiliarization may have clinical implications as well. If results with a strong degree of 

defamiliarization would be replicated, indicating that reduced familiarity can attenuate the 
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negative effects of perseveration (cf. Boschen, Wilson, & Farrell 2011; chapter 3-Experiment 

II) then defamiliarization may, for example, also be used in behavioral experiments. Dek et al. 

(chapter 3) suggested that perceptually changing real-life stimuli (e.g., by the use of colorful 

stickers), might be used to illustrate the effect of perseveration. After repeated checking, 

patients may be asked to rate their memory confidence after a final check with a familiar 

versus a defamiliarized stimulus. Naturally, defamiliarization should be used as a short term 

demonstration of the paradoxical phenomenon. Implementing defamiliarization as a long term 

therapeutic intervention seems unwarranted. That is, repeatedly checking a defamiliarized 

stimulus will, in all likelihood, eventually make that particular stimulus familiar. 

 

Theoretical considerations 

The cognitive behavioral model of OCD (e.g., Salkovskis, 1985, 1999) provides a powerful 

and valuable explanation as to how intrusions cause compulsive behavior like checking and 

washing (see fig. 1 in the General introduction). However, it does not specifically explain why 

compulsive behavior increases feelings of cognitive uncertainty. Rachman (2002) suggested a 

self-perpetuating mechanism in which repeated checking paradoxically increases perceived 

responsibility and perceived probability of harm and reduces confidence in memory. In the 

past decade, experimental research provided empirical evidence for this paradoxical 

perseveration phenomenon. Several studies indicated that manipulation of the perceived 

degree of responsibility is indeed directly related to checking behavior (e.g., Arntz et al., 

2007; Radomsky, Rachman, & Hammond, 2001). Furthermore, numerous studies 

demonstrated that instead of reducing feelings of distrust, perseverative behavior ironically 

increases feelings of cognitive uncertainty (e.g., Boschen & Vuksanovic, 2007; Coles, 

Radomsky, & Horng, 2006; van den Hout & Kind, 2003a; Radomsky et al., 2006). The 

studies presented in this thesis add to the empirical evidence of a self-perpetuating 

perseveration phenomenon. They also provide a potential mechanism underlying this 

phenomenon: Repeated checking causes automatization of checking behavior. It has been 

suggested that perseverative behavior impairs attention (Radomsky, Shafran, Coughtrey, & 

Rachman, 2010). However, the current studies suggest that attention is not necessarily 

impaired because of perseveration, but rather that demands on attentional resources reduce as 

a result of automatization of checking behavior. Nevertheless, the present results also indicate 

that automatization is not solely responsible for the perseveration effects. That is, de-

automatization did not by definition lead to reductions of meta-memory uncertainty, and 
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increases in memory confidence were not per se accompanied by de-automatization of 

checking behavior.  

The experimental psychopathology approach that was taken in this thesis, of 

developing and testing a laboratory model of how symptoms may interact, fits very well with 

a new view on psychopathology. In the past decades, much research on psychopathology has 

been conducted from a medical perspective. Contemporary medicine is built on the idea that 

specific symptoms are caused by one common denominator (Borsboom & Cramer, 2013). 

The medical disease model assumes that one underlying variable causes specific symptoms. A 

brain tumor, for example, may cause headaches, dizziness, and blurred vision. According to 

the medical model, mental illnesses can be explained in the same vein. Diagnostic systems on 

psychopathology are implicitly based on this assumption. In the various editions of the 

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM III, IV, and 5; e.g., American 

Psychiatric Association, 2013) for example, psychological disorders are defined by 

symptoms. However, whereas a brain tumor can be empirically (physically) identified, 

independent from its symptoms, depression cannot. Depression (like all mental disorders) is a 

so-called ‘latent’ (i.e., invisible) variable: it cannot be diagnosed independently of its 

symptoms.  

The medical model also assumes that psychological disorders have their own distinct 

pathophysiology (i.e., biological markers, neurological dysfunctions; Borsboom & Cramer, 

2013). However, the fact that many psychological disorders are characterized by the same 

symptoms makes this assumption implausible. Furthermore, although extensive medical 

research has provided insights on genetics, neuroscience, and etiology of mental illnesses, it 

has not been able to identify a specific biological denominator for any psychological disorder 

(see Borsboom, Cramer, Schmittmann, Epskamp, & Waldorp, 2011). Borsboom et al. (2011) 

suggest that the explanation hereto is simple: there is no such thing as a common (biological) 

denominator in psychopathology. A new and radically different view on mental disorders is 

proposed (Borsboom, 2008; Cramer, Waldorp, van der Maas, Borsboom, 2010): the network 

approach. Here, psychological disorders are not viewed as latent constructs that cause 

symptoms (e.g., depression → worry, insomnia, and fatigue), but as systems of causally 

connected symptoms (e.g., worry → insomnia → fatigue). Accordingly, the network model 

provides an explanation of the high comorbidity rates observed in psychological disorders. 

Disorders share symptoms, and symptoms vary in the degree that they are causally related. 

Strongly correlated symptoms might represent a specific disorder (e.g., worry, insomnia, and 

depressed mood, among others, represent depression), but some symptoms can also be 
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strongly related to other symptoms, thereby representing another disorder (e.g., worry, 

insomnia, and anxiety, among others, represent generalized anxiety disorder). The theory is 

supported by comprehensive and elaborated statistical models. Data from the network 

perspective on psychological disorders is in line with observations from clinical practice (e.g., 

behavioral therapy) and experimental research on psychopathology that suggest 

transdiagnostic aspects and effects in psychopathology (van den Hout, 2014). Symptoms are 

not independent, they mutually influence each other.  

Hence, the network approach explains why research strategies, based on the medical 

disease model, that aimed at finding common denominators for psychological disorders have 

gained only limited success (Borsboom & Cramer, 2013) and provides a valuable alternative 

to understanding and conceptualizing psychopathology. However, the examples proposed by 

Borsboom and colleagues (e.g., 2008, 2013) are quite obvious and somewhat trivial. For 

many other symptoms, their correlation is less evident. The network theory also does not 

explain how symptoms interact. For example, it is logical that feelings of uncertainty lead to 

compulsive behavior. But the reversed direction, that perseverative behavior ironically 

increases uncertainty, was for a long time considered to be implausible. This is where 

experimental psychopathology can contribute, and this is exactly what this thesis aimed at: 

providing more insight in the relationship between these two symptoms in OCD. It so 

happens that perseveration increases uncertainty and that automatization plays a role herein.  

 

Transdiagnostic considerations 

The network approach, experimental research, and clinical practice suggest ‘transdiagnostic 

processes in psychopathology’: processes that play a role in the origin and/or maintenance of 

mental problems, but that cut across many diagnostic categories. Some transdiagnostic 

considerations concerning perseveration and uncertainty are worth mentioning. Repetitive 

behavior and feelings of uncertainty are symptoms that are observed in several psychological 

disorders other than OCD. The most obvious are the OCD-related disorders like body 

dysmorphic disorder, trichotillomania (hair-pulling), and excoriation (skin-picking; Wilhelm 

et al., 1999). This symptom overlap suggests that the effect of perseveration on uncertainty 

might also be observed in other mental disorders. For instance, individuals with body 

dysmorphic disorder (BDD) usually persevere in prolonged looking in the mirror to inspect 

their ‘imperfections’ about which they feel uncertain. Research on perseverative behavior in 

OCD suggests that this prolonged looking (i.e., staring) induces uncertainty about perception. 

Reductions in perceptional confidence might subsequently increase ‘mirror looking’ in 
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patients with BDD (cf. van den Hout et al., 2008, 2009). Although trichotillomania is 

characterized by perseverative hair pulling and excoriation by perseverative skin picking, the 

nature of the repetitive behavior seems different from OCD. Even though hair pulling in 

trichotillomania (and skin picking in excoriation), just like compulsions in OCD, reduces 

distress or anxiety, trichotillomania and excoriation are also associated with a certain amount 

of pleasure, whereas OCD is not (Grant & Potenza, 2006). Furthermore, trichotillomania and 

excoriation are not associated with feelings of uncertainty. Therefore, generalizability of the 

perseveration phenomenon to trichotillomania and excoriation seems limited or may be 

absent. 

Repetitive behavior is seen in other mental disorders as well. Generalized anxiety 

disorder (GAD) is characterized by excessive anxiety and worry, which an individual feels 

difficult to control (APA, 2013). Patients with GAD worry about future catastrophes 

regarding everyday life, which induces anxiety. The persistent nature of worrying is 

comparable to compulsive behavior in OCD. Perhaps perseverative worrying leads to 

‘automatization of worry’, which increases feelings of uncertainty. That is, repeatedly 

thinking about how everyday things could go wrong, may become an automatic routine: this 

reduces the amount of attention that is focused on the worries, which makes them less vivid 

and detailed (i.e., less concrete). Reduced concreteness might maintain worrying and prevent 

problem solving. A study on the role of concreteness in GAD demonstrated that, indeed, 

reduced concreteness of worries is less likely to lead to concrete problem solutions (Stöber, 

1998).  

 In eating disorders like anorexia, patients tend to persevere in counting calories or 

watching themselves in the mirror. This perseverative behavior might induce automatization 

of the cognitive functions involved. That is, prolonged mirror looking might cause perceptual 

uncertainty and repeated counting might reduce trust in the mathematical outcome, both 

increasing the urge to persevere. 

Several questions about the generalizability of the effects of perseverative behavior to 

these other disorders arise. Is the perseveration phenomenon also applicable to rumination in 

major depressive disorder? Or to people with low self-confidence who constantly reflect upon 

their actions (Radomsky et al., 2010)? Perhaps the mechanism of perseveration in other 

disorders is different from OCD, because in OCD perseveration usually functions as safety 

behavior, whereas perseverative behavior may have different functions or origins in other 

disorders. These transdiagnostic considerations are obviously in their infancy and remain to 

be empirically investigated. Many exciting experiments await to be conducted. 
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The majority of patients with obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) engage in repeated 

checking to reduce feelings of uncertainty. In the past decade, numerous experimental studies 

demonstrated that perseverative checking ironically increases memory uncertainty. Likewise, 

perseverative staring induces uncertainty about perception, compulsive cleaning leads to 

uncertainty about contamination, and repeating sentences induces uncertainty about the 

meaning of the sentence. The World Health Organization placed OCD in the top ten of most 

disabling medical conditions. Patients with OCD spend almost 10 years of their lives with this 

disorder, engaging in obsessive-compulsive behavior multiple hours a day. Therefore, a better 

understanding of the development and maintenance of OCD is important.The aims of this 

thesis were to examine whether the effects of perseverative checking are domain specific, to 

investigate whether automatization could be the mechanism underlying the effects of 

perseveration, and to increase the generalizability of the paradoxical perseveration 

phenomenon. Six experimental studies were conducted to further elucidate this phenomenon, 

they are reflected in four chapters. 

 

Chapter 1 describes two experiments with student samples that examined whether the 

effects of repeated checking on memory are domain specific, or if they would also be 

observed in attention and perception. Participants performed a checking computer task, in 

which they activated, deactivated and checked threat-irrelevant stimuli (large green circles or 

small grey circles). After a pre- and post-test checking trial, participants rated their confidence 

in memory, attention, and perception. In between the pre- and post-test, participants in the 

‘relevant checking’ condition performed checks on the same stimuli as those presented in the 

pre- and post-test. Participants in the ‘irrelevant checking’ condition performed checks on 

different stimuli. The results indicated that, compared to irrelevant checking, repeated 

relevant checking reduces memory confidence, vividness, and detail, while memory accuracy 

remained unaffected, thereby replicating earlier research. Confidence in attention reduced 

slightly in both conditions. Confidence in perception did not reduce after repeated checking. 

Repeated relevant checking appears to induce doubt in the cognitive domain that is involved 

in the repeated action (memory), but not in other domains (for example, perception). 

Additionally, because attentional focus is reduced (as is demonstrated in chapters 2-4), 

reductions in attentional confidence after repeated (relevant and irrelevant) checking may 

therefore be considered to be a ‘general’ phenomenon. 

In chapter 2, an experimental study is presented that examined whether automatization 

could be an underlying mechanism of the perseveration phenomenon. We extended the 
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checking task by adding a secondary reaction time (RT) task. In the pre- and post-test of this 

checking/RT dual task, healthy participants had to perform checks while simultaneously 

responding to tones. First, we tested whether checking behavior automates as a result of 

repetition and increased familiarity with the checked stimuli. We hypothesized that relevant 

checking, compared to irrelevant checking, leads to automatization of checking behavior. 

Automatization would be reflected by increased efficiency, that is, faster checking 

performance and shorter RTs. Second, we proposed that defamiliarization, by modifying the 

perceptual characteristics of the stimuli background, leads to de-automatization. This would 

be reflected by slower checking performance and longer RTs. Third, we examined whether 

defamiliarization could attenuate the negative effects of repeated checking on memory 

confidence, vividness, and detail. The results indicated that relevant checking reduces meta-

memory (memory confidence, vividness, and detail). Furthermore, relevant checking, 

compared to irrelevant checking, led to faster checking at post-test. Reaction times at post-test 

were shorter in all conditions. These results combined suggest that perseverative checking 

leads to automatization of checking behavior. Defamiliarization led to similar reductions in 

the duration of checking performance and an even larger reduction in RTs at the post-test. 

Furthermore, defamiliarization did not diminish the negative meta-memory effects caused by 

repeated checking. The defamiliarization procedure might have been too weak to induce de-

automatization and to reduce the negative meta-memory effects of perseverative checking. 

To examine automatization and the effects of defamiliarization in more detail, we 

conducted two replication experiments in which we modified the defamiliarization procedure, 

by changing the color of the stimuli and knobs instead of the background color. Chapter 3 

describes the two experiments in which healthy participants performed the similar 

checking/RT dual task as described in chapter 2. In both experiments, perseverative checking 

reduced memory confidence, vividness, and detail. Furthermore, relevant checking, compared 

to irrelevant checking, led to shorter check duration and faster RTs which indicates 

automatization of checking behavior. To further investigate the effects of defamiliarization, 

we altered the color of the stimuli and knobs at post-test into one contrasting color in 

Experiment I (‘moderate defamiliarization’). In Experiment II, we increased the degree of 

defamiliarization by altering the stimuli and knob colors into multiple contrasting colors 

(‘strong defamiliarization’). The results showed that moderate defamiliarization led to de-

automatization, but did not attenuate meta-memory effects of checking. Strong 

defamiliarization did not lead to de-automatization, but did reduce the detrimental effects of 

repeated checking on memory confidence and vividness. This research suggests that 
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automatization is a potential mechanism underlying the paradoxical phenomenon of 

perseveration leading to memory uncertainty, but the results on the effects of 

defamiliarization on automatization and attenuation of the meta-memory effects of 

perseverative checking are inconclusive.  

Chapter 4 describes a study similar to Experiment I in chapter 3, but this time, patients 

with OCD and a healthy control group participated. The study was performed in collaboration 

with Altrecht Academic Anxiety Center and Vincent van Gogh Center for Anxiety and 

Obsessive-Compulsive Disorders. The final sample consisted of 48 patients with OCD and 48 

healthy participants that were matched to the OCD patients based on age, gender and 

education level. Participants performed the checking/RT dual task with the moderate 

defamiliarization procedure. Results showed that the negative effects of repeated checking on 

memory confidence, vividness, and detail were similar for patients with OCD and non-clinical 

controls. Reductions in check duration were similar across conditions and did not differ 

between patients and non-clinical controls. Relevant checking led to automatization of 

checking behavior on the RT measure in both groups, although patients were slower in 

performing the dual RT task in general. Moderate defamiliarization led to de-automatization 

on the RT task, but did not attenuate the negative meta-memory effects of repeated checking. 

We found no indications that patients with OCD have general impairments in the 

development of automatic routines. However, the fact that patients were substantially slower 

in case of dual task administration indicates potential impairments in divided and selective 

attention. 

 

The conclusions of this thesis are summarized in Part III. The findings are discussed 

with respect to the theoretical framework and with respect to implications for clinical practice. 

The presented studies add to the empirical evidence that perseverative behavior paradoxically 

increases feelings of distrust. Repeated relevant checking reduces memory confidence, 

vividness, and detail, and the effects appear to be domain specific. The findings in this thesis 

indicate that automatization is a mechanism underlying the negative effects of repeated 

checking. Repetition and increased familiarity lead to automatization of checking behavior: 

checking requires less attentional resources. Reduced attention may then lead to less vivid and 

detailed recollections, causing memory uncertainty. The results on the effects of 

defamiliarization were not straightforward. The data suggest that defamiliarization may not 

only affect automatization, but can also directly affect meta-memory. Further research into the 

influence of (de)automatization and defamiliarization on the relation between perseverative 
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behavior and memory uncertainty seems necessary to improve our understanding of the 

development and maintenance of compulsive behavior and cognitive uncertainty in OCD.  

The findings in this thesis contribute to the generalizability of the paradoxical effects 

of perseverative behavior. Our use of threat-irrelevant stimuli consistently replicated previous 

findings with OCD-relevant stimuli, which indicates that the perseveration phenomenon is a 

general phenomenon, in the sense that the negative effects of perseverative behavior are not 

bound to stimuli that are related to OCD concerns. Furthermore, we found no differences in 

the effect of perseveration on meta-memory between patients with OCD and healthy controls. 

Interestingly, despite OCD patients’ need to exert control and reluctance to shift to parallel 

processing, the degree of automatization of checking behavior in patients was not smaller 

compared to healthy controls.  

The studies in this thesis add to the rationale for prevention of perseverative behavior, 

which is one of the key components in Exposure and Response Prevention (ERP) therapy. 

Results from studies on the paradoxical perseveration phenomenon and the role of 

automatization could be used in psycho-education. Explaining to patients that repetitive 

behavior ironically augments feelings of uncertainty may increase their understanding about 

the counterproductive effects of their behavior, and may increase their motivation to reduce 

ritualizing. Furthermore, repeated checking and defamiliarization may be used in behavioral 

experiments to illustrate the effects of perseverative behavior. Finally, the experimental 

psychopathological approach that was taken in this thesis to examine how obsessive-

compulsive symptoms interact is discussed with regard to the network approach on 

psychopathology, and some transdiagnostic considerations are mentioned.  
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De meerderheid van patiënten met obsessief-compulsieve stoornis (OCS) vertoont 

herhaaldelijk checkgedrag om gevoelens van onzekerheid te verminderen. In het afgelopen 

decennium is uit diverse experimentele studies gebleken dat geheugenonzekerheid juist 

toeneemt door ‘perseveratief’ checken. Evenzo leidt perseveratief staren tot onzekerheid over 

perceptie, compulsief schoonmaakgedrag leidt tot onzekerheid over besmetting en het 

herhalen van zinnen leidt tot onzekerheid over de betekenis van de zin. De 

Wereldgezondheidsorganisatie heeft OCS in de top tien van meest invaliderende medische 

aandoeningen geplaatst. Patiënten met OCS spenderen bijna tien jaar van hun leven met de 

stoornis, waarbij ze meerdere uren per dag obsessief-compulsief gedrag uitvoeren. Een beter 

begrip van de ontwikkeling en instandhouding van OCS is daarom van groot belang. Het 

eerste doel van deze dissertatie was onderzoeken of de effecten van perseveratie 

domeinspecifiek zijn. Ten tweede werd onderzocht of automatisering het mechanisme zou 

kunnen zijn dat ten grondslag ligt aan de effecten van perseveratief gedrag en ten derde werd 

beoogd de generaliseerbaarheid van het paradoxale perseveratie fenomeen te vergroten. Zes 

experimentele studies zijn uitgevoerd om dit fenomeen nader te onderzoeken en worden in 

vier hoofdstukken besproken. 

 

Hoofdstuk 1 beschrijft twee experimenten waarin met steekproeven van studenten 

werd onderzocht of de effecten van herhaaldelijk checken op geheugen domeinspecifiek zijn, 

of dat de perseveratie-effecten ook worden gevonden op de gebieden aandacht en 

waarneming. De participanten voerden een gecomputeriseerde checktaak uit, waarin zij 

gevaar-irrelevante stimuli (grote groene cirkels of kleine grijze cirkels) moesten activeren, 

deactiveren en checken. Na de pre- en post-test gaven participanten scores voor het 

vertrouwen in hun geheugen, aandacht en waarneming. Tussen de pre- en post-test voerden 

participanten in de ‘relevante check’ conditie checks uit op stimuli die gelijk waren aan de 

stimuli in de pre- en post-test. Participanten in de ‘irrelevante check’ conditie voerden checks 

uit op andere stimuli. De resultaten lieten zien dat, vergeleken met irrelevant checken, 

herhaaldelijk relevant checken leidt tot een afname van geheugenzekerheid, levendigheid en 

gedetailleerdheid, terwijl geheugen accuraatheid onaangedaan bleef, hetgeen eerdere 

onderzoeksresultaten repliceert. Vertrouwen in aandacht nam licht af in beide condities. 

Vertrouwen in waarneming verminderde niet na herhaaldelijk checken. Deze resultaten 

suggereren dat herhaaldelijk relevant chechen leidt tot onzekerheid over het cognitieve 

domein dat betrokken is bij de herhaalde handeling (geheugen), maar niet over andere 

domeinen (bijvoorbeeld waarneming). Aangezien het aandachtsvermogen vermindert na 
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herhaaldelijk checken (zoals wordt aangetoond in hoofdstuk 2 t/m 4), lijkt de afname van 

vertrouwen in aandacht na relevant en irrelevant checken een ‘algemeen’ fenomeen te zijn 

van perseveratief gedrag. 

 In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een experimentele studie beschreven waarin wordt onderzocht of 

automatisering een onderliggend mechanisme van het perseveratie fenomeen zou kunnen zijn. 

Daartoe hebben we de checktaak uitgebreid door een secundaire reactietijden (RT) taak toe te 

voegen. In de pre- en post-test van deze duale check/RT taak moesten gezonde participanten 

checks uitvoeren terwijl ze tegelijkertijd moesten reageren als ze een toon hoorden. Allereerst 

onderzochten we of, als gevolg van herhaling en toegenomen familiariteit (bekendheid) met 

de stimuli, checkgedrag automatiseert. We voorspelden dat herhaaldelijk relevant checken, 

ten opzichte van irrelevant checken, leidt tot het automatiseren van checkgedrag. 

Automatisering zou worden aangetoond door een grotere mate van efficiëntie, namelijk, een 

kortere checkduur en snellere reactietijden. Ten tweede suggereerden wij dat defamiliarisatie, 

door middel van het veranderen van de visuele kenmerken van de stimuli die moesten worden 

gecheckt, zou leiden tot de-automatisering. Dit zou worden aangetoond door een langere 

checkduur en tragere reactietijden. Ten derde onderzochten we of defamiliarisatie de 

negatieve effecten van herhaaldelijk checken op geheugenzekerheid, levendigheid en detail 

kon verminderen. De resultaten lieten zien dat relevant checken meta-geheugen 

(geheugenzekerheid, levendigheid en detail) vermindert. Tevens leidde relevant checken, in 

vergelijking met irrelevant checken, tot een kortere checkduur tijdens de post-test. De 

reactietijden tijdens de post-test waren sneller voor beide condities. Deze resultaten 

gecombineerd suggereren dat perseveratief controleren tot automatisering van checkgedrag 

leidt. Defamiliarisatie leidde tot een vergelijkbare afname van de checkduur en zelfs tot een 

grotere afname van reactietijd tijdens de post-test. De negatieve meta-geheugen effecten die 

worden veroorzaakt door herhaaldelijk checken werden niet verminderd door defamiliarisatie. 

De defamiliarisatieprocedure was mogelijk niet sterk genoeg om de-automatisering te 

veroorzaken en de negatieve effecten van perseveratief checken op meta-geheugen te 

verminderen. 

 Om automatisering en de effecten van defamiliarisatie in meer detail te onderzoeken 

hebben we twee replicatie-experimenten uitgevoerd, waarin we de defamiliarisatieprocedure 

hebben aangepast door de kleur van de stimuli en draaiknoppen te veranderen in plaats van 

alleen de achtergrondkleur. Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft deze experimenten waarin gezonde 

participanten dezelfde duale check/RT taak uitvoerden als in hoofdstuk 2. In beide 

experimenten leidde perseveratief checken tot een afname van geheugenzekerheid, 
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levendigheid en gedetailleerdheid. Daarnaast leidde relevant controleren, in vergelijking met 

irrelevant controleren, tot een kortere checkduur en snellere reactietijden, hetgeen duidt op 

automatisering van checkgedrag. Om de effecten van defamiliarisatie nader te onderzoeken 

hebben we in Experiment I de kleur van de stimuli en draaiknoppen tijdens de post-test in één 

contrasterende kleur veranderd (‘gemiddelde mate van defamiliarisatie’). In Experiment II 

hebben we de mate van defamiliarisatie vergroot door de kleur van de stimuli en 

draaiknoppen in meerdere contrasterende kleuren te veranderen (‘sterke mate van 

defamiliarisatie’). De resultaten lieten zien dat een gemiddelde mate van defamiliarisatie tot 

de-automatisering leidt, maar de meta-geheugen effecten van checken niet vermindert. Een 

sterke mate van defamiliarisatie leidde niet tot de-automatisering, maar verminderde de 

negatieve effecten van herhaaldelijk checken op geheugenzekerheid en levendigheid wel. Dit 

onderzoek suggereert dat automatisering een mogelijk mechanisme is dat ten grondslag ligt 

aan het paradoxale perseveratie fenomeen dat tot geheugenonzekerheid leidt. De resultaten 

van het effect van defamiliarisatie op automatisering en het verminderen van de meta-

geheugen effecten van perseveratief checken zijn echter niet eenduidig. 

 Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft een studie vergelijkbaar met Experiment I uit hoofdstuk 3, 

waaraan patiënten met OCS en een gezonde controlegroep deelnamen. Het onderzoek is 

uitgevoerd in samenwerking met het Altrecht Academisch Angstcentrum en het Vincent van 

Gogh Centrum voor Angst- en Dwangstoornissen. De uiteindelijke steekproef bestond uit 48 

patiënten met OCS and 48 gezonde participanten die aan de patiënten waren ‘gematcht’ wat 

betreft geslacht, leeftijd en opleidingsniveau. De participanten voerden de duale check/RT 

taak uit met een ‘gemiddelde mate van defamiliarisatie’. De resultaten lieten zien dat de 

negatieve effecten van herhaaldelijk checken op geheugenzekerheid, levendigheid en 

gedetailleerdheid vergelijkbaar waren voor patiënten met OCS en de gezonde controlegroep. 

De afname in checkduur was vergelijkbaar voor de drie condities en verschilde niet tussen 

patiënten en controles. Relevant checken leidde in beide groepen tot automatisering van 

checkgedrag op de RT maat, hoewel patiënten in het algemeen langzamer waren in het 

gelijktijdig uitvoeren van de RT taak. Een gemiddelde mate van defamiliarisatie leidde tot de-

automatisering op de RT taak, maar verminderde de negatieve meta-geheugen effecten van 

herhaaldelijk checken niet. We vonden geen indicaties voor algemene tekortkomingen in het 

ontstaan van automatische routines bij patiënten met OCS. Echter, het feit dat patiënten 

aanzienlijk langzamer waren in het reageren op een duale taak duidt op mogelijke 

tekortkomingen in het verdeelde en selectieve aandachtsvermogen. 
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 In Deel III worden de conclusies van deze dissertatie samengevat. De bevindingen 

worden besproken met betrekking tot het theoretisch kader en met betrekking tot implicaties 

voor de klinische praktijk. De beschreven studies vergroten het empirische bewijs dat 

perseveratief gedrag juist leidt tot een toename van onzekerheid. Herhaaldelijk relevant 

controleren vermindert geheugenzekerheid, levendigheid en gedetailleerdheid, en deze 

effecten lijken domeinspecifiek te zijn. De bevindingen in deze dissertatie suggereren dat 

automatisering een onderliggend mechanisme is van de negatieve effecten van herhaaldelijk 

checken. Herhaling en toegenomen familiariteit leiden tot automatisering van checkgedrag: 

checken vereist minder aandacht. Verminderde aandacht leidt mogelijk tot een afname van de 

levendigheid en gedetailleerdheid van herinneringen, hetgeen geheugenonzekerheid induceert. 

De resultaten van de effecten van defamiliarisatie waren niet eenduidig. De data suggereren 

dat defamiliarisatie niet alleen automatisering beïnvloedt, maar ook het meta-geheugen 

rechtstreeks kan beïnvloeden. Nader onderzoek naar de invloed van (de)automatisering en 

defamiliarisatie op de relatie tussen perseveratief gedrag en geheugenonzekerheid lijkt 

noodzakelijk om het begrip over het ontstaan en de instandhouding van compulsief gedrag en 

cognitieve onzekerheid in OCS te vergroten. 

 De bevindingen in deze dissertatie vergroten de generaliseerbaarheid van de 

paradoxale effecten van herhaaldelijk gedrag. Ons gebruik van gevaar-irrelevante stimuli 

leidde consequent tot replicatie van eerdere onderzoeksbevindingen met OCS-relevante 

stimuli. Dit suggereert dat het perseveratie fenomeen een algemeen fenomeen is, in die zin dat 

de negatieve effecten van perseveratief gedrag niet gebonden zijn aan stimuli die gerelateerd 

zijn aan OCS. Wat betreft het effect van perseveratie op meta-geheugen vonden we geen 

verschillen tussen patiënten met OCS en gezonde participanten. Opvallend was dat de mate 

van automatisering van checkgedrag bij patiënten niet kleiner was dan bij controles, ondanks 

de controlebehoefte van patiënten en hun weerstand om over te schakelen op parallelle 

informatieverwerking.  

 De studies in deze dissertatie dragen bij aan de rationale voor preventie van 

herhaaldelijk gedrag, hetgeen een van de kernelementen is van Exposure en Responspreventie 

(ERP) therapie. De resultaten van studies naar het paradoxale perseveratie fenomeen en de rol 

van automatisering kunnen worden gebruikt tijdens psycho-educatie. Aan patiënten uitleggen 

dat herhaaldelijk gedrag juist leidt tot een toename van gevoelens van onzekerheid kan het 

begrip over de contraproductieve effecten van hun gedrag vergroten en zou de motivatie om 

ritueel gedrag te verminderen kunnen doen toenemen. Daarnaast zouden herhaaldelijk 

checken en defamiliarisatie van stimuli in gedragsexperimenten kunnen worden toegepast om 
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de effecten van perseveratief gedrag te demonstreren. Tot slot wordt de experimentele 

psychopathologische benadering, die in deze dissertatie werd gehanteerd om te onderzoeken 

hoe obsessief-compulsieve symptomen interacteren, besproken met betrekking tot de 

netwerkbenadering van psychopathologie en worden enkele transdiagnostische overwegingen 

genoemd. 
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Ik ben klaar! Na 6,5 jaar is het nu eindelijk echt zo ver: mijn proefschrift is af! Wat een 

waanzinnig, onwerkelijk, geweldig gevoel! Voor mij was deze periode als de beklimming van 

een enorme berg. Waar je vol goede moed aan begint en waarvan je je kan voorstellen hoe 

fantastisch het moet zijn om de top te bereiken, maar waarvan je tegelijkertijd ook weet dat 

het geen eenvoudige onderneming zal worden. Zoals bij iedere beklimming doorgaans het 

geval is, vond ook ik een aantal spreekwoordelijke obstakels op mijn weg: technische 

problemen, een artikel dat werd afgewezen of een tegenvallende instroom van participanten. 

Maar ook op fysiek vlak kwam ik flinke hobbels tegen, zoals twee beenoperaties die 

noodgedwongen tot maandenlange onderbrekingen leidden. Toch wint het aantal 

hoogtepunten tijdens deze reis met ruime cijfers! Collega’s die vrienden werden, 

manuscripten die geaccepteerd werden, internationale congressen bijwonen en het behalen 

van mijn BIG-registratie als GZ-psycholoog. Maar bovenaan staat zonder meer moeder 

worden van Julia. Dit gaf mij extra energie, kracht en relativeringsvermogen om door te 

klimmen. 

 

De totstandkoming van dit proefschrift was onmogelijk geweest zonder de raad en daad van 

mensen om mij heen. Ik ben iedereen die, direct of indirect, heeft bijgedragen aan het 

mogelijk maken en tot een goed einde brengen van deze reis ontzettend dankbaar! 

Marcel, een groter contrast tussen blijdschap en verdriet, zoals wij dat in de afgelopen ruim 

anderhalf jaar meemaakten, bestaat er niet. Ik heb veel respect voor de manier waarop je in 

deze moeilijke tijd de motivatie wist te vinden om je werk voort te zetten. Ik wil je graag 

bedanken voor je vertrouwen in mij. Je gaf me de vrijheid om heel zelfstandig te werken, 

terwijl ik altijd bij je kon binnenlopen als dat nodig was. Ik heb veel van je geleerd en heb 

grote bewondering voor je enorme kennis, je bevlogenheid en toewijding aan de wetenschap. 

Jouw boeiende verhalen en typerende vertelwijze maakten ieder overleg uniek. Dank dat je 

het gelijktijdig volgen van de GZ-opleiding hebt mogelijk gemaakt en mij daardoor de kans 

hebt geboden om mij als scientist-practitioner te ontwikkelen. 

Iris, ik heb veel van jouw begeleiding geleerd. Door jouw geduld en kritische blik is mijn 

schrijfstijl flink verbeterd. Dank dat je altijd interesse toonde in mijn twee ‘wandelroutes’ en 

in mijn persoonlijke leven. Je kaartjes en mailtjes waren een flinke steun in de rug.  

Lieve Ka en Mir, mede ‘bergbeklimmers’, kamergenootjes, vriendinnen en paranimfen. 

Straks staan we daar voor het laatst als drie-eenheid, de meisjes van H208. Wat was het 

fantastisch om deze reis samen met jullie te mogen maken! Jullie waren en zijn er altijd: 

duizendmaal dank voor jullie steun, advies, vertrouwen in de goede afloop, opbeurende 
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woorden, positiviteit, betrokkenheid en vooral: gezelligheid! Want met jullie heb ik onderweg 

ook enorm van het uitzicht kunnen genieten! Onze talloze kroeg-stap-klets-feest-

logeeravonden, de gezelligste, meest versierde kamer met de grootste snoeppot van de Uithof, 

kateren in Kapellerput, onze legendarische Leuvenweekenden (Arne!!!), toneel in het 

kwadraat in Reykjavík, wegwaaien in ons houten hutje in Höfn (“Get ég ein hvítvín, takk? 

Takk fyrir!”), en trouw/baby/promotiefeestjes zijn onbetaalbaar en zal ik nooit vergeten! Dat 

we nog maar veel nieuwe, dierbare herinneringen mogen maken samen! 

Arne, onze derde paranimf! Dankjewel dat we je altijd konden overhalen om toch nog één 

drankje te doen, voor je nuchtere kijk en alle gekkigheid! Tot diep in de nacht met Mir via 

Skype Ka’s Einstein-moedereend-brein editen en Haffy Haff blèren is onvergetelijk! 

Suzanne, Marloes en Kiki, wat fijn dat jullie de lege plekken in onze kamer kwamen opvullen 

met jullie vrolijke aanwezigheid en support! Alle oud-collega’s en AIO’s (Elske, David, 

Denise, Jaap, Josje, Ninke, Tamara, Iris V., Marit, Patricia) en huidige FSW/KGP-collega’s 

en AIO’s (Aukje, Cate, Catherine, Cécile, Floor, Henk, Joris, Kevin, Maarten, Marianne K., 

Marianne L., Marieke A., Marieke S., Marieke T., Paul, Puck, Sophie en Trudy) dankjulliewel 

voor de jarenlange samenwerking en gezelligheid: kletspraatjes, lunches, borrels, oppeppers 

bij Gutenberg, etentjes en feestjes! Puck, ik wil jou in het bijzonder bedanken voor je enorme 

inzet voor mijn patiëntonderzoek. 

De mensen die op een minder zichtbare manier betrokken zijn geweest bij mijn 

promotietraject wil ik ook graag speciaal bedanken. Lieve Lizet, allesweter, alleskunner, wat 

heb ik je gemist toen je met pensioen ging! Even bijkletsen, stoom afblazen, of wat dan ook, 

dankjewel dat ik altijd bij je mocht binnenlopen. En wat fijn dat we elkaar nog steeds spreken, 

zelfs als ik weer eens veel te laat reply, sorry! Marleen, dank voor je inspirerende 

enthousiasme, wat leuk dat we elkaar bij de KP weer tegenkomen! Adriaan, wat was het 

geweldig om met jou, Iris V. en Josje de KGP vakgroepuitjes en kerstdiners te organiseren! 

Dames van het secretariaat (Karima, Lot, Linette, Amal, Janet), dank voor jullie 

opgewektheid en hulp bij allerhande problemen. Mariska, Marieke en Mustapha, dank voor 

jullie inspanningen om de weg te vinden in mijn fte-jungle. Theo, dank voor al je technische 

ondersteuning. Irene en Rens, wat had ik zonder jullie gemoeten?! Ontzettend bedankt dat ik 

altijd bij jullie terecht kon met methodische en statistische vragen! Truus, dank voor de 

enthousiaste manier waarop je deelnemers wist te werven en ik me welkom voelde in Venray. 

Alle bachelor- en masterstudenten die ik in de afgelopen jaren heb begeleid: dank voor jullie 

hulp bij de verzameling van onderzoeksdata en jullie leuke en kritische vragen. Graag wil ik 
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onderzoeksschool Experimentele Psychopathologie (EPP) bedanken voor de fantastische 

symposia en cursussen die ik heb mogen volgen. 

 

En dan was er mijn tweede ‘wandelroute’: de GZ-opleiding binnen Altrecht en Rino Groep 

Utrecht. Wim en Helga, dank voor jullie vertrouwen en inzet om dit geweldige AIO/GZ-KP 

traject mogelijk te maken! Mijn supervisoren, werkbegeleiders en teamprofessionals tijdens 

de GZ (Fried, Janie, Jutte, Karen, Peter en Stans): dank voor jullie begeleiding, interesse en de 

ontwikkeling die ik bij jullie heb mogen maken tot GZ-psycholoog. Joël, de manier waarop jij 

werk, opleiding en gezin weet te combineren is een mooi voorbeeld. Al mijn andere oud-

collega’s van Altrecht Polikliniek Utrecht-Zuid wil ik graag bedanken voor de samenwerking. 

Wat een fijn vooruitzicht om jullie straks tijdens mijn KP-opleiding weer tegen te komen! 

Dames van GZ10A (Annelies, Femke, Florencia, Hanneke, Josine, Kim, Mariëtte, Tineke, 

Sarah, Simone, Sylvia, Willemijn): dankjulliewel voor alle gezellige cursusdagen, 

kletspraatjes, etentjes en talloze geboortekaartjes! 

 

Leo en Kees, dank dat jullie onbewust de aanleiding waren voor deze reis! 

 

En dan is er nog mijn leven buiten de wetenschap en de klinische praktijk. Een leven met 

mensen die mij zo dierbaar zijn, dat ieder obstakel met gemak overkoombaar is. 

Lien, hoewel ik het Utrechts-overlevingspakket de laatste jaren niet meer nodig heb gehad, 

denk ik met veel plezier terug aan onze avonden in Ledig Erf en Olivijeee. Jouw nuchtere blik 

en schaterende lach werken altijd enorm relativerend. En hoewel we elkaar straks minder 

zullen zien, hoop ik dat we nog jaaarenlang blijven (bij)kletsen. 

Mootje, wat waren de zondagen op de tribune een heerlijke ontspanning van al het werk. Ik 

hoop de twinkeling in je ogen weer vaak te zien. 

Lieve Veer, dankjewel voor al je lieve appjes en mentale support. Ik ben ontzettend trots op 

je! 

Lieve meisjes, Bar, Eef, Lau en Met, wat ben ik een bofkont met zulke vriendinnen als jullie. 

In de afgelopen 20 jaar zijn we geëvolueerd van brugpiepers op het Erasmiaans naar carrière-

doctor-mama-dames. Laten we minstens tot we bejaarde besjes zijn doorgaan met onze 

etentjes, saunadagjes, sintekerstoud&nieuwpaashaasvieringen, dagjes en weekendjes 

Antwerpen/Den Bosch/Deurne/Liessel/Parijs! En Bar (mede-piepkuiken vanaf de RSV), 

vanuit Canada doe je via Skype gewoon gezellig mee! 
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Menno, wat fijn dat jij Mettie’s hart veroverd hebt (daar is Mark ook heel blij mee!)! Dat we 

nog maar heel veel etentjes, weekendjes Rekem en vakanties mogen beleven met z’n vieren 

en de kindjes! 

Naomi en Daphne, wat leuk om jullie weer te zien! En ‘Familie De Graaf’, wanneer komen 

jullie weer gezellig whisky proeven?  

Mar en Lex, ik had me geen lievere schoonouders kunnen wensen! Wat heerlijk dat het bij 

jullie ook als thuis voelt! Fem, Mark, Loek & ‘Nico’, Menno & Mirte, Martin en alle Den 

Oudens: dankjulliewel voor alle gezelligheid en betrokkenheid. 

Helma, de liefste stoere, sterke tante die er is! Van kleins af aan was je mijn grote voorbeeld 

(“Wie is je idool? Tante Helma!”)! Wat mooi dat je nu die tante voor Juul kan zijn! 

Lief sussie, waar ter wereld je dan ook bent om te bemiddelen in allerlei conflicten, je bent en 

blijft altijd mijn kleine zusje (zelfs al ben je 5 centimeter groter), de liefste ter wereld! Met jou 

kan ik uren geinen, piepen, winkelen, aankeutelen, facetimen, snoepen, wat dan ook. Ik heb 

enorm veel bewondering voor je doorzettingsvermogen, toewijding en vastberadenheid 

(vergeet je de lachende monnik niet?)! Dankjewel dat je zo’n fantastische tante voor Juultje 

bent! Rob, dankjewel dat je Jo zo gelukkig maakt! 

Lieve pap en mam, hoe kan ik jullie ooit genoeg bedanken?! Dankjulliewel voor alle extra 

steun en ondersteuning die jullie tijdens deze drukke reis boden! Maar bovenal ben ik 

ontzettend dankbaar dat jullie mij de solide basis, jullie vertrouwen en het geloof in mijzelf 

hebben gegeven om te worden wie ik ben.  

Lieve Mark, zonder jou was het beklimmen van deze berg onmogelijk geweest! Dankjewel 

dat je er altijd voor me bent, mijn veilige haven om in thuis te komen. Jouw liefde, 

onvoorwaardelijke optimisme en vertrouwen geven mij kracht! En dankjewel voor het 

grootste geluk in ons leven: m’n lieve Juultje, lief, ondeugend, sterk, wijs meisje dat je bent. 

Je bent het beste van papa en mij. 

 

Als je in de liefde gelooft, geloof je genoeg. 

-Dineke Radstake-  
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